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Preface and Acknowledgments

In deciding which tenns to use in the thesis to refer to different Native
American groups, 1 have followed the nomenclature used by Helen Tanner in
the Aflas of Great Lakes Indian H k f q . Although the use of traditional names,
such as Anishinaabe or Haudenosaunee, might be considered more accurate,
most readers will be f d a r with the t e m s that Tanner employs. 1did not try
to avoid using the term Indian or Native American but used them interchangeably.

In places 1have also used the term confederacy to refer to intertribal assoaations
such as the Stioto Confederacy. Other historians, such as JohnSugden, in Blue

Jacket: Warrior of the Shawnees, have done the same. Using this term 1 do not
mean to imply more than association. 1am unaware of evidence showing that
the Indians in the Ohio Valley ever formallybound themselves together under
offiaal artides or agreements of confederation.
1would like to thank Dr. Francis Carroll for helping me to see this thesis

through to completion. 1could not have had a better advisor. From the reading
we did together, 1 gained an overview of the nationalist penod in United States
history and an invaluable appreaation for the impact that international politics
and diplomacy had upon developments in the North American intenor. Dr.
Carroll has always expressed confidence in my ability and has always been open

to sharing with me the howledge he possesses. In the course of our working together, I was reminded time and again of why 1 like to study history.

1 wodd also like to thank my parents, JohnPeter Fierst and Maureen
O'Donovan Fierst, to whom this thesis is dedicated. Throughout my life they
have been an unwavering source of love and support.

Abstract
From the Seven Years' War in North America to the Battle of Fallen Timbers, 1754 to 1794, Native Americans fought to retain control of the Ohio ValleyGreat Lakes region. They fought to keep-first

the British and after the

t the Appalachiav and out of the Ohio CounRevolution the A m e r i c a n ~ a s of

try. White Americans looked upon the Seven Years' War, the Revolution, and
the Indian Wars of the early 1790s as separate events, but for Native Americans
of the Ohio Valley and Great Lakes region they were a l l part of a forty-year-long
stniggle to protect their homelands. This forty year stmggle is not well understood. The problem is that most historians have treated Native Americans as
Britain's hdian allies. Indians involved in the struggle are not u s u d y recognized as having authority in and of themselves. The purpose of this thesis is to
review this prolonged stniggle hom the perspective of Indian authority. It is not
written from an insider's point of view but from the point of view of what, fkom

a reading of the literahire, were dearly Native Amencan interests. This point of
view d o w s not only a dearer perspective on the actions and decisions of the Indians themselves but also a dexer perspective on the actions and deàsions of
British and American officiais. Native Americans were not weak, dependent,

and doomed. They were not pawns of the British or simply the victims of transAtlantic market forces. They held power in the Ohio Valley and Great Lakes region, and that power was wrested from them by a& of war.

Introduction: Indian "Banditti"
In the treaty that brought the Amencan Revolution to a dose, Lord Shelbume, the British Prime e s t e r , wishing to keep the former colonists within
the British commeraal system, and therefore favoring generous terms of peace,

advocated ceding to the new republic the region lying south of the Great Lakes

and west of the Appalachian ~ountains?With the signuig of the Treaty of Paris
on September 3,1783, Amencan offiaah were most anxïous to establish the

authority of the United States throughout the newly acquired Northwest Temtory2 This country, however, was under the control of the Shawnees and their
1

For SheIburnefsposition see Charles R. Ritcheson, Aft&h

of Reuolution: British Policy

Towmd t h United States, 1783-1795 (Dallas: Southern Methodist University Press, 1969), 45.
2

Northurest T m Z q is one of severd tenns used herein which essentiaily d e r to the same

region. The T m - t o r yNorfhwest ofthe Ohio River,or the N a r t h e s t Territory, waç the official
name the United States gave to the country north of the Ohio River, ceded in the 1783 treaty.
The Great Lakes formed the northern boundary of the Northwest Temtory, Pennsylvania
the eastem boundary, the Ohio River the southem boundary, and the Mississippi River the

western boundary. Other ternis employed in the thesis are not so explicitiy delineated. The
Ohio Counhy and the Illinois Country, both within in the limits of the Northwest Temtory, are

older terms. The Old Norfhwest generaiiy refers to those states carved out of the Northwest
Territory that now make up a large part of the American Midwest, being the states of Ohio,

Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, and Wisconsin. This is explained by R. Carlyle Buley in his
prehce to The Old Norfhwst: P i m e r Pend 1815-1840, vol. 1(Bloornington: Indiana
University Press, 1950), vii: "From this territory five states (and part of a sixth-Mùinesota
east of the Mississippi River) were eventually admitted into the Union on an equal footing
with the original states. As the United States moved on to the Pacific and a new northwest

developed, the region north of the Ohio came to be known in American history as the Old

westem confederates. The westem Indians, who had fought alongside the British during the Revolution, had not been defeated in battle; nor had they partiùpated in the peace process; nor had they signed the 1783 treaty. They were, in
fad, quite angered by Britain's presuming to turn over their homeland to the
Americans. And they were waiting to see if the new United States would honor

Northwest." The Norfhwest, as Wayne Stevens uses the term in The Nmthwest Fur Trade

1763-1800,University of Illinois Studies in Social Sciences, vol. 14, no. 3 (Urbana: Univerçity
of Illinois, 1926), is more troublesome because it is inclusive of more than the Northwes t
Territory or the Old Northwest Stevens employs the term ambiguously, sometimes using
Nmthest to refer to the Northwesf T'rritory. Northwest, it w o d d seem, is more a directional
tenn, referring to the vast country Iying northwest of the Atlantic Seaboard colonies, and
therefore induding large parts of Canada. Point of view is critical to understanding these
terms, as is indicated by the use of pays d'en haut or upper country, which also appears
throughout the thesis. In this case the St. Lawrence River serves as a point of reference. The
St. Lawrence, the principal French route into the interior, flows h m Lake Ontario to the
North Atlantic. On the St. Lawrence the Qty of Montreal is located below the point where
the Ottawa River, another major route to the west, joins the S t Lawrence. Pays d'en haut
refers to the country above-up river hm-Montreai,

Like the term Nurthzuesf the tenn

pays d'en haut is vague and inclusive. The boundaries of the pays d ' a haut expanded as the
fur trade expanded. In a broad sense the p q s d ' a b u t encompassed ail the country beyond
Montreai, including that which becarne the Nortkwest Tememtori/
of the United States. Richard
White in The Middle Ground: Indians, Empires, and RepubZics in the Great Lukes Regiun, l650-18E
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991),x-xi, states that "strictly speaking it [the

pays d'en haut] did not begin untii the point where voyageurs passed beyond Huronia on the
eastern shore of Lake Huron..

..In the seventeenth century, the pays d'en

haut included the

lands bordering the rivers flowing into the northern Great Lakes and the lands south of the
Iakes to the Ohio.''
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the Ohio River boundary, guaranteed in the £irst Treaty of Fort Stanwix, signed

in 1768.3

But offiaals of the United States had no intention of sanctioning a separate Indian state north of the Ohio River. Inthe eyes of the Americans the Indi-

ans had been allies of a defeated enemy, and their lands, which w o d d be used to
reward soldiers of the Revolutionary armies and sold to shore up the suffexing
economy of the new nation, could be confiscated by right of conquest? Amencans expressed this attitude in the new settlements and military outposts they be-

gan to construct north of the Ohio River in the post-war p r i ~ d . ~
See "Deed Deterrnining the Boundary Line between the Whites and Indians" in Documents
Relafive to the Colonial Histoy of fhe Sfde of New-York: Procured in Holland, England and France,

by John Rmeyn Brodhead, ES^., ed. E.B. O'Callaghan, vol. 8., London Documents: 41-47.
1768-1782. (Albany: Weed, Parsons and Company, Printers, 1857), 135-37.Included with
thiç document is a map of the Ohio River boundary. The context in which the treaty was

hshioned is discussed in Dorothy V. Jones, Licensefor Empire: Coloninlism by Treafy in Early
Arnerku

(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1982), 75-92.

Jones in License, 147-48,describes the U.S.as retreating from this position by 1789. See also,
Waiter H. Mohr, Federal lndian Relations, 1774-7788 (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania
Press, 1933);Reginald Horsman, Expansion und American Indian Policy, 7783-7812 (East

Lansing: Michigan State University Press, 1967), 5-6; Francis P. Prucha, Amerian Indian Policy
in the Fmafnle Years: The Indian Trade and Intercourse Acfs, 1790-1834(Cambridge: H w a d
University Press, 1962),32-33.
On October 15,1785, Major John Doughty and Company landed at the mouth of the
Muskingum and began construction of Fort Hannar on the west bank of that river-north

of

the Ohio. Seven days later, on October 22,1785, Captain Walter Fimy with seventy soldiers
under his cornmand reached the rnouth of the Great Miami and on the east bar& of that river
built a block house-north of the Ohio. In 1786 near Yellow Creek (Steubenville, Ohio) the

Offiaals of the United States were eager to extend their authority over al1
the territory ceded in the peace treaty, and espeaally over that part bordering on
the Mississippi River, which the French had c d e d the Illinois Country. Toward
this end, in the summer of 1787, Henry Knox, the United States Secretary of War,
ordered Lieutenant Colonel Josiah Harmar, commander of the troops on the
Ohio River, to build a post at the old French village of ~incennes.~
Vincennes
had been captured by the Amencans during the Revolutionary War. The village
with its population of nine hundred French and four hundred, often unnily,

Amencan inhabitants, was strategically located on the Wabash River. It lay
dong the historic Wabash-Maumee route, which connects the watenvays of the
Great Lakes to those of the Mississippi River basin. In the time of New France
this was the route often foliowed when h a v e h g between the provinces of Quebec and Louisiana. Travelers ascended the Maumee (or, as it was called until
1818, the Miami of the Lakes), crossed the height of land between the two river

systems, and descended the Wabash, which flows in a southwesterly direction,
United States constructed Fort Steuben-north

of the Ohio. A second Fort Steuben was

constructed in the spring of 1787across from Louisville-north of the Ohio. See George W.
Knepper, Ohio and Its People (Kent:Kent State University Press, 1989), 59, and R. Douglas
Hurt, The Ohio Frontieri Crucible of t k Old Nwthwest, 7720-1830 (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 1996), 95.
6

Gayle Thombrough, ed ., Oufpost on the Wnbash 7 787-1791 :Letters of Brigadier Generd Josiah
Harmar and Major John Frnncis Harntramck and 0th- Letfersand Documents Selected from the
Harmar Papers in the William L. Clements Library, Indiana Historical Society Publications, vol.

19 (Indianapolis: Indiana Historical Society, 1957), 5.

through what is now the state of Indiana, emptyïng into the Ohio. On the height
of land between these two river systems, at the time of the building of Fort Knox,
the westem Native Confederacy, which opposed the advance of the United
States into the Ohio Valley, had established Miami Town or Kekionga (presently
the location of Fort Wayne, Indiana). Kekionga lay only 150 miles south of Detroit, where a British -y

was garrisoned? In the post-revolutionary period,

Great Britain continued to hold the fort at Detroit, dong with six other western
posts that stood on American soil. They did so in defiance of the terms of the
1783 peace treaty.*
Lieutenant Colonel Harmar arrived at Vincennes on July 17,1787, to carry
out his commission from the Secretary of War. He was accompanied b y an inter-

preter, Barthelemi Tardiveau, a French-bom American trader from Kentudsr,

and was joined in Vincennes eight days 1ater by Major John Francis Ham tram&,
who was to command the troops at Vincennes and to oversee the building of the
new post? About three and a half rnonths later, on November 3,1787, Harmar
forwarded to the Secretary of War, Henry Knox, a ground plan of the fort under

7

For the geography of the area see Helen Hombeck Tanner, Atlas of Great Lakes Indim History
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1987),especially maps 9 and 16.

8

For the names of the posts and their strategic importance see Samuel ffagg Bemis, JII's

Trenfy:A Study in Commerce and DipIomacy (New Haven: Yale Universily Press, 1962),3 4 .
9

For Hamtramck's command see Harmar to Knox, 24 November 1787, Fort Harmar,
Thornbrough, Outpost, 53-54.
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construction, informing him that the new poçt on the Wabash had been named

in his honor.1° The construction of Fort Knox alarmed the Native Confederacy
at Kekionga, the Spanish to the west, and the British at Detroit. It seemed dear
that the Americans intended to realize the terms of peace signed in 1783, and
that they would occupy the Ohio Country by force if necessary.
Fort Knox was to serve the Amencans as a location for gathering intelligence. Reports of British activity around Detroit and Native activity on the
Wabash and the Maumee were received at Fort Knox From Fort Knox Major
Hamtrarndc sent reports to his superiors, and this information was passed on to

American policymakers. There was much to report, given that throughout this
period an undedared guerrilla war was being fought between Kentucky militiamen and Native partisans dong the Ohio River. From Hamtramdc's correspondence, offiaals in New York formed impressions and devised strategies for

d e a h g with the growing hostilities. Hamtramdc saw the major source of the
problem to be the innuence of British traders situated on the Maumee.
Hamharnck deged that the traders on the Maumee encouraged Native raids
agaïnst the Amencan Settlements because the traders themselves profited from
the buying and s e i h g of livestodc and booty gathered in such raids. "It is the
traders who are every day induang the Indians to go to war," Hamtramck wrote
to H m a r on April20,1790. "They return to their village with plunder and
10 Ibid., 139, footnote no. 6 , for the narning of Fort Knox.

7

horses which the traders get of them for rum or little or nothiilg, and so it must
be until we get ~etroit."" Arthur St. Clair, the territorial govemor, expressed
sentiments çimilar to those of Hamtramck On M a y 1,1790, iri a letter to the Secretary of War, S t Clair denounced "the pemicious counsels of the English traders, joined to the immense booty obtained by the depredations upon the 0hio."12

This was also the point of view Barthelemi Tardiveau expressed in a report to General Harmar. Tardiveau was hardly a disinterested observer, given
his own trading concerns:
A great deal of mischief arises from a quarter that has been t o o long over-

looked. The merchants at Michilirnakinac send yearly a dozen of their
factors with stores to Cahokia; those at Detroit are dispers'd throughout
this country. If we are good-natur'd enough to see that the EngIish government do not excite the Indians to war, we are too well comvinc'd that
the merchants, & espetially the traders, men of low & intereçted principles, stop at nothing, and would rather spi11 rivers of blood than loose the
onIy trade by which they can live. I have known their intrigues with the
Indians; I have heard their inflarnmatory discourses. The nest of incendiaries ought to be broke up.13

11 Harntramck to Harrnar, Fort Knox, 20 Aprii 1790, Outpost,232.

12 Arthur St. Clair to Henry Knox, Cahokia, 1 May 1790, The St. Clair Papem. The Lqe and Public
Services of Arthur St. ClmCUr:
Soldier of the Revol utionary Wm,.President of the Ccrntinental Congress;
and Gmernor of the North-Western T-tq,

with His Currespondence and 0 t h Papers, vol. II,

ed. W ï a m Henry Smith (Cincimatir Robert Clarke & Co.,1882), 136.
13 Tardiveau to Harmar, Post Vincennes, 6 August 1787, Outpost, 33.

American officials in the east had many sources of information concern-

ing the warfare on the other side of the mountains. Citizens in the western counties of Viginia dong the Ohio River made their desperate circumstances known

in letters and reports. On October 4,1789, for example, the county lieutenant of
Harrison County wrote of attacks there, of cabins being burned, captives being
taken, people being M e d and scalped.14 It was typical of reports coming out of
Virginiafswestern counties. Many of the reports emphasized not only the loss of
life but also the loss of property. When John May's boats were a t t a c k e d on the

Ohio River near Limestone Kentudcy (one of the more publicized accounts) the
goods and property lost in these attacks amounted to "several thousand
pounds." The attadcers were Shawnees and Cherokees, approximately fiftymen,
encamped at Paint Creek, on the other side of the Ohio, desaibed in official correspondence as "banditti."15 Western oficials passed these reports on to çtate
and federal authonties.

14 Col. Benjamin Wilson to Govemor S t Clair, 4 October 1789,Amerïcan Stde Pupms. Doncments,
Legis1ntive and Executive, of the Congress of tke United States, from the First Session of the First to
the Third Session of the Thirteenth Congress, inclusive: Commenang March 3,1789, and Ending
March 3, 7815, VOL4, Indian Af&rs, (Washington, D.C.: Gales and Seaton, 1832), 85. This

source hereafter wiii be referred to as ASPLA.
15 For the attack on Mafs boat see, Wiiiiam W . Dowell to John Brown, 4 Apri11790, ASPLAI 86;

statement o f Charles Johnson given before Henry Knox, 29 Juiy 1790,ASPiA, 87; "Report of
BucknerThr~ston~Esq."
XMarch1790, ASPL4,91.

Secretary of War Knox3 asseçsments echoed the reports he was receiving
fiom the Ohio Country. He conduded that hostilities seemed "to have been committed by the remnants of the Shawanese, and the banditti from several triies associated with them. Although the said Shawanese, and banditti, aggregately,

may not amount, at the excess, to two hundred fighting men, yet they seem sufficïent to al-

the whole frontier lying dong the 0hio."16

The characterization of native partisans as "banditti"out for plunder, and
unrepresentative of anything more-outlaws who were encouraged by the English traders on the Maumee and who would have to be "chastised," according to
St. Clair, and "extirpated," according to KnoxAecame the official line of the
American authorities.17 Courageous fighters, from a Native perspective, saaific-

ing themselves to halt the invasion of the Ohio Country, were in the words of the
American Secretary of War greedy bandits out for plunder and ransom.

War is

"

as much a contest of interpretation as it is a contest of physical force," writes his-

torian Jill ~ e ~ 0 r eAmerican
.l~
leaders believed what they wanted to hear about

Indian weahess and the pemicious influence of the traders on the Maumee, although what they were learning should, perhaps, have given them pause.
Caught up in their own rhetoric, they seemed almost wishfully to be underesti-

-

-

- -

--

--

--

16 Henry Knox to Josiah Hannar, 7 June 1790, ASPlA, 97.
17 St. Clair to Knox, 1 May 1790, Cahokia, ASPLA, 87; Knox to Harmar, 7 June 1790, ASPLA, 97-

18 JULepore, The Name of War:King Philiprs War and fhe Origins of Amerïcan Identity (New
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1998), x.

mating the character, strength, and cohesion of the Native Confederacy gathering against them.

In the early summer of 1790, Knox received permission hom President
Washington for an expedition against Kekionga On June 7 Knox instructed General Harmar that he was to prepare "to extirpate, utterly, if possible, the said
banditti."lg Harmar prepared to mardi against the Confederacy that faII. In the
f d President Washington in appnsing Congress that he had authorized Harmar
to attadc the Indians at the Miami Town used the same language as his Secretary
of War: "Banditti of Indians from the northwest side of the Ohio" had made "frequent incursions" against Amencan frontier settlements. Of late they had been
"particularly active in their depredations" and "emboldened by the impunity of
their aimes." He implied that they were motivated by lawlessness and greed-

greed for "prisoners [to ransom] and plunder."u)
Eighteen days before President Washington's address, Native forces under the direction of Blue Jadcet and Little Turtle had defeated General H m a r ' s
army, with an American loss of nearly 200 men. The following year Blue Jacket's

and Little Turtle's forces would destroy an American army led by Arthur St.
19 See Knox to St. Clair, 7 June1790,War Office,St. Uair P a p m , vol. IT, 147-48;&O Henry Knox

to Josiah Harmar, 7 June1790,ASPLA, 97-98.

20 See, "No. 14. Northwestem Indians. Communicated to Congress on the 9th of December,
1790, And rekrred to by the President of the United States in his speech to Congress of
Decernber 8, of which the following is an extract," ASPIA, 83.

Clair himself, with an American loss of 634 men. The St. Qair expedition was
one of the most disastrous campaigns ever undertaken by a United States

armY? The Arnericans were fa-

a reaIify far more cornplex than a few un-

scrupulous traders encouraging renegade Indians to raid American settlements
for the sake of plunder. It would not be the last time that Native actions would
be misinterpreted and Native force underestimated.

The political struggle for control of the Ohio Valley and the Illù-iois Coun-

try began with the Seven Years' War and continued into the decade of the 1790s.
The purpose of the thesis which foIlows is to consider that struggle in light of Native Amencan interests. After the defeat of New France and the signing of the
Paris treafy in 1763, three powen began to stmggle for control of what would becorne the Northwest Territory. These were: Great Britain, the Native Confederacy centered at Kekionga, and the Atlantic Seaboard colonies, who, at the time of

the American Revolution, formed themselves into the United States. The outcorne of this stmggle was not determined until1794 when a United States army
defeated the Native Confederacy at the Battle of Fallen Timbers. The struggle
for the Northwest Ras been viewed, more often than not, as a struggle between
Great Britain and the United States, with the western Indian nations acting as
British allies or pawns. This view of the stniggle does not do justice to either Na21 See Wiley Sword, Pre.sesrdent
Washington's indian War:The Shugglefor the Old Nurthwest,

1790-1795(Norman:University of Oklahoma Press, 1985). Chapters 11 and 12 cover the
Harmar campaign; chapter 17 covers St. Clair's defeat.

tive autonomy or histoncd reaIity. The struggle in the Ohio Valley-Great Lakes
region had a third side, which was Native Arnerican. The western Indians had
their own objectives, followed their own diplomacy, and kept their own counçel.
They were leery both of the United States and of Great Britain. They feared
what they could not help but see as the occupation of their homeland, and they
were determined to prevent this.
The thesis is divided into six sections which include this introduction.
The second section, "Indian History?," is a selective review of m e n t writing on
Indian-White relations in the Ohio Valley-Great Lakes region. Its purpose is to

build a perspective toward events in the Ohio Valley that does not sacrifice a Native American point of view to the universalizing tendencies of Euroamerican
historians. Traditionally such historians have explained events in the Ohio Valley in terms of the political çtruggle of imperial powers.22 The tendency lately
has been to explain events in terms of the growth of hansa~anticmarkets. This
new economism, exemplified in Eric Hindraker's Elusive Empires, fails to take
into account the multifunctionality of Native actions and reduces Native motivations to lucrative interests and economic ends.23 Other historians have at22 Examples being: JackM. Sosin, The Revolutionmy Frontier 1763-1783 (NewYork Holt,
Rinehart & Winston, 1967); J. Leitch Wright, Bdain and the Am&n

Fronfier 7783-1825

(Athens:The University of Georgia Press, 1975); Dale Van Every, Ark 4 Empire: The American
Fronfier 27844803 (New York Arno Press, 1977); Ritcheson, A f t m a t h ; Robert S. Allen, His
Majesty's Indian Allies: British Indian PoliLy in the Defence of Canuda, 17741815 (Toronto:
Dundurn Press, 1992).

tempted to address the need for histones inclusive of a Native American point of
view. Gregory Evans Dowd, Richard White, Michael McConnell and others
have done so with varying degrees of success?

Studieç of Indian-White d a -

tions have tended to divide dong rafionalist versus romantic lines. Reacting to
the tendenq of romantic writers to portray Native people as exotic other Bruce
Trigger in his work argued in favor of a universal rationalism shared by Euro?~
a propean and Native alike and demonstrated in Indiamwhite e ~ c h a n ~ e sIn
vocative paper delivered in 1995 at the seventh North American Fur Trade
Conference, in Halifax, Peter Cook challenged Triggeis overarching rationalism?

Introducing the work of sociologiçt Pierre Bourdieu to the çtudy of In-

dian-white relations, Cook offered a way around the rationalist/romantic
Eric Hidraker, Elusive Empires: Construding Colonialism in the Ohio Valley, 2673-1800
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997).
G ~ g o r Evans
y
Dowd, A Spirifed Resisfance..The North ArneGcan Indian Sfruggle for Unity,

1745-1815(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1992); White, Middle Ground; Michael
McConnell, A Country Beheen: The Upper Ohio Valley and Its Peoples, 1724-2774(Lincoln:
University ofNebraska Press, 1992).
See Bruce G. Trigger NutNes and Newcorners: Canada's "HeroicAge" Reconsidered (Kingston:

McGiIl-Queen's University Press, 1985); see also Bruce G. Trigger, "Early Native North
American Responses to European Contact: Romantic versus Rationalistic Interpretations,"
Journal of Arnerinn History 77,no. 4 (March 1991): 1195-1215.
Peter Cook, "Symbolic and Material Exchange in Intercultural Diplomacy: The French and
the Hodenosaunee in the Early Eighteenth Century," in New Faces of the Fur Traie: Seleded
Papen offhe Seventh North American Fur Trade Conference, Hal$ax, Nova Swtia, 1995, edited by
Jo-AM~Fiske, Susan Sleeper-Smith, and William Wicken (East Lansing:Michigan State
University Press, 1998), 75-100.

divide, a way that does not sacrifice Native reality to the extremes of either rationalism or romanticism.

The third section of the thesis, "Indian Authority in the Pays d'en Haut,"
describes the Ohio Valley and Great Lakes region at the dose of the Seven Years'

War. Its purposes are: to identify the ethnic occupants of the region; to offer insight into the relationship between Native Amencans and the French living in
the intenor; and to argue that a Native worldview prevailed in the pays d'en haut,
one to which Europeans adapted themselves. The fur trade with the French,
built on Indian foundations, played an important role in sustaining Native
Amencan culture and Native American authority in the pays d'en haut.
The fourth section, "Resistance to the Anglo-Amencan Invasion," looks at
Native opposition to Great Bntain in the Ohio Valley-Great Lakes region between the dose of the Seven Years' War and the opening of the Amencan Revolution. Great Bntain failed to assert conhol over the west The purpose of this
chapter is to argue that Native Amencan strength prevailed in the west, a fact to
which British officiais in North America learned to accommodate themselves, af-

ter a period of fierce fighting (often referred to as Pontiac's Rebellion but better
described as a war of resistance). The greatest threat to Native autonomy in the
Ohio Country came from the rise in population of the Atlantic Seaboard colonies, and the increasing demand for western lands. The American Revolution

was as much about westem expansion as it was about colonial independence

from Great Britain.
The fifth section, "Refusal to Acknowledge Indian Authority," is about

the struggle for control of the Ohio Valley-Great Lakes region in the post-revolutionary period. George Washington's campaign agaimt the Iroquois during the
Revolution reflected the policies he later would follow in the west after becom-

ing president. The focus of this chapter is on the complicated triang-ulardiplomacy that began to take shape after the Paris Treaty of 1783was signed between
the United States and Great Britain. The Ohio Confederacy was not a participant
in the peace treaty and continued to wage guerrilla warfare against the westem
settlements of the new United States. For the Indians, Great Britain in the end
hirned out to be a faithless ally.
The sixth section, or condusion, is entitled "Loss of the Ohio Country."
Resistance tumed into all out war in the 1790s,which eventually led to the defeat of the Native Confederacy. The battle of Fallen Timbers and the signing of
the Treaty of Greenville essentially ended Native resistance in the Ohio Country.
The purpose of the conclusion is to summarize events leading to FaUen Timbers
and to recapitulate arguments advanced in the thesis.

The legacy of war is shaped through memory and writing. "If you lsill me
and c d my resistance 'treachery,' you have succeeded not only in kiiling me,"
writes historian Jill Lepore, "but you have also succeeded in calling me and my

kind a treacherous people."1 On August 20,1794 an American -y,

the Legion

of the United States, numbering 3,000 soldiers under the command of General
Anthony Wayne, defeated the Native Confederacy at the Battle of FaIlen Timbers on the west bank of the Maumee River. General Wayne described the battlefield in a letter to Secretary of War Knox "the ground being cover'd with old
f d e n timber probably occasioned by a tomado . . .render'd it impracticable for

the Cavalry to act with effectn2 The battle laçted less than two hours. A bayonet charge drove the Native warriors and Canadian militiamen from cover and
sent them fleeing down the Maumee. No assistance came from Fort Miamis, the
British garrison further down the river. Worse yet, the British officers at Fort

Miamis refused to open the gates to those fleeing the battle and being pursued
by Wayne's soldien. With the loss at Fallen Timbers, the Ohio Country fell into

1

Lepore, Name of Wnr,x.

2

Anthony Wayne to Henry Knox, Grand Glaize, 28 Augus t 1794, in Anthony Wnyne: A Name in
Arms, Soldier, Diplomat, Defender of Expansion Westward of a Nation. The

Wayne-Knox-Pickering-McNenryCmespondence, e d . Richard C.Knopf (Pittsburgh: University

of Pittsburgh Press, 1960), 352,

actual possession of the Americanç. A year later, in August 1795, the Treaty of
Greenville was signed, with Little Turtle being the 1 s t Native leader to concede
to American terms.
"The main purpose and outcome of war is injuring," wites Elaine
SC-?

Both sides stnve to "out-injureffeadi other. "Each side works to bring

the other side to the latter's perceived level of intolerable injury faster than it is itself brought to its own level of intolerable injuxyff4Scarry identifies three areas
of damage in war: embodied persons; material culture, or self-extension of persons (Shawnee villages and comfïelds, for example); and immaterial cultureconsciousness, political beliefs, self-definitions. The object in war is the third.
"For it is the national self-definitions of the disputing countries that have collided, and the dispute disappears if at least one of them agrees to rehact, relin-

quish, or alter its own form of self-belief, its own form of self-extension. In war,
the first and second forms of damage are the means for determining which of the
two sides will undergo the third form of darnage. Both sides will suffer the first

and second kinds of damage, but only one will undergo the third, and it is the
designation of winner and Zoser that determines which side will undergo that

change in the third arex~a."~

3

Elaine Scarry, The Body in Pain: The Making and Unmaking ofthe Wurld (New York Oxford
University Press, 1985),63. Scarry is quoted in Lepore, Name of

4

Ibid., 89.

War, x.

If the boundaries of the new United States actually did extend to the Mississippi River, as stipulated in the treaty that ended the Amencan Revolution, armies would not have been needed to "chastise" and "extirpate" the Native
Amencans who occupied the Ohio Country. Sc-

writes elsewhere of war that

it is "a huge structure for the derealization of cultural constructs and, simultane-

ously, for their reconstitution/"' The territonad constnict outlined in the 1783
treaty, extending the borders of the new repulatic beyond the Ohio River, had
not been, at the time of the treaty, substantiaterd. Nor could it be without the
dereaüzation, or deconstruction, of another competing cultuml construct, one
held by Native Americans who looked upon t h e Ohio River as the southem
boundary of their own country.

In war injury is the means by which a winner and a loser are deterrnined.
It also serves to substantiate the winner and h e winning issues. What are not
substantiated are the once held constructs and beliefs of the loser. AU the pain

and death, the killing of both Euroamencans amd Native Amencans in the Ohio
Valley, substantiated the cause of the victors, tbough certainly the warfare was
also recorded in the dead and wounded bodies of Native Americans. Only one
reaüfy, that of the wuuier, prevailed.7 Six momths after the signing of the Treaty

5

Ibid. 114.

6

Ibid., 137.

7

Ibid., 130.
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of Greenville, Anthony Wayne retumed to Phüadelphîa, as one historian has described him, "like a triumphant Roman generd," entering the city with cavalry
escort, greeted with a fifteen gun salute. CZmtoolers Daily Amerhm Advertiser descriied the scene: Wayne "was ushered into the city by ringing of bells and other
demonstrations of joy, and thousands of âtizens crowded to see and welcome
the r e m of their beloved General. ... In the evening, a display of Fire-Works
w a s exhiiited in celebration of the Peace lately conduded with the Western Indi-

ans."'
It should corne as no surprise that the history of warfare and diplomacy in
the Ohio Valley has been written, for the most part, from a Euroamencan perspective. It has been a history of victory, and until recently historiaw have not
hied seriously to consider that history from a Native American point of view
and therefore have not accurately desaibed the role Native Amencans played in
that history. Zn 1982 Dorothy Jones, in License for Empire, commented on how histones of the tram-Appalachian west continued to disregard Native perspectives:
"In these detailed and excellent studies of British policy, the Indians appear as little more than stage props in a drama that was written, directed, and acted by the

8

The description is Andrew R. L. Clayton's and together with the quote frorn "Claypoole's"
c m be

f o u d in Andrew R. L. Clayton, "'Noble Actors' upon 'the Theatre of H o n o d : Power

and Civility in the Treaty of Greenville," in Contact Points: American Frontiersfiorn the Mohmvk
Valley to t k Mississippi, 1750-1830, edited by Andrew R,L-Cayton and Fredrika J. Teute

(ChapelHill: University of North Caroiina Press, 1996), 268.

~ n t i s h . "Since
~
the publication of L i m e fmEmpb-e, most historians, writing in
the imperialist tradition, have continued to subordinate Native interests and to
stress Native dependency; some others have sought a midde ground, to use

Richard White's often quoted phrase, and have attempted to make more room
for Native Americans in their histories. One of the purposes of this thesis is to

challenge these views. By history in the imperialist tradition 1 am refening to
those studies where the underlying commitment is to explaining some aspect of
the spread Euroamerican culture into the intenor of North America. The o v e r d
point of view in these studies is Euroamencan Native Americans are viewed as

part of the background against which Euroamerican actions are explained. Different historians follow different angles of interpretation, accordhg to their interests, be those interests cultural, military, or economic. None theless, the
historian's underlying commitment to a Euroamencan point of view remaùis
constant JadcM- Sosin's The Revolutionmy Frontier 1763-1783, for example, focuses on western expansion, the breachïng of "the Appalachian mountain barrier
to plant Anglo-American avilization in the intenor valley of the continent" The
point of view is that of the American colonials. Although Native Amencans
play a large part in Sosin's work, their perspective is not hilly explained. They
are part of the barrier to American expansion and viewed through the reactions
Another example, Canadian historian Robert S. Allen, in His
of the ~mericans.'~
-

9

Jones, License, 124 (see no te 34).
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Mujesty 's Indian Allies: British lndian PoZicy in the Defence of Canada, 1774-1815,
writes £rom the point of view of the British military in Canada. Allen d e s d e s
how after the American Revolution a o w n offiaals secured the survival of Canada by deceiving and making use of Indian allies, upon whose fightuig prowess
the province was completely dependent Whitehall, accordhg to Allen, led the
tnbes to beiieve they would be supported militarily in their struggle for the Ohio
Valley. British Indian policy in the post-revolutionary penod was "based fundamentally on denial and deception, Machiavellian in style-manipulative,

cruel,

and successful."ll Allen's analysis is open to criticism for its assumed credulity
on the part of the western Indians, a credulity that simply did not e d s t Indians
acted in their own interests, not simply as a cab paw for the ministers in London. The book is also open to criticism for the defense of Canada thesis on
which it rests. Emphasizing Britain's desire to defend Canada, Allen downplays

Anglo-Indian tensions, ignores British ambitions in the Ohio Valley, and exaggerates the threat that the United States posed to Canada in the post-revolutionary
decade.
Allen's focus is on policy; that of Eric Hindrakeis is on economics. In Elu-

sive Empires: &nsh-uding Glonialism in the Ohio Valley, 1673-1800, Eric Hindraker
explains changes in the Ohio Valley in the eighteenth century in tenns of the im-

10 Sosin, Revolutionay Front ier, vii.
Il

AlIen, lndian Allies, 86

peratives of transcultural market forces. Hindraker uses the term empire to
mean process, rather than a set of policy directives originating in London, for example, or Paris. The process he is r e f e d g to is that created by the people immediately engaged in colonization12 Hindraker identifies three competing
"modeIs of empire" in the Ohio Country: that of commerce, land, and liberty.
The first two, empires of commerce and land, accompanied French and British
colonization. Establishing empires of commerce, Europeans sought t a d e with

native inhabitants, trade for economic resources. Establishing empires of land,
they sought to export European populations to North Amenca to exploit American resources "more invasively." The empire of liberty, the third empire, to
which the American Revolution gave rise, was different fundamentally from the
k s t two. It was a process in which people were free "to act outside older constrauits of public authority" and in which the government supported "extraordi-

narily rapid expansion and exploitation of an open-ended national temtory." In
this account of the economic transfomation of the Ohio Valley and the struggle
between Great Britain, France, and the United States to establish dominion there,
Native Arnencans again play a lesser role.13

12 Hindraker, Elusive Empires, xi.
13 Hindraker's book is a recent and comprehensive study of the same period covered by this
thesis. He clairns to cover the years 1673-1800, but bis principal focus, like the focus of this
thesis, is on the latter half of the eighteenth century. It will be worthwhile here to outline the
structure of his book and later in the chapter to bring forward his central arguments.

Other historians of the penod have tried to diange this mainly Euroamerican focus and to acknowledge the important part Native Americans played in
the imperial struggle for North .Amerka. Gregory Evans Dowd in A Spirited Re-

sistance demonstrates the advantages of using comparative and ethnohistoncal

methods when studying Native Amencan history.'* Employing these methods,
recent historians, Dowd states, "havereturned Native Americans to a larger, and
perhaps more visible, early American drama." This new focus, concerned less
with Euro-American institutions and perspectives and more with intertribal rela-

tions" promises a big picture with a Native Amencan c a ~ t . " 'I~n A Spirited Re&Hindraker divides his book into three parts. In "Part One: Empires of Commerce," he
"examines the trading empires that connected the Native American populations of the Ohio
V d e y with France and Britain," presenting in broad o u t h e the systematic trading patterns
of both the French and the British. He &O examines "the social and cultural effects of thiç
trading system on Ohio Valley comrnunities," arguing that trade had the power to transform
Indian towns, polities, and cultures. In "Part Two: Empires of Land," he "explores the
efforts of the European powers to extend h e r territorial control over the Ohio Valley." He
compares the French settlements in the Illinois Country with colonization in Pennsylvania,
and he d i s a s e s the effects of the Seven Years' War in the west and Britain's failed attempt
after the war to extend comprehensive control over the Ohio Valley. In "Part Three: Empire

of Liberty," he "anaiyzes the origins, progress, and effects of the Revolution in the Ohio
Valley." He argues here that the war between Britain and her colonies intersected with the
breakdown of imperial authority in the backcountry. The war of rebellion, he argues,
"intensified conflicts over control of the land."
Gregory Evans Dowd, Spirited Resistmce, xii.
Francis Jennings in Empire of ForCune, for example, sek out to restore Indians to the central
, thorough in his research, is,
roles they piayed in the Seven Years' War. J e ~ i n g sso
nonetheless, fcustrating to read. His self-assertivestyle overwhelms the evidence he

tance Dowd avoids "the limited tribal, institutional, and biographical scope of

most studies" of American Indian history, which have p d e d that history "away
from the broad sweep of American history."16 He succeeds in going beyond the

limits of tribal history, and he does return Natives to a larger early American
drama. He argues convincingly in favor of the cohesive forces at work in Native
communities during the period. But in some ways A Spirited Resisfance remidentity history, focusing, as it essentially does, on Native initiatives and responses. The bigger pichire indudes more than a Native Amencan cast The
drama played out in the Ohio Valley after the Revolution induded more than
Natives and more than white Americans. It also induded Canadians, both Brit-

ish and French, as well as others, such as the Spanish, in less influentid roles.
Historians must be for universalism, as one scholar has recently stated, "because
it is the necessary condition for understanding the history of humanity, including that of any speaal section of h ~ m a n i t ~ . "Native
'~
Americans were part of a
large and complex world and must be understood as part of that world. For the
post-revolutionary penod A Spirited Resistance does not tell us enough about

presents. Dowd is less frustrating, and the years covered in his book more dosely
correspond to the penod covered in this thesis. Francis Jennings, Empire of Fortune: Crowns,
Colonies t3 Tribes in the Seven Years' Wnr in Arnoica ( N e w York: W .W. Norton & Company,

1988).
Dowd, Spirited Resistance, xii.

Eric Hobsbawm, On History (London: Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1997), 277.

American ambitions in the Ohio Valley or about the problems the United States
encountered there. Nor does Dowd Say very much about the role of Great Brit-

a h in effecting the outcome of what was, for al1 intents and purposes, a triangular struggle for power. Each side in the triangle had certain advantages. The
Indians possessed the land, the British, commercial and military power. The
strength of the colonies, later the United States, lay in their ever-inueasing population. Each side tried to play on the weaknesses and the divisions of the others.
Focusing on one side of this triangle, as Robert S. Allen does on the British, as
Dowd does on pan-Indianism, and as many hontier historians have done on the
Americans, does not provide a full understanding of the history of Ohio Valley
in this period.
One historian whose approach successfullyjoins ethnohistorical methods
with those of the political historian is Michael N. McComeU. In A f i u n f r y Between: The Upper Ohio Valley and Its Peuples, 17244774, McComell studies events

from the vantage point of the Ohio Country and tries to reflect the view of Na-

tive American partiapants.18 In making sense of events, he is carefd to locate
reasons for Native actions in local and regional concerns and within the context
of Native systems of belief. His main point is that the Ohio Indians were not a

conquered people. He sees the Ohio Indians in this period-the

Delawares, the

Shawnees, and the western Senecas-as stniggling "to maintain cultural and po18 McConneU, Country Behrieen.

litical sovereignty." Their choices were deliberate, aimed at preserving their
way of life. To achieve this, they were flexible in their dealings with outsiders.
They developed "a range of creative strategies from armed resistance to accommodation in response to ever-shifting threats and opportunities."lg They succeeded in maintainhg that autonomy and holding on to most of their country

untü 1794, doing so in the face of constant threats, threatç from the British military, the Iroquois, and later in the penod the Anglo-American settlers. The Bntish and the Iroquois were never able to impose their will on the Ohio Indians.
On the Ohio frontier, McConnell correctly argues, the British "maintained at best

a tenuous hold, as was forcefully revealed when in 1763 Ohio Indians and their
western allies nearly swept the British army from the region." Great Britain was
unable, McConnell writes, "to transform de jure control over the Ohio Country
into de facto authority over Ohio ~ n d i a n s . "It~is
~ dear to McConnell that the
Ohio Indians were not dependent allies. They were not fighting a European

war. From the first skirmishes of the French and Indian War in 1754 to the defeat at Fallen Timbers on the banks of the Maumee River in 1794, forty years,
they were fighting their own war.

Their goal was "an Ohio free of British and French domination."21 This
statement by Richard White in The Middle Gromd raises an important question.

19 Ibid., 3.

20 Ibid., 4.

In the Seven Yearsf War and afterwards were Native Americans fighting to keep
the Ohio Country hee of British and French domination simply, or were they

fighting to maintain control themselves. In The Middle Ground White has constructed an interpretive mode1 of Indian-White relations in the Great Lakes re-

gion now widely accepted by historians currently writing on this subjed.
White's theory rests on the idea of a search for accommodation and common
meaning mutually undertaken by Natives and Europeans. He postdates that
the French, when they traveled beyond Huronia uito the pnys d'en haut, did not
discover a new world. What they discovered was a world that had been shattered by disease and warfare. Accordhg to White, "between 1649 and the mid1660s Iroquois attadcs had fallen like hammer blows across the length and
breadth of the lands bordering the Great Lakes and descended down into the
Ohio

all le^."^^ The world that had exiçted before the French arrived was no

more. Only fragments of peoples remained in the pnys d'mz haut. The French
were not discovering a new world. Instead, they-together
peoples they found in the lands beyond Huronia-"were

with the fragments of

becoming cocreators of

a world in the making." They were aeating a shared world, one that was nei-

ther French nor Indian, but something of both. White's theory does not la&
drama or change: the darkhg intenor of North America swept by disease and

21 White, Middle Ground, 240.

22 Ibid., 1.

warfare; the Wagnerian hammer blows of the Iroquois; the opening up of doseknit soaeties through alliance, trade, and ritual; the reshaping of the pays d'en
haut into a muhially comprehensible world that is both Native and European.
White's book is a history of mutual accord, a history of accommodation. He distinguishes accommodation from acculturation, which "proceeds under conditions in which a dominant group is largely able to dictate correct behavior to a
subordinate g r o ~ ~ On
. " the
~ ~rniddk ground there is no dominant group. Natives and whites are on an equal footing. In support of his muhially comprehensible world, White stated that in his study of Indian-White relations he "found
that no sharp distinctions behveen Indian and white worlds could be drawn.
Different peoples, to be sure, remained identifiable, but they shaded into each
o t h e r . ~ 'White
~ ~ daims to be writing a new kind of histoqc 'This book is 'new
Indian historf because it places Indian peoples at the center of the scene and

seeks to understand the reasons for their actions.''25
But is this r e d y "new Indian historf'? Historians cannot simply return
Native Americans, in Dowd's words, "to a larger, and perhaps more visible,
early American drama," even if Euroamencans are now willing to share center
stage. If we are to free ourselves from writing histones of victory, the drama it-

23 Ibid., x.
24 Ibid.,xi25 Ibid., xi.

self, so to speak, needs to be rewritten, with all parts of it objectivized, not least
of a l l the point of view and social position of the historians doing the -tin8.26

The supporting role of willing allies, so often assigned to the Indians,
which subordinates Native Amencan agency and Native Amencan strategy to
that of Great Britain, has hstrated a M e r understanding of the political corn-

plexity of the Ohio Valley in the second half of the eighteenth century. In
White's book Natives remain allies, precariously on the edge of becoming subje&, increasingly dependent on the generosity of their European benefactors,
able to survive because they cm force or persuade their European counterparts
to negotiate beneficial trade relationships with them. But is this really new In-

dian history when it exaggerates the role of Europeans and downplays Native
26 "The most critical sociology," writes French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu, "is that which
presupposes and implies the most radical self-criticism." Pierre Bourdieu, "Surl'objectivation

participante- Responses a quelques objections" in A&

de la recherche en scimces sociales 20/21:

67-68. Bourdieu insists that we must examine "the invisible determinations inherent in the
intellectual posture ikelf. . ..This themefiisfor intellechralisf bius consists in forgetting to
inscribe into the theory we build of the social world the fact that it is the product of a
theoretical gaze, a 'contemplative eye.'" Re flexivity "must constantly guard ikelf against
this epistemocentrism, . ..which consists in ignoring everything that the analyst injects into
his perception of the object by virtue of the fact that he is placed outside the object, that he
observes it h m afar and hom above." According to Bourdieu, "what must be objectivized
is not (only) the individual who does the research in her biographical idiosyncrasy but the
position she occupies in acadernic space and the biases implicated in the view she takes by
virtue of being ..- 'out of the game' (horsjeu)". Pierre Bourdieu and h i c J.D. Wacquant,

"The Purpose of Reflexive Sociology (TheChicago Workshop)" in A n Invitafion fo Rflexizw
Sociology (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1W2), 68-72.

authonty and Native difference? In tnith, neither the British nor the French ever
did establish much control in the west Natives were the authonty in the intenor, and Europeans adjusted to Native ways. Accommodation fiowed in a westerly direction, French into Indian. Like many historians White tends to
exaggerate the innuence Europeans possessed in the interior before Native

Amencans were adually dispossessed of their country. It was a Native world
that the French had entered and a Native world and a Native worldview that the
Ohio Indians and their western allies were fighting to preserve between the

years 1754 and 1794. Conditions were not such in the interior that Natives could
dictate speciüc behaviors, the country was too vast for that kind of control, but
nothing transpired in the pays d'en hauf for very long that they did not countenance, that they strongly opposed. They direded where the traders were to
build their posts; they gave permission to Europeans to build fortifications in the
intenor and determined the size and purpose of such establishments. It was the
Ottawa who in 1752initiated the attadc on PickawiUaney in the Ohio Country, a

trading post on the headwaters of the Great Miami River, where Anglo-American traders had established a base. The successful attack was the first s W s h
leading to the Seven Years' War. To drive off the English was of interest to both
French and Ottawa, but it was the Ottawa-fearing

that the Miami and other na-

tions to the south might, with the support of the Anglo-Amencans, threaten their
sedty-who

planned the successful attadc and brought the French

The f d of New France marked the beginning of the end of such Native
authority. With the French defeat Natives were left on their own to contain Anglo-Amencan expansion into the Ohio Valley-Great Lakes region. Quickly, however, British leaders themselves found it in their own interest to oppose the
uncontrolled spread of white settlements beyond the Appalachian boundary,

and the British military, together with the newly formed British Indian Department under the leadership of Sir William Johnson in the north, took on the role
formerly played by the French, that of containing the assertive colonial Amen-

Relations between the British in North America and the Indians of the

Ohio Country and western Great Lakes were never harmonious. The British
may have triumphed over the French in 1763, but in the post-war period they
were unable to dominate the western Indians or gain secure control of the western interior. The British-Native military and trading alliances in the northwest
that followed the defeat of New France were tenuous at best, made out of interest and necessity, on the part of both the Indians and the British. Western Native
leaders kept their own counsel and were capable of their own strategies and manipulations-diplomacy if you d l , for British strategies often saaificed Native

27 For Ottawa-French negotiations leading up to the attack see James Newbigging, "The

Hitory of the French-Ottawa Alliance 1613-1763" (Ph.D. diss., University of Toronto, 1995),

368-73-

welfare. British interests were not Native interests, though at times, in opposition to the Americans, the British and the Indians cooperated with each other.
Native Americans were committed to preserving their political autonomy and
protecting the Ohio Valley from white encroachment; these were their tme interests. The real danger to Native sovereignty in the period lay to the south, in the
hundreds of flatboats floating down the Ohio River and in the florescence of
land daims encroadiing upon Native hunting reserves west of the Appalachian
Mountains. That is to Say, the greatest threat to Native welfare, the same threat

that diallenged British colonial d e in North America, was the rise in population
of the Atlantic Seaboard colonies and the spread of that population westward.
What Natives thought about the French and British as trading partners
and military allies, and the language they used to adjust to these arrangements,
was one thing, but it did not translate into an alteration of fundamental Native
beliefs. There were not strong reasons for Native Americans remaking their
world jointly with the French, not even the desire for European manufactures.
They took what they wanted from the French and fitted it into their own world,
their own system of beliefs, their own way of being and doing. That we are not
likely to consider this, however, speaks to the deeper commitments of historians
to a Eurocentric point of view. If we are willing to adaiowledge Indian agency
and hdian authority in the interior, we do not need White's elaborate scaffold-

ing, the insistent metaphor throughout his book of a middle ground. Strong and

Indian History?

viable cultures have no reason to fundamentally remake their worlds. Therefore, for accommodationist theories to work, these cultuxes have to be portrayed
as weak and vulnerable to change. Accommodationists have to be able to ex-

plain why such cultures are weak and vulnerable, and the answer always cornes
in the form of some previous catastrophe, something catadysmic, something that
has broken them up, fragmented them, disease or warfare generally, or trade,
leaving them open to dramatic change. In the case of the northem Indians the
real catastrophe was brought on not by Iroquois war parties, nor by the spread
of disease, destructive as both were. Catastrophe occurred not in the late seventeenth century but in the late eighteenth century. It occurred in the period under
consideration, the catastrophe they fought so furiously to prevent-their

dispos-

session and the loss of their country.
The sources for writing the history of diplomacy and warfare in the Ohio
Valley are for the most part non-Native. We cannot always document preasely
how Native Amencans acted at speafic points in time. And we can rarely know
through written evidence how Natives viewed circumstances, since their
thoughts are seldom recorded. Written sources for Native American history, as
Theda Perdue has pointed out, document change, which makes W n g to recover
a Native perspective a difficult and seemingly uncertain venture?

How do you

28 Theda Perdue, "Theda Perdue responds to review of #zet-okee Wornen," in H-Net List for

History of the EarZy American Republic, [cited February 24,19991. AvaiIabIe from

explore the issue of cultural persistence when our resources and disaplinary
tools equip us to plot change?
Treaties realign boundaries or political relations, reports of rnissionarïes
and United States agents cite "progress," and even the speeches and memorials of native leaders as Iikely as not chart an ascent from "savagery"
The problem is that anyone who reads seriously about native Americans,

knows Native people, or even attends pow-wows confronts the ahistorical reality of Native Arnerica. Cultural persistence is as evident as change

and probably means more on an emotional level to many Native people
than the change with which historïans are o b ~ e s s e d . ~ ~

As historians we are confronted with, in Perdue's words, "the task of constructing a narrative of the past that allows for persistence as well as change."30
At the vexy least, the evidence for cultural persistence stiould be taken as a cau-

tion against exaggerated daims about change in Native soaeties. Given cultural
persistence and given what we know about Native American groups partiapat-

ing in the conflict in Ohio, we can make judgments about which interpretations
of Native behavior are more than likely accurate and which inaccurate.
The idea of cultural difference should also serve as a caution to non-Native historians, a warning not to attribute western categories of thought and west-

H-SKEAR@H-NET.MSU,WU.

29 Ibid.

30 %id.

ern motivations to Native American actions. Such reductionism Iies of at the
heart of Eric Hindraker's economic models. By stressing overarching market
forces, Hindraker has a set of generalized (western) motivations at hand to explain behavior, and he does not feel the need to explore in much depth the Native context UnderIyïng Hùidrakefs analysis is a justincation of colonialism in
the overall prosperity it conferred, a theme which nuis throughout his book,
reminiscent of the oldest arguments used to justify the dispossession of hunting
and gathering societies. HUidraker seems to support orderly dispossession, negotiated dispossession, but dispossession nonetheless. His argument is that the
French and the British shared a common fundamental constra.inton their activities in the O h i Valley:
~
"the need to jus*

impenal development by the benefits

conferred on the European ~ n e t r o ~ o k
The
" ~costs
~ of empire had to be juçtified, gains had to outweigh losses. In other words, in the case of the French and
the British, commerce imposed lirnits, forcing them to restrain their colonizing ef-

forts, to proceed in a slower, more orderly, more negotiated manner, a manner
fairer to Native Americans, who were surrendering title to their homelands. Hindraker reserves most of his criticism for the Americans who did not share this restraint, especially for the striving dass of Amencan traders and settlers, whose

"anarchic tendencies" were impossible to control. The US.government, he argues, won the loyalties of westerners by supporting their unbndled expansion31 Hindraker, Elusive Empires, xiii.

ism. As the rebellion progressed, the experience of war m a d e it easier for Americans to justify dispossessing Indians of their lands in an ever more aggressive
manner.32

The problem Hindraker nuis into arises from, to use P'eter CooKs phrase,
"the habit of constituüng economics and politics as relatively- autonomous doThat colonialism "succeeded" and that the Ohio Valley was tramformed by the advent of European trading networks-this

is obvious. But what

is at question is the nature and meaning of that process. Historians cannot afford to assume cause from a knowledge of outcorne, and Himdraker it seems
does this, assumirtg a universal response to market forces. Windraker, for example, incorrectly attributes reshaint on the part of the French amd British in the
backcountry to the workings of the commercial system itself. In fact, the reason
for reslra.int on the part of the would be French colonizers was a lads of population and a fear of Native resistance, and on the part of the wmuld be British colo-

nizers, the reason for restra.intwas also a fear of Native resistance and a growing
fear of the rising population of their own Amencan colonies. We cannot assume
that Native actors shared a commonly held western understamding of the
changes that occurred, just, as Cook argues, we cannot easily- apply the common-

32 Ibid., xi.,186.
33 Cook, "Symbolic and Material Exchange," 75.

sense meaning of trade to exchanges "o c d g in conte*

that cannot be imag-

ined as a kind of
The extent to which Native polities and cultures in this period were transformed by trade is highly questionable. Hindraker treats Native Amencans to

the same disintegrating analysis Richard White does in The Middle Ground. The
Illinois and Miami confederacies, according to Hindraker, "were disintegrating
as effective uni&of political organization." He then exaggerates the extent of
change, and he underplays the extent of cultural persistence. Was it trade or was
it in fact warfare that introduced the most change into the lives of Native Americans living in the Ohio Valley in the eighteenth century? For Hindraker it is
dearly trade; he spends only one paragraph on both Hannar's and S t Clair's defeats, though these were major victories for the Confederacy and serious humiliations for the United States. By stressing the transformative and inevitable
power of transcultural market forces, are we not s t . writing histories of victory,
though in a more subtle fashion? Are we not focusing again, not on Native
American constructs, not on what was lost, deconstructed, but on what was established, substantiated by victory?

In a paper which he delivered at the Seventh North American Fur Trade
conference, Peter Cook descnlbed Richard White's The Middle Ground as an attempt to transcend a theoretical division in current historical studies of Indian-

White relations.35 That division, between "rationalists" on the one hand and "romantics" on the other-between formalists and substantivists-was

summed up

in 1985by Bruce Trigger. Reacting to "romantic" interpretations whkh por-

hayed Natives as exotic Other, Trigger argued that Native American trading
practices exhiïited an economic rationalism. Native Amerïcans sought profit in
exchange and were, in other words, as reasonable as their European counterpartç.
Within the constraints of traditional subsistence patterns and social customs they
exercised their ability to reason pragmatically-that

basic human cognitive abil-

ity which allows individu* to adjust cultural perceptions to accord with the
real world. Trigger argued that rationalist and materialist analyses of cultural interaction explallied more about "what happened to native people following
European contact" than did analyses based on cultural relativism. He daimed
that "the Indians' inaeasing familiarity with Europeans led to a 'cognitive reorganization' in which the rational component inherent in the mental processes of
every human being began to play the dominant role in guiding native relations
with Europeans, while religious beliefs ceased to play the important part that in

many cases they had done in the early stages of the encounter." Trigger opposed "romantic" notions that suggested Natives were i m p e ~ o u to
s European
influences, or not dependent on trade goods, or more attracted to the symbolic
rather than the utilitarian value of such goods?

Peter Cook sees in Triggeis distinction bebveen rational and romantic
and in the series of oppositions to which that distinction gives rise-rational,

uni-

versal, uüiitarian, and literal versus cultural, idiosyncratic, nonutfitarian, and
metaphoncal-"a

deeply rooted tension in the theoretical underpinnings of mod-

e m social science." That tension, Cook senses, is traceable to "the basic taxonomies of Western thought"

Cook himself would like to resolve that tension but

does not want to do so by avoiding coming to terms with the issues that under-

pin the rationalist/romantic split. He argues that Richard White in The Middle
Ground transcended the debate by not addressing it, by avoiding explanations
that rested either on an overarching rationakm or on cultural persistence.
White's positing of a new symbolic and institutional order mediated between Native and European, according to Cook, "merely delays the inevitable nanatives
of acculturation and resistance evoked in the book's epilogue." Cook finds support for a theoretical middle ground between rationalism and cultural relativism

in certain strands of modem social theory. He is particularly interested in the
theones of Pierre Bourdieu, who "has developed methods of accounting for so-

ad practices that avoid, on the one hand, constant reference to the concept of
culture as being itself a motivating principle, and, on the other hand . . . Triggeis
rationalist formulation, which relies upon the distinction between reason and cdtural beliefs." In Bourdieu's view, setüng up this opposition, between objectiv-

36 Trigger, "EarIy Native North American Responses," 1l9S-lZIûf 1210,1215.

40

ism and subjectivism, stands in the way of constmcting an adequate theory of society?'

Bourdieu has worked to "transcend the antagonism which sets these

two modes of knowledge against each other and at the same time to preserve the
insights gained by each position-"38 Rogers Brubaker darifies Bourdieu's posi-

tion on this need to transcend the antagonism between subjectivism and objectivkm: "Instead of segregatïng the study of the symbolic realm (religion, language,
education, art, ideology-in

short, culture, broadly understood) from the study

of the matenal economy, and thus in effect relegating the study of culture to an
'idealist ~emiology,~
Bourdieu's substantive theory,like the vast theory Marx envisioned but never cowtructed, is premised on the systematic unity of practical
soaal life." According to Brubaker, Bourdieu's argument for the need to tram

scend this opposition goes roughly like this:
Objectivisn explains social life in terms of mind-independent and agentindependent elements such as rnaterial conditions of existence; subjectiv-

37 For an introduction to Bourdieu's work see Rogers Brubaker, "Re thinking Classicd Theory:

The SociologicaI Vision of Pierre Bourdieu," 7km-yand Suaety 14, no. 6 (November 1985):
745-75. On pages 76-47,Brubaker writes: "Sartre's voluntarism. ..and Levi-Strauss's
emphasis on the causal power of structures operating independently of the consciousness of
agents came to be seen by Bourdieu as antitheticai poles of a basic opposition between
subjectivism and objectivism, an opposition discemible in different guises throughout the

hïstory of social thought and constituting, in his view, the chief obstacle to the construction
of an adequate theory of society."

38 The quote is £rom Pierre Bourdieu, Le Sens Prahique, 43, quoted in Brubaker, "Re thinking,"
746-47.

ism, by contrast, appeais to mind-dependent and agent-dependent eIements such as the conceptions and beliefs of individuais, Neither of these
one-sided modes of thought can comprehend the 'intcinsically double' nature of social reality. Social life is materiaily grounded and conditioned,
but material conditions affect behavior in large part through the mediation of individuai beliefs, dispositions, and experiences. Soaal life exists
only in and through the symbolicalIy mediated experience and action of
individuals, but these individuals have been formed under definite matefial conditions of existence, and their every activity-induding their symbolizing a c t i v i v e p e n d s on soaal facts existing prior to and
independentiy of that activity. Subjectivism ignores the external constraints placed on agents by thing-like soaal fa& and the social formation of every 'subject'; but objectivism ignores the 'objectivity of the
subjective' and the 'reality of the representation,' because i t does not recognize that the experience individuals have in and of social reality and
the conceptions they form about it are partly constitutive of that reality.
Only a theory based on a conceptualization of the relation between material and symbolic properties, and between extemal, constraining social

-

fads and experiencing, apprehending, acting individuals, can be adequate for the human sciences.39

In getting around the rationalist/ romantic opposition, Cook finds two of
Bourdieu's concepts especially useful: the notion of symbolic capital and the concept of habitus. Symbolic capital "subsumes what people subjectively feel as

honor, prestige, respectability, authority, and so on." It is this concept, C o o k sug-

gests, that is rnost relevant t o understanding interactions between Europeans
39 Brubaker, "Rethinking," 748,750.

and Native people* in the early penod of colonization. The second concept,
hnbitzts, is very relevant to the present discussion, dealing as it does with the persistence of soaal patterns. According to Cook, habitus refers to the "ways of be-

ing that are inculcated in each actor as he or she grows within a community.
These are not d e s that we follow consaously, iwtead, they are dassificatory
schemes that are transmitted, intemalized, and put into practice every day without attaùiing the level of discourse: they are implicit in the social organization of
space, time, and of the body itself. The ongoing application of these schemes
produces the regularity or pattemed nature of society that the outsider may observe, but that the actor experiences as the flux and uncertainty of everyday Me."
41 As Cook explains, Bourdieu does not accept the notion of a subject "without

durable dispositions, or ingrained habits of doing or thinking in a certain way.
What l o o k rational to the observer rnay in fact be a matter of unthinking habit
for the actor, while the 'rational' calculations of an actor may seem absurd to the
outsider.""

Bourdieu's ideas will be referred to throughout the thesis, but it is

worth mentioning here that his fixst concern is with social reproduction, with the

40 Bourdieu sees people as prùicipaiiy concerned with stmggles over symbolic capital; see
Cook, "Symbolic and Material Exchange," 84.
41 According to Brubaker, "the habitus is defineci abstractiy as the system of intemaiized

dispositions that mediates between sociai structures and practical activity, being shaped by
the former and regulating the latter"; Brubaker, "Refhinking," 758.

42 Cook, "Symbolic and Materiai Exchange," 83.

regularity and continuity of social practices. He questions what motivates actors
to produce practices that seem to harmonize with others when they themselves

are not consaously obeying laws or rules. Natives certainly had their own "interests" in response to Europeans, but how they amived at their responses and
what those responses meant to them should not be taken for granted, for their interests and their practices were rooted in the habitus of their own cultures. To
Say they acted rationally covers up a world of difference. Historians cannot
blithely explain eighteenth century Native American responses to Euroamerican
expansionism in terms of Western conceptions of soaal reality, for that ignores
Native representations of reality, which differed. Ignorance of Native reality
does not give historians keedom to generalize from a Euroamencan perspective

and attribute Euroamerican motivations to Native American responses. Natives
and Europeans did not necessarily share the same interpretation of events. If we
agree with Bourdieu we need to be suspicious of theories that transcend culture,
theories that ignore the dispositions of agents and account for human behavior
"in terms of calculations that are cross-culturally ~ o m ~ r e h e n s i b l e . " ~ ~

For example, Eric Hindraker does this when he claims that Natives in the
Ohio Valley in the second half of the eighteenth century began to overhunt game

43 The quote is from Bruce Trigger, The Children ofAataentsic: A History of the Huron People to

1660, rev. ed. (Kingstonand Montreal: McGili-Queen's University Press, 1987),>o(i. II is
quoted in Cook, "Symboiic and Material Exchange," 77.

populations and that they did so because the market rewarded prodigious shortterm success: "The market chdenged the ethic of sacral restraint in hunting by
rewarding prodigious short-term success." Hindraker argues that success
brought hunters status, and material weaith more than compensated for the loss
of saaed meaning. Hunüng for status created a new dass of wealthy young
hunter/ traders who brought prosperity and sweeping changes to Native communities, undermining traditional systems of leadership. But consider what Hindraker must assume to make these assertions. Accepting the daim,for the sake
of argument, that Natives adually did begin to overhunt game populations, one
also has to accept that Natives Amencans always practiced restraint in hunting;
that they were sharing European meanïngs of wealth and status; that one could

gain status in Native soaeties through the conspicuous consumption of material
goods; and that overhunting was motivated by the desire for such status and not
by an inuease in the need for game. There are reasons to believe there was an increased need, attibutable to several causes: to a loss of hunting territories to
white encroachment, to an increase in Native population in the Ohio Valley,

caused by the same encroachment, and to the war Native Amencans were fight-

hg, the consequence of enaoachment as well.44

44 There are examples of overhunting in preparation for war in John Tanner's Narrafive. When
the Ojibwe living in the parkland south of the Assiniboine River prepare to go to war against

the Sioux, they hunt game intensely to provide for their families in theïr absence: "We
directed our course towards the Craneberry River, [Pembiiah,] as we wished to select near

Instead of abandoning their own ways of being in and understanding the
world and replacing these with Euroamerican concepts and responses to change,
is it not more likely that Native Americans found ways of incorporating into
their own worldview the materid and soaal changes they were experiencing?
This was what was occurring in Native communities, particularly in the west, before Euroamerican conquest and Native dispossession. Native Americans were
in control in the west They possessed considerable control over the fur trade,

and for the time being the trade served as a means of sustaining their cultures.
Until their dispossession, they absorbed the European Muence. White fears of

"going Indian" expressed this reality, a reality that nearly two centuries of
French-Native miscegenation quietly reinforced. Canadian officiais feared the effect of the loss of so many young men to the west: "Many of them settle among

that place a favourable spot where our women and chiidren might remain encamped, it
being our intention to join a war-party then preparhg to go against the Sioux. When we had
chosen a suitable place, we applied ourselves diligently to hunting, that we might leave dry

meat enough to supply the wants of our families in our absence." John Tanner, A Nmntive of
the Capfivifyand Adventures offohn Tanner during Tnirfy Yems Residence among tk Lzdians in the
lnterior of North Arnerica (New York: G. & C. & H.CarviIl, 1830), 119. If Native Americans in

the Ohio Vaiiey were overhunting game, it would be interesting to know what this
represented to thern. One cannot assume it represented a loss of sacred meaning, which is
dificult to unders tand a t any rate, being that their world was no t divided apparently into
the sacred and the profane. There are other considerations as weii. The accumulation of
material wealth was not practical and not supported by an ethic of sharing. Nor was success
in hunting believed, necessarily, to be attributable soley to the ski11 of the hunter.
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the Indians far from Canada, many Indian women, and never come back
again.""

J. Hector S t John de Crèvecour captured both the European fear and

the powerful attraction of the Native world when he wrote: "Thers must be
something singularly captivating, and far superior to anything to be boasted of
among us; for thousands of Europeans are Indians, and we have no examples of
even one of those Aborigines having from choice become ~ u r o ~ e a n s !For
" ~Na~
tive Americans, the acceptance of European matenal culture-the

use of fire-

arms, the consumption of d c o h o l d i d not represent a symbolic surrender of

Native culture. The refashioning of a gun barre1 into an ice chisel or a pipe stem

did not symbolize a blending of two worlds. It represented an incorporation of
European difference into Native reality. It is not accurate to assume the political
disintegration of Native American communities and their subsequent reçunection under French sponsorship as Eurohdian communities. Nor is it accurate to

dismiss eighteenth century Native Americans as allies of imperid annies or as
unwittïng players in transatlantic markets. The alternative is to adcnowledge the

authority they possessed in the North American interior. The Ohio Valley was a
Native world. In the second half of the eighteenth century that Indian world

45 The quote is from Peter Kahn h m Petm Kalm's Trmels in Norfh Arnerica, vol. II, 522,563. It iç

quo ted in W.J. Eccles, Thp Candian Fronfier 1534-1 760,rev. ed. (Albuquerque: University of
New Mexico Press, 1983), 90,
46 J. Hector St. John de Crèvecoeur, Leffersfroman Americczn Farmer (New York: E. P. Dutton &
Co., Inc, 1957), 209.

was under siege. Everything was at stake. It explains the passion with whidi
Native Americans resisted the planting of Euroamerican colonies north of the

Ohio River.

3. Indian Authority in the Pays d'en Haut
Studying Helen Tanner's Aflas of Great Lakes Indian Hisfq, one apprecïates the dificulties involved in trying to d e h e precisely, for the period under
consideration, the locations of different Native American groups in the Ohio Valley-Great Lakes region.' In the eighteenth century the lives of many Native
Americans in this region were complicated, to Say the least, by the warfare and
dislocation that accompanied European encroachment on Indian lands. Interrelations among different Indian groups added to the region's ethnic complexity. In

"IndianVillages and Tribal Distribution 1768, Map 13," Tanner divides the region into what appear to be separate tribal countries, with clear tribal boundaries? But in the introduction to this map she cautions that "the pichire of
distinct tribal countries does not imply that each area was occupied solely by one

tribal group." Intertribal arrangements, concessions permitting hunting, and
hospitality afforded to dies, travelers, and delegations, accounted for the diversity found within each of these "tribal countries." Nonetheless, Tanner's break-

down of the region into sections and then into "tribal countries" is useful in

- -
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-

Helen Hornbeck Tanner, ed ., Atlas of Great Lakeç Indian History (Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1987.)

2

Tanner, Atlas of Indian Histmy, 58-59.

3

Tanner, Atlas of Indian Histmy, 60.
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hying to make sense of the ethnogeography of what she refers to as the Great

Lakes theater.
The northem sedion of Tanner's map encompasses the homelands of the
AlgonquinsI the Missisauga-Ojibwes (or simply Mississaugas), and the Ojibwes.
The Algonquins were located in the northeastem corner of the Great Lakes theater, in the S t Maurice and Ottawa River Valleys and surrounding territory. The

other two groups, the Missisaugas and the Ojibwes, who were dosely related to
one another, occupied the expanses of land to the west of the AlgonquinsI dong
the northem shores of the Great Lakes. According to Tanner, the Missisaugas
were concentrated principally on the northwest side of Lake Ontario ("in the vicinity of modem Toronto"). The Ojibwes lived to the west of the Algonquins and

north of Lakes Huron and Michigan. The name Ojibwe, which "onginally applied to a single village on the north shore of Lake Superior," according to Tanner, through usage took on "a broader Linguistic and trïïal meaning." Their
temtory was the broad Canadian Shield country surrounding Lake Supenor.

The people of this large temtory shared a common language bond but were "locally differentiated by descriptive or geographic names/"'
The principal locations of the very powerful Ottawas were on Manitoulin
Island in Lake Huron, at the Straits of Mackinac, and around the northern hal€of

Lake Michigan-L'Arbre

Croche on the tip of Michigan's lower peninsula being

~~~~~~

4

Tanner, Atlas of lndian History, 61.
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one of their most important villages. The Potawatomies were located in southem
Michigan, their country extending westward around the southern end of Lake

Michigan, with a village at the mouth of the Chicago River and others dong the
western shore of the lake as far north as Green Bay.

In the western section tri'bal temtories were somewhat fluid in the 1750s
and 60s,not easily defined. Tanner attributes this to intertribal wadare and encr~adiment.~
Up to this time the m o i s trifies-the
Kaskaskias-had

Peorias and the

dominated central Illinois, but by the dose of the Seven Years'

War many hom the Illinois tribes chose to migrate to the west bank of the Missis-

sippi River. Other groups in the western section were the Kickapoos, Mascoutens, Sauks, Mesquakies (or Fox), Winnebagos, and Menominees. The
villages of the Menominees were located at the mouths of rivea ffowing into the
west shore of Green ~ a ~ The
. 6 temtory of the Dakotas originally extended into
western Wisconsin, but warfare between the Dakotas and the Ojibwes, which
originated in 1736 and would continue into the nineteenth century, changed this.

In the southeast were located the couniries of the Iroquois, the Delawares,
the Mingos, the Shawnees, the Wyandots, and the Mamis. The Delaware migration to the AlIegheney and the Upper Ohio River Valleys after 1724 was a deliberate strategy for dealing with European encroachment in eastern PennsyIvania.
5

Tanner, Aflas of Xndian Hisfory, 63.

6

Tanner, Atlas of Indian History, 64.
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For similar reasons the Shawnees followed the Delawares, leaving eastern Penn-

sylvania, where they had been living in separate groups, and where they had
been expenencing uneasy relations with enaoaching white settlers and with the
Iroquois.7
In the west the Shawnees would successfully challenge Iroquois leader-

ship and would make dear the independence of the western nations £rom Iro-

quois control. The ancestral lands of the Shawnees were located in south centrd

Ohio, where, after leaving Pennsylvania, they firmly established themselves
again. niey located their main villages dong the Saoto River and its triiutaries8 The hunting territory of the Shawnees extended south of the Ohio River

into northem Kentu*.

They also hunted on the Scioto Plains and in the Miami

River Valley to the west Further west was the country of the Miami, or the
Twightwees, m a d e up of three groups-the

Piankeshaw, the Wea, and the Mi-

ami. Their villages (on the Wabash River) and hunting temtorïes were located

in what, for the most part, is present-day Indiana.
Many western Senecas, though members of the Six Nations, also migrated
to the Ohio Country and built towns there among the Delawares and Shawnees,
as early as the 1720s. This was the beginning of a westward orientation of the
7

For the history of the Shawnee and Delaware migra lions see McConnell, Counfy Befween,
5-60. Most Iroquois, or Six Nations, towns were located in what is now upstate New York

8

The headwaters of the Scioto River are located north of Columbus, Ohio. The Scioto flows

south, tfirough Columbus, eventually emptying into the Ohio River.
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Ohio Iroquois, or Mingoes as they came to be called? In the 1740s food shortages encouraged more Senecas to migrate. In moving to the Ohio Country the
Senecas were also escaping the evils introduced to their communities by an intense trade rivahy between New France and New York Alcoholism, violence,
smallpox, and encroachment accompanied the establishment of Anglo-American
trading posts in the p r o d t y of Seneca villages. The faction of Senecas who
moved to the Upper Ohio Valley preferred the French traders. With the French
they had maintained dose ties since the end of the seventeenth century. In mov-

ing to the Ohio Country they were also moving doser to French trading posts
dong the south shore of Lake Erie. According to Tanner, the Wyandots, who
were settled in north central Ohio, in the vicinity of the Sanduslqr River, "exer-

ased administrative supervision over l a n d in this section of the Great Lakes
theater.1°
Migrations to the Ohio Country were not haphazard &airs, as McConneIl
points out They "followed patterns rooted in the customs of the local communities."" As bands of Senecas, Delawares, and Shawnees reunited in the Ohio
Tanner identifies the Mingos as "independent splinter groups hom the Iroquois towns, who
rejected the authority of the Onondaga Longhouse and moved to the Ohio Country," see

Tanner,Atlas of lndian Kistory, 63.
According to Tanner, their leadership was "recognized and respected by the other tribes,"
see Tanner, A h of lndian History, 62.
See McConnell, Counfry Beheen, 23: "The natives' movement westward itself would have

been the result of countIess discussions as the villages weighed the pros and cons of
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Country they strengthened their own tribal identities. At the same time they developed "a growing coUective identity with the Upper Ohio Valley," which was
rooted in part, McConnell daims, in the challenges the Ohio Indians faced "from
ambitious outsiders."]-2
Tannefs map of 1768 reflects the general location of Native groups in the

Ohio Valley-Great Lakes region five years after the dose of the Seven Years'
War. That War had introduced significant changes in relations between Ohio
Valley-Great Lakes Indians and the Euroamericans on their borders. In the Mississippi Valley, the Spanish had replaced the French, and in the Ohio ValleyGreat Lakes region the British, who had replaced the French, were now in
control.
This is what the Europea.treaties daimed. In fact, Native Americans remained in conhol of the interior. With the fa11 of New France, they, with their

French relatives living in the interior, were left alone to check Anglo-American

expansion into the region. The threat of invasion alarmed them. In response to
this new threat they sought effective ways to resist the Anglo-Americans, and

their resistance at the sarne t h e entailed a struggle to redefine themselves.

- -

migration and arrived at a consensus on the issue. In some instances long-standing factional

divisions within villages led dissatisfied minotities to vote with their feet and seek new
homes ekewhere, thus preserving the harmony so highly valued within native societies."

Indian Authority in the Pays d'en Haut

Their relationship to the French who lived in the intenor raises many
questions, questions not thoroughly addressed by historians. The French in the
interior had a long history of interrelations with their Native hosts. Olive Dicka-

son described the relationship this way: ""For a century and a half French and
Amerindians lived and fought side by side in a symbiotic relationship that is
without pardel in the colonial history of North A.merica."13 At the dose of the
Seven Years' War, French trading posts and forts could be found throughout the

pays d'en haut, as far north as Lake Winnipeg. The dose relatiowhip between the
French and the Indians of the Great Lakes raises interesting questions about the
identity of these Frenchmen in the interior and about the nature of the fur trade

prior to the defeatof New France.
Toward the dose of the seventeenth century, an offiaal edid w a s promdgated under Louis MV in which all of the traders were recalled from the Great
Lakes region.14 The French only began to regarrison some of their remote posts
13 Olive P. Dickason, "From 'One Nation' in the Northeast to 'New Nation' in the Northwest: A

Look at the Ernergence of the Métis" in The New Peoples: Being and Becoming Métis in Nurth
Arnerkur

edited by Jacqueline Pe terson and Jennifer S.H. Brown, Manitoba Studies in Native

History 1(1985; reprint, Winnipeg: University of Manitoba Press, 1993),29.
14 The edict was promp ted by the comphints of the missionaries. According to the

missionaries, as Louise Kellogg explains, "not unti1 the great horde of traders and coureurs de
bois had invaded the West did the Indians learn to crave Iiquor." The missionaries
CO

"&O

mplained of the prolligacy of the young Frenchmen, whom the freedom of the wilderness

and the license of savage Life led to scandaIous excesses. Either the brandy-traders or the
missionaries must go, wrote the zealous superior of the western missions. Such
representations finalIy detennined Louis MV to withdraw al1 traders from the Great M e s
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after the Treaty of Utrecht had been signed in 1713. The fort at the straits of
Midiilimackinac, which served as a center of trade, they rebuilt in 1716, after relocating it on the mainland (Mackinac City, Michigan). Detroit, because of its
strategic location in the straits between Lakes Huron and Erie (where Cadillac
had built Fort Ponchatrain in 1701)senred as the most important French post in
the west. In the Illinois Country Cahokia and Kaskaskia on the Mississippi and
Vincennes on the Wabash, were important French settlements, as was Peoria.
Throughout the pays d'en haut emerged what Jacqueline Peterson refers to as corporate trading towns, located dong "rivers, bays or lakeshores at important
breaks in trade or portage points." Important French posts were located at present Fort Wayne, Indiana (Kekionga); Niles, Michigan; Chicago, Illinois; and
Green Bay, Wisconsin.15
Simply listing the locations of the French in the interior, however, reveals
little about them and their relations with the native inhabitants of the pays d'en

Imrct. Any discussion of French and Amerindian relations at the dose of the
Seven Yearsf Wax first has to account for the identity of these interior French,
shaped as that identity was by a long history of French and Indian miscegenaregion, and to resort to the earlier rnethod of urging the Indians each year to corne down to
Canada to trade." See Louise PheIps Kellogg, ï3.z French Regime in Wisconsin and the
Northrvest (New York Cooper Square Publishers, Inc, 1968), 259.
15 Jacqueline Peterson, "Many Roads to Red River: Métis Genesis in the Great M e s

1680-1815,"in Peterson and Brown, Nau Peuples, 5455.

Region,
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tion. Understanding the nature of French and Amerindian relations will help in

turn to appreaate the nature of the resistance Anglo-American expansionists encountered after the Seven Years' War.
How one views the nature of French and Amerindian relations up to the
end of the Seven Years' War, will be influenced by how one approaches questions about the determinants of ethniciy. There are several established approaches to understanding ethnicity. Anthropologists Clifford Geertz and
Harold Isaacs have stressed the primordial diaracter of ethnicity, its rootedness

in a basic grorrp idenfiiy.l6 Ethnicity frorn this perspective is ancient, unchanging,
inherent in the ethnic group's past, in the souls and bodies of its members, in
their blood. At the other end of the spechum, Nathan Glazer and Daniel Moyni-

han have defmed ethnic groups as interest groups.17 Ethnicity (particularly in a
polyethnic society) provides a means for organizing groups around issues of so-

cial or economic interest. From this perspective ethnicity is instrumental and situational. At this end of the spectnim one nsks imputing to Native Americans
in the Great Lakes region a common ethniaty that they themselves would not

have recognized. As David Maybq-Lewis has argued, the Indians of Amenca,
p p p p p

16 Clifford Geertz, The Interpretation ofCultures: Selerted Es-

-

(New York: Basic Books, 1973);

Haold R. Isaacs, Idols of the M e : Group Identity and PoliticPl Change (New York: Harper &
Row, 1975).
17 Nathan Glazer and Daniel Patrick Moynihm, Beyond the Melting Pot: The Negroes, Puerto

Ricatzs, Jeus, 1Caliansand Irish o f N a York City,second edition (Cambridge, Massachusetts: M.
1. T. Press, 1970).
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"a diverse series of distinct populations who were frequently lumped together
by newcomea to the hemisphere," had a common ethnicity imputed to them
without their recognizing it themselves.18 Historians need to be carehi when de-

fining others in ethnic terms, a caution that applies as weU to studies of the
French in the intenor. Jacqueline Peterson's idea of ethnicity lies somewhere between the extremes of primordialism and interest group ethnicity. For Peterson
group identities are not fabrications. A group's identity begins at a certain point
in time, even if not fully recognized by the group as such. That identity depends
on a core of experiences and group characteristics which its members hold in
common. In "Many roads to Red River: Métis genesis in the Great Lakes region,

1680-1815,"Peterson traces the emergence of the Métis of the Ohio Valley-Great
Lakes region. The Métis of the Great Lakes, according to Peterson, were a people "in between," neither Native American nos French, "a unique hybridization
of Native and Euro-American cultures." To emphasize the uniqueness of these
intenor French, she is at pains to stress their difference and separation from Indi-

ans and Europeans both. This separate identity of the Métis she bases in part on
occupation (their involvement in the fur trade). Their separate identity, she

daims, was recognized by outsiders. To support her argument for Métis distinctiveness, she stresses difference and the isolation of the Métis in the interior. Her
- -

18 David Maybury-Lewis, Indigenous Peuples, Ethnic Groups, and the State, The Cultural Survival
Series on Ethnicity and Change (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1997), 59-60.
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arguments travel in two directions. On the one hand, she argues for heterogene-

ity in the hinterland (distinguishingthe Métis from the surrounding native communities); on the other hand, she argues for homogeneity (identifying the Métis
dosely enough with Native Amencans to distinguish thern from Euroamericans).19
Richard White's arguments are similar to Peterson's, but serve a different
purpose. White's purpose is to find evidence for his middle ground, his mutually comprehensible world, which is neither French nor Indian but a blend of the
two. This is why, as stated before, he tends to find "no sharp distinctions between Indian and white worlds" but sees them shading into each other?

The

Middle Ground is comprehensive and full of insight, so much so that it is easy to

forget that White's overall analysis, which focuses fundamentdy on EuropeanAmerindian diplomacy, by necessity relies heavily on European documents and

in large part has to remain impressionistic-a problem faced by all historians
studying Indian-White relations in this period. According to Olive Didcason,
"The silence as well as the ambiguity of the record presents a problem for the historian." Didcason daims that in trying to determine the prevalence of the mDang
of races in New France the offiaal record is less than reliable, as she explains:
"The rarity of recognizably recorded intermarriages could be related to the prob19 Peterson, "Many Roads," 37-71.
20 White, Middle Ground, xi.
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ability that many of them took place a la facon du payç-that is, according to the
Amerindian w i ~ ~ . " ~ '
The trouble with relying on French documents is that they tend to exaggerate French influence, French point of view, French authority. British documents do likewise, £rom a British point of view. Offiaal documents and
correspondence by nature focus on negotiation, control, and an assertion or a bal-

ancing of power. Reading through Richard White's impressive research, one is

struck by how little control the French actually did possess in the interior. The
French are part of an alliance, but they do not have the power to dominate or
control it. They have influence, not control. They are viewed as traders and military allies. They supply trade goods and soldiers, and Native Americans recipro-

cate with furs and warriors. The military alliance is r e d y a deployment of
French troops at Native dowance. The arrangement is a commeraal and military alliance that works to Native satisfaction as long as the French limit themselves to these roles.
From White's own evidence one gets the sense that Native Americans in
the interior were resistant to French ïnfiuence and that the French had to make
their way into this Native Amencan world-into

these host soaeties-dong Na-

tive pathways. One can use White's own evidence in support of an alternative interpretation: that Native Amencan societies incorporated the European presence
21 Dickason, "Frorn 'One Nation,'" 22-23.
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and that that presence was not strong enough to fundamentally dishxrb Native
cultures in the region until after the defeat of New France. Instead of a blending
of two worlds, one c m £indin the evidence two competing systems of value and
a struggle to control the condud of the trade and to make it comply to the values

of each. Native Amencans, in this view, struggled to make the trade conform to
their own expectations and interests, and they were largely successful at this until they lost control of the country, the resource base on which the trade thrived.
The confiict of values between Native Americans and French colonizersthe Native American system of value based on kinship and obligation, the official French system based on a determination to conho1 the intenor and

eventually to extend colonization-is

ülustrated by the problems the French en-

countered during the Fox wars, as White described these:
The French attempt to maintain a policy of force aHer many of their allies
once more sought to number the Fox within the alliance, condernned
French officiais to nearly a decade of frustration following the vidory of
1730. The Fox, unlike enemies of the alliance outside the pays d'en haut,
had relatives and Mends among the French allies. These people always
fomed a latent pro-Fox faction. When the Fox were strong and aggressive, these factions were too weak to dominate their villages. For example, Wilamek, a leading diief of the Potawatom-s, was the offspring of a
marriage between a Sauk and a Fox and he had, in turn, mamed among
the Potawatomis. In 1712, arguing against an Ottawa chief from Michilimackinac, Mta8iliboe [sic], he had tried unsuccesshlly to restore peace
between the Fox, on the one hand, and the Potawatomis and French, on

the other. With the outbreak of war, however, ties such as those of
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Wilarnek did not vanish, The prevailing sentiment arnong warriors in a
village might be anti-Fox, but pro-Fox warriors might war against them

in the hopes of saving their own relatives-

Native insistence on kiwhip ties with the French is often presented as
their caldative way of solidiQing trade relations. Undoubtedly at times trade
was their primary motivation for marriage; nonetheless, we have to keep remind-

h g ourselves that we cannot so easily objectify the mental structures of eighteenth cenhiry Native Americans and imply that we know for certain how they
understood intennarriage with the French. Interpreting h s h i p to mean primar-

ily an agreement to hade distorts meanllig, for kinship implied much more than
frade. Native Americans functioned under a separate system of values, a system

that in some measure was similar to the European system but in many ways was
greatly diff erent.
The purpose here is to emphasize the impressionism inherent in writing
about Native American soaeties in this period. What is needed but impossible
to achieve, because of a la& of evidence, is a systematic study of the changes in
the social structures of Native Amencan societies over time, what Bourdieu desaibes as a form of structural history which "in each çuccessive state of the structure under examination" one searches for both the product of earlier stniggles to

maintain this smcture and for the prinaple of later transformations of this structure. For the pays d'en haut, evidence does not exist to do this End of soaological
history. Even were the evidence available, such an undertaking certainly would
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reach beyond the limits of this thesis. Short of this kind of study, however, questions can be raised about the evolutionism implied in Peterson's approach, and
also about the static quality of White's analysis of French and Amerindian relations. Neither of their approaches serves as a mode1 that accurately describes
Native interests or takes into account the processes over time whidi shape one's
sense of ethnic identity. Peterson's theory of a unique cultueIa Métis culture different and separate fiom both Indians and whiteq does not accurately describe
the histoncal processes that shape ethnic identity. And White's theory of mutual
accommodation imputes to Indians incentives that they did not possess.
Kathleen Neils Conzen and her assoaates view ethnicity, not as primord i d y given, nor as a collective fiction, but as "a cultural construction accomplished over historical time."P Neils Conzen and her associates are immigration
historians. In their view ethniaty is "a proceçs of construction or invention
which incorporates, adapts, and amplifies preexistuig communal solidarities, cul-

tural attributes, and historical memories." Similar to Bourdieu's concept of habitus, ethnicity, according to this theory, is "grounded in real life context and
social e ~ ~ e r i e n c e .Immigration
"~~
historians have becorne increasingly interested in the process of cultural and soaal change by which immigrants cease to
22 Kathieen Neils Conzen, David A. Gerber, Ewa Morawska, George E. Pozzetta, and Rudolph

J. Vecoli, "The Invention of Ethnicity: A Perspective from the U.S.A.," Journal of Arnerkmz
Ekhnic H i s t q vol. 1, no. 1(Fall1992): 3-41,

23 Neik Conzen et al., "Invention of Ethnicity," 5.
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be foreigners and yet are not one hundred percent members of their host sotieties. Ethniaty has become a key concept in the analysis of this process of adapta-

In explaining the purpose of
tion, whidi is not the same thing as a~similation.~~
their essay, "The Invention of Ethnici@ A Perspective from the U.S.A.,"

Neils

Conzen et al. argue that ethniaty is continuouslybeing reinvented in response to

change:
Ethnic groups in modern settings are constantiy recreating themselves,

and ethnicis is continuousIy being reinvented in response to changing realities both within the group and the host soaety. Ethnic group boundaries, for example, must be repeatedly renegotiated, whiIe expressive
symboIs of ethnicity (ethnic traditions) must be repeatedly reinterpreted.

By historicizing the phenomenon, the concept of invention ailows for the
appearance, metamorphosis, disappearance, and reappearance of ethnicities. This essay will seek to illustrate the processes which we believe account for penods of florescence and decline, for continuities and
innovations, for phases of saliency and quiescence, in the histones of particular ethnic groups. 25

The focus of historians s u c h as Neils Conzen et al., has been on Europein a modem setting, mostly on European immigrants to the United States in the
24 Adaptation suggests "an active participation by the immigranîs in d e f i n g their p u p

identities and solidarities. The renegotiation of its 'traditions' by the immigrant group
presumes a collective awareness and active decision-makingas opposed to the passive,
unconscious individualisrn of the assimiiation rnode1,"see Neils Conzen et ai., "Invention of
Ethnicity," 5.

25 Neils Conzen et al., "Invention of Ethnicity," 5.
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nineteenth century, and while the pays d'en haut is hardly a modem setting, the
analysis of the dynamic that takes place between host and immigrant offers insight into the dynamic that must have taken place as well between native and
newcomer, given native authority in the intenor. At some point in their history
the French in the intenor, in the pays d'en haut, ceased to be foreigners and became, not fully Indian, but ethnic Amerindians of one h d or another, French

Amerindians.

The French when they £ïrst ventured into the pays d'en h a ~were
~ t often dependent for their survival upon their Native hosts. It could be a be a harsh and

unforgiving country, where freezing or stanring to death were not uncornmon. 26
Survival in the pmjs d'en haut demanded knowledge and cooperation. Canadians

gained the s k . s to survive from their Native hosts, and in doing so were participating in defining a new identity for themselves.
Beyond survival there was a dear attraction to Native ways for many of
the French in Canada, as W. J. Ecdes has witten:

-

--

26 To keep you alive, you might with luck be offered, as was the Jesuit Claude Dablon, a dish of
rock tripe or a piece of the skin door of the lodge, see The Jesuit Relations and Allied
Documents Travels and Explorationsof the Jesuit Missionaries in New France, 1610-1791,edited

by Reuben Gold Thwaites, vol. 55, "Lower Canada, Iroquois, Ottawas 1670-1672" (New
York: rageant Books Company, 1959), 145,149-51. [Hereafter this series will be referred to
simply as Jesuit Relations.] Rock tripe or tripe de roclze was a blacksoupy mixture made by
boiling certain mosses.
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The Canadians were in constant assoaation with the Indians. . ..It is,
therefore, hardIy surprising that the Canadians early adopted much of
the Indian way of Me and became imbued with some of their character
traits. Native foods such as corn, squash, and pumpkins found ready acceptance. Indian rneans of travel-the

snowshoe, toboggan, and canoe-

were quickly mastered. Many of the Canadians, who were inveterate
pipe smokers, preferred to rnix their locally grown tobacco with inner

bark of the cherry or dogwood tree, a custom borrowed from the Indians. 27

There was enough of an attraction to the Indian way of life to raise officia1
concern in New France. According to Eccles:
The Marquis de DenonvilIe, governor generai from 1685 to 1689, was appalled by certain attitudes and habits of the Canadians. hstead of laboring on the land, they preferred to spend their lives in the bush, trading
with the Indians, where their parents, the cures, and the offiaals could not
govern them, and where they Iived like savages. Even when they returned to the colony these youths showed a shocking proclivity for going
about half naked in the hot weather, as did the Indians. "1 cannot ernphasize enough my lord, the attraction that this Indian way of life has For a11
these youths," Denonville wrote to the minister.

.. .The intendant Jean

Bochart de Champigny in 1691 wrote in much the same vein, stating, "It
is most unfortunate that Canadian youths, who are vigorous and tough,
have no indination for anything but these voyages where they live in the
forest like Indians for two or three years at a time, without benefit of any
of the sacramentS."=
27 W. J. Eccles, The Grnadian Frontier, 89.
28 Eccles, Cnnadinn Frontier, 90.
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At the same time, assoaation with the Indians gave an important advantage to New France. An Indian way of life often made good bush fighters out of
many Canadians and aided New France in the wars against the English colonies:
The Canadians were closely associated with the Indians, waging war after their fashion, using their techniques and becoming as adept in the
harsh, <rue1methods as any Iroquois or Abenaki. There was therefore a
demonstrable degree of tmth in the opinion of the Canadians expressed

by one French officer: "They rnake war only by swift attacks and almost
always with success against the English who are not as vigorous nor as
adroit in the use of fire m s as they, nor as practiced in forest ~ a r f a r e . " ~ '
This is not to suggest that al1 Frendimen were becoming Indians but to
stress both the authority of Native Amencans and their influence upon the

Frenchmen who associated with them in the interior.
That authority was often expressed in what the Jesuits aiticized as a high-

mightiness or independent attitude on the part of Native Amencans in the pays
d'en haut. Native Americans held to their own beliefs tenaaously and more

often than not rejected the proselytizing efforts of the priests, or if they did accept the promises of the Jesuits they generally did so in a manner that incorporated those promises into their haditional way of thinking, into their own
habitus. Throughout the Jesuit Relations there are many illustrations of this kind
of incorporation. There are also many expressions of Native disdain for French
29 Eccles, Gznndian Frontier, 89.
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power. The speech an Algonquin made to Father Jacques Bueux after the Iroquois had captured Father Isaac Jogues, was a graphic expression of Native dis-

dain for French power. "Highmightiness" was how Father Jerome Lalemant
described this attitude among the Indians. Lalemant related the speech @elow)
to his superior in Quebec, in a letter he wmte hom the Huron Country o n June

10,1642. H e commented that "This is what is called speakïng and acting like a
Savage. I see but few among us w h o are not in danger of having the stomachs of
those Barbarians for a sepuldire, if God do not protect us fkom the high mightinesses":
This time we will see whether the Hiroquois fear you; whether they are
afraid of your arquebuses; whether they dread your cannons, or whether
they despise you. As soon as thy Brother reaches their country, the Captains will assemble, and, if the French name frighten them, they will
speak thus: "Let us not eat the flesh of the Frenchmen; that flesh is not
food,it is a poison, that will kill us if we taste it. Let u s take them back to
their brothers and countryrnen." That is what they wil1 Say, if they fear
you; and in the Spring they will bring back thy Brother and the two
Frenshmen whom they hold captive. If, on the contrary, they despise
you, they will cal1 out, on the arriva1 of thy Brother and of the Frenchmen
who accornpany him: "Now let us eat, let us see how the flesh of the
French tastes; let us swallow them al1 whole." Thereupon they will burn
them; they will make them suffer a thousand torments; they will cut them
in pieces and throw them by quarters into great kettles; they will eat them
with pleasure; every one will want to taste them. "That is good meat, that
fiesh is delicate; we must eat some." A Captain will harangue, and inate
the young men to go and hunt Frenchmen, so as to have similar feasts in
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their country. Then there wi11 not be any French dwelling near which

they will not lie in ambush, to surprise and carry h e m off to their shambles?

Difference and Native independence were easily apparent to many who
visited the pay d'en haut. Differences between Europeans and Indians lie in "the
temperament of our senses, whencesoever it cornes, whether £rom our birth or
from o u habits. .. ."wrote Father D d e t t e s , expressing in the seventeenth cen-

tury, perceptions which share something in common with the concept of habitus.
The good father not only acknowledged the great differences between Native
and European but also recognized the source of those differences: "From this
source, as I believe, arises the great difference that exists behveen the senses of
the Savages and those of the French, or of the Europeans; for you would Say, in

many instances, that what is sugar to the one people is wonnwood to the other."
He then goes on to illustrate those differences as expressed by the senses. The
French are fond of the smell of musk; "the Savages dislike it as if it were a
stench." Their songs, he observes, "whidi are so heavy and dismal as to give us
ideas of night, seem to them as beautihil as the blush of dam. They sing amid
dangers, in torments, and at the approach of death; while the French u s u d y preserve a deep silence on a l l s u c h occasions." The sense of taste is greatly different: "Salt, which seasons aU viands eaten in Europe, renders them bitter to the
30 Jesuit Relations, "Quebec and Hurons: 1642," 22232-85.
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Savage taste. Their smoked meat, which to us is almost soot, is very savory to
them.

..- 1have never seen a Savage that did not abhor Dut& cheese, radishes,

spices, mustard, and similar c~ndirnents."~~
Evidence of the pervasiveness of Native beliefs and resistance to the
changes European pries& were trying to introduce in the pays d'en haut, is found

in the Jesuit Rekfion for 1667. Father Francois Ie Mercier Iaments the lack of con-

viction of the Tobacco Hurons, who fled their country to escape the Iroquois:
meylformerly constituted a part of the flourishing Church of the
Hurons, and had as Pastor the Late Father Garnier, .. - since their countrfs downfall, they have received no Christian nurture; whence it results
that they are Christians rather by calling than by profession. They boast
of that fair name, but the intercourse which they have so long had with infidels has nearly effaced from their minds al1 vestiges of Religion, and has
made them resume many of their former customs.32
There are exarnples throughout the RelaLiom of Natives retaining their

spiritual practices despite the Jesuits. Native beliefs and habits persisted in the

pays d'en lzaut. More than that, they constituted the prevaüing worldview, little
challenged by European difference. The Jesuits often expressed frustration over

this. Claude Dablon wrote of the Indian that "after he has been brought up kom

infancy in this belief [vision quest] it is almost impossible to free his mind of this
31 Jesuit Relations, "Iroquois,h w e r Canada: 1656-1658,"44277-79.

32 Jesuit Relations, "Lower Canada, Iroquois, Ottawas: 1664-1668," 50:307.
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cursed superstition when he has grown old in it, or even passed some years."33
Jacque Marquette that same year, 1670, expressed similar frustration: "The Outaouaks, superstitious to an extraordinary degree in theY feasts and their juggleries, seem to harden themselves to the teadiings that are given t h e ~ n . " ~ ~
When Native Amencans did accept the Jesuit teachings, they did so in a
marner, naturally enough, that incorporated the new beliefs into their own ways
of understanding the world. The Christian god, for example, was put to Native
uses. One warrior, about to go against the Sioux, invited the Jesuits to a feast and
made this address:
You have heard of the peoples called Nadouessi. They have eaten me to
the bone, and have not left me a single member of my family alive. 1
must taste of their flesh, as they have tasted of that of my kinsfolk I am
ready to set out against them in war, but 1 despair o€successtherein unless you, who are the masters of life and of death, are favorable toward
me in this undertaking. Therefore, to obtain victocy by your means, 1in-

vite you to this banquet-35
Jesus easily became the god of war. Jeande LamberviIle, quoted the

Ojibwe captain, Iskouakite, as saying:

33 Jesuit Relations, "Iroquois,Ottawas, Lower Canada: 1669-1671," 54139-4334 %id.54:173.

35 Jesuit Relations, "Lower Canada, Iroquois, Ottawas 1670-1672," 55203-5.
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These bladc gowns who protect and give Iife to the sault by receiving our
women and children into their house, and by praying for us to JEÇUS,
The God of war. Yes, although the Nadouessi are about to attack us (as
we have learned), we place al1 Our confidence in the King of Heaven and

earth, whom they preach to us.

- ..36

But there was confusion over the nature of this god of war. The leader of
a war party going against the Sioux importuned Claude Allouez to make him
pray to God. The missionary refused because the man had "impersonated the
devil, imitating his voice to make believe that the latter spoke by his mouth; and
he had held feasts in his honor." What is interesting is the leader% response to

the Allouez. According to Allouez, the man told him that this did not concern
God, and that "he could counterfeit the devil without despairing of his salva-

tion." It was his custom, he said. He said that "he had always done so before go-

ing to war; that no misfortune had ever happened to him; and that he had
always made prisoners." 37
The failure of the god of war, proof of his la& of power, on the other
hand, could quiddy lead to a loss of faith. Claude Dablon wrote in 1675:
Some saki [Sauk], who have corne Érom the bay des puants [Green Bay],
cause a certain coldness among Our neophytes. They tell Them that only

children pray to God. Others Say: How can we pray to Gad? He does not

36 Jesuit Relations, "Hurons, Iroquois, Ottawas 167273," 57209.
37 lesuit Relations, "Hurons, Iroquois, Ottawas 2672-73," 52279.
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love us; he loves onIy our enemies, for he always Delivers us into Their
hands, and hardly ever Delivers any of them into ours.

38

In his journal for Febmary 1673 Claude Allouez recorded a similar en-

The 10th [February 16731. A band of young men who have blackened
Their faces enter our Cabin in The evening, and Say that they come to
sleep in The Chape1 so that God may appear and speak to Them in Their
slumber, and promise to Deliver Their enemies to Them. This is in accordance with Their erroneous belief that Their genïi speak to Them in
theic sleep. . ..

The 20th [Febmary 16731. Two hundred wamors passed before our
chapel, but none entered it, except one of those whom 1 had baptized
some days before. 1 asked those who favored prayer to God why they
did not enter, and they replied that prayer had caused them to die during

.Last winter, a band of young Outagami dethe previous summer. ..
feated eleven canoes of Nadouessi [Sioux]; and they attributed their victory to prayer, for they had al1 come to pray to God before starting. Their
account of the aid that God had given them induced the others to pray to
Him. They did so last summer, and rnarked a cross on their bucklers; but
out of the 19 [sic] that they numbered, 26 were captured or killed; while
out of another band of 13, three were captured or killed.3'

What we are describing is part of the reacüon of host soaeties to the
French newcomers. Natives had to find ways to fit the French into their world.4'
38 Jesuit Relafions, "Lower Canada, Ulinois, Ottawas 1673-1677," 59:233.
39 lesuit Relations, "Ottawas, Lower Canada, Iroquois: 16721674," 5851-55.
40

This view runs counter to James Axteli's view of the Jesuits role in the New Worid. See
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One may ask whether or not the presence of the French in their midst was problematic for Native Americans. Did the French have ethnicity in Native eyes? In
other words, were the French perceived as a distinct group, and, if so, on what
understanding did that perception rest? The lndians of course perceived French
difference. In general the French were probably looked upon as a group with
lower social status; certainly those serving as laborers and canoemen in the fur
trade, an inferior occupation which most Indians chose to avoid, were so
viewed. They could also assume with confidence that many of the French over

time would become Indians. At ariy rate, their mixed-blood children would becorne so. With good reason they had confidence in the transformative power of
their own world; young Frendunen, attracted to the freedom to be found in the

pays d'en haut, often remained there, or else lived double lives. Instead of Indians becoming more like French colonials, as colonial officials had assumed, a reverse process seems to have taken place. The natural proclivities of the young
French for life in the woods surpnsed the Canadian authonties, who at the end
of the eighteenth century, with Louis XIV's edict, tried to halt the process. 41
"Agents of Change: Jesuik in the Pos t-Colurnbian World," in James Axtell, By o n d 1492:
Enwunters in Colonial NorfhAmenk (New York: Oxford University Press, 1992),152-70. How

much change can be credited to the agency of the Jesuits and other missionaries is difficult to
assess. One could argue that the most important agents of change were not the Jesuits but
the acts of dispossession and removal that accompanied the Anglo-American advance into
the Ohio Valley-Great Lakes region.
41 In the Jesuit Relations are to be found glirnpses of the &us ration which pries6 and officials
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Louise Kellogg in 7'he French Regime in Wiswnsin and the Northwest d e s m i e d the
Native reaction to this edict, which reveals a great deal about the role of the Ca-

nadians in Native societies:
Nor did the plan of focusing the hr trade at Montreal succeed; the tnbesmen would no longer take the long, tiresome voyage to the St. Lawrence,
since they could supply themselves from the coureurs de bois, who
swarmed in the western country, or obtain fkom the Iroquois English
goods at a Iower price than could be found at the French centers. Onanguisse, the famous chief of the Potawatorni, well expressed the feeling of
most the French allies in his speech to the govemor the year after the

edict of evacuation had gone forth. "Father," he said, "since we want
powder, iron, and every necessary which you were formerly in the habit

of sending us, what d o you expect us to do? Are the majoriw of Our
women, who have but one or two beavers to send to Montreal to procure
their Iittte supplies, are they to trust them to drunken fellows who will

drink them, and bnng nothing back? . ..You shall never see us again, 1
promise you, if the French quit us; this, Father, is the last time we shall
corne to talk with

-

-

must have feli, suggesting that the French were probably Iosing the struggle for spiritual
allegience in the pays d'en haut. Father Dablon, in the Relation of 1675, gives an account of a
yomg Frenchmen at the point of death: "The Young kenchman died in the Cabin of a
savage, without Confession. Four months previously, he had passed by our Church; 1had
entreated him to corne to confession, but he paid no Heed to me; and God, in consequence,
did not choose that he should find again the opportunity which he had neglected." See Jesuif
Relations, "Lower Canada, Illinois, Ottawas 1673-1677," 59233.

42 Kellogg, French Regime, 268-69.
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Onanguisse was expressing something signïEïcant about Indian authority,
something Louis Kellogg accurately unders tood:
The western tribesmen were not docile enough to respond to the mission-

ary purpose, nor submissive enough to become avilized. In proud independence they maintained their native languages, religious rites, tribal
customs, and intertribal enmities. They could not be molded into the nudeus for an agricultural settlement, nor did they desire to imitate the
white man's ways. This has always been the kernel of the difficulty between the two races; neither would admit the superionty of the other.
Historians have long lauded the French in America for their ski11 in dealing with the aborigines, have claimed that in this regard they far surpassed the English colonists. It is true that the French were adaptable
and ingenious; . .. But they never in North America induced any large
numbers of red men to adop t French ~ivilization!~
Both religious a n d secular authonties in N e w France sensed their la& of
control. The Jesuit Etienne Carheil writing to Govemor Frontenac from Mackinac in 1689 warned against the disaffection of the Ottawas. In providing the reasons for Ottawa disaffection, Carheil's letter shows Native Amencans acting in

Native American interest. The Ottawa were angered by the French overtures to
the Iroquois. The Ottawas denounced the w e a h e s s of the French and the inabil-

ity of the French to afford the Ottawas "protection." According to Carheil,
"what most displeases them is, that the alliance of the frenclunan, besides being
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useless to them through his powerlessness, is also injurious to them, both for
commerce and for war." Protecfion for them had been a tenn expressing alliance,
not a term expressing subordination to the French. They did not see themselves
as weak or unable to take care of themselves without the French. Alliance with

the French-protection-brought

the Ottawa certain benefits. It meant that the

French agreed to maintain their side of the fur trade; the Indian hir trade would
be sustained. It also meant that the Ottawa and French fought together in war
when their shared interests were at stake. It did not mean fhat the Ottawa could
not survive without French protection. The French had acted cowardly, dishonorably, but in denouncing the French, essentially the Ottawa were expressing
Ottawa interests and Ottawa authority, not Ottawa weakness. The French were
becorning a bad bargain. The Ottawa understood their interests. Carheil wrote:
"From this it will be seen that our savages are much more enlightened than one
thinks; and that it is difficult to conceal £rom their penetration anything in the

course of affairs that may injure or senre their interests." 44
Later Carheil complained about the dissolute character of the French in
the interior. He was, at the same tune, perhaps unwittingly, expressing the fail-

ure of the missions. He attributed it to the brandy trade and prostitution, to the
laxed French authorities, to iiberty:

44 JesuiC Relations, "Ottawas, Lower Canada, Iroquois, Illinois: 1689-1695,"64:12,23-39.
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Lewdness has become Established not only through the liberty that the
kench have taken of admitting to their houses the savage women at ail

hours; but What has most Contributed to Establish it is the iiberty, which
they themselves have taken, ofgoing to Seek those women in their villages. To such an a extent is this carried that many of the most dissolute
do not hesitate to leave the french houses, and to go to live with the

wornen in their ~abins?

What his lament chronided was not so much the lasaviousness of French
and Indian relations, but the inability of the French to establish authority in the
interior, outside their garrisons and missions. They certainly did not establish
that authority in the hearts of the inhabitants of the payç d'en haut. It was a Native world capable of absorbing the French infiuence.
This is not to suggest that every Frendiman in the intenor was tuming Indian. But it is to suggest that a French-Amerindian ethnicity was in the process
of being formed. And abof it is to suggest that the outcome of that ethnic formation was not a given. The French in the interior were not a homogeneous group,
and responses to their Indian hosts would have varied depending on any number of social factors. Leaders in the French conuiiunities would have distinguished themselves from those socially beneath them. The attitude of French
traders well-comected to Montreal probably differed significantly from those of
the coureurs de bois or habitants who were less well off and less connected?
45 Jesuit Relations, "Lower Canada, Mississippi Valley 1696-1702," 65-7-43.

46 It would even have differed frorn the merchant elite who lived inland. Referring to

The
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coureur de bois and the M i t a n t might have found it easier to fit into Indian soaeties. They may have conduded that the conditions of life for thern in the pays

d'en haut, with an Indian wife and family, were better than they had known before." Among the interior French there would have been "internal debates and
struggles over the nature of the group's emerging ethnicity."* There would
have been conflict, already made dear in the reaction of the Jesuits and govern-

ment offiaals to what they viewed as libertinage in the pays d'en haut. All this
was part of the process of redefining themselves, the process of ethnic group formation. "Ethnicization was not necessarily charaderized by an easily negotiated

unanimity about the identity of the immigrantgroup. More ofien the process
was fraught with intemal conflicts and dissension over the nature, history, and
destiny of its peop~ehood."49The fur trade sociew that emerged toward the end
of the eighteenth century and the fïrst part of the nineteenth century, under complete European control, with its hierarchical stmcture so well-entrenched, did
not exist during the French regime?'
Lotbiniefls descriptions of the merchant elite on Mackinac Island in 1749, JacqueIine Peterson
points out that for the French period "a relative Iack of rnatenal status distinctions
characterïzed the Great Lakes cornmunities." See Peterson, "Many Roads," 48.
47 Jean de Lery in 1578 concluded that the conditions of Life among the Tupinarnba in Brazil

"were somewhat better than they were for ordinary people in France," see Maybury-tewis,
Indigrnous Peuples, 13.

48 Neils Conzenetal.,"Invention ofElhnicity," 5.
49 Neils Conzen et al., "Invention of Ethnicity," 15-16.

50 The structure Keith Widder describes tuas a p henornenon of the nineteenth no t the
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Marriages between whites and Indians teII a great ded about the inter-eth-

nic situation in the pay d'en haut. Choices made by the progeny of such marriages
are a very important indicators of ethnic consciousness as w d . Progeny assum-

ing positions of leadership in host soaeties, which often took place in the pays
d'en haut, reveals how deeply such French-Amerindian leaders identified with an

Wan way of Me.
In the larger world of the pays d'en haut, French-Amerindian identity was
being formed within specific histoncal contexts. In the latter half of the eighteenth century that context was the rise and defeat in the Ohio Valley-Great
Lakes region of a greater Indian nationalism. The battle of Fallen Timbers in

1794 would crush the hope of establishing in the region a separate and autonomous Indian barrier state. In the latter half of the eighteenth century Frencheighteenth century, after Native Arnericans had been defeated in the Ohio Valley and the
British had gained more control of the trade. Widder writes: "Below the traders and clerks

in the social hierarchy were the majonty of Métis families, and the b c t i o n of the head of
houçehold in the trade detennined the famiifs status in the fur-trade society- Under-clerks,
runners, voyageurs or boatmen, and their families made up the lower classes of the Métis
social structure. Under-clerks assisted clerks in overseeing and keeping records of trading

transactions with each Chipppewa customer. Voyageurs, many of whom were Métis,
performed most of the manual Iabor, çanging h m paddling canoeç to cutting fkewood. The
runners occupied a place between the under-clerks and voyageurs; they served as crew
leaders on board bateaux and canoes, and in winter they visited Chippewa hunting camps to
supply needed trade items and coilect furs." See Keith Widder, Bafflefor the Souk Métis
Children Encounter Evangelical Protestants af MMackinaw Mission, 1823-1 837 (Eaçt Lansing:

Michigan State University Press, 1999), 7.
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Amerindian identity was being formed in the context of this struggle for national
unity. It was being formed in reaction to the destructive pressures bearing down

on Native Amencan soaeties in the Ohio Valley-Great Lakes area. "Particular
moments of soaetal crisis, such as wars and economic depressions, have been periods of intensified invention of ethnicity," according to Neiis Conzen et al?

In

these moments the demands for loyalty and con for mi^ to the host culture increase. It is possible that had Native Amencans been successful in the Ohio Valley, French Métis culture may have evolved within a larger Native Amencan
ethnic consaousness. n i e development of a separate Métis identity or nationhood was not a given. It did not emerge self-consciously until after the loss to
the Amencans of the Ohio Valley-Great Lakes region. The point of all this is to
argue how closely-knit were the French and the Indians in the interior by 1763.
This rested on more than a century and a half of kinship and ethnic group formation. it was not necessarily something that resulted h m French policies toward
Native Americans. Indeed it evolved despite many of those policies. This formation accounted for the strength of the French fur trade and for the strength of the
resistance to Anglo-Amencan settlement in the Ohio Valley-Great Lakes region.
The French fur trade could be called just as well, perhaps even more accurately, the Indian f u r hade. The trade, resting on Native foundations, depended
upon a Native resource base and Native methodologies for exploiting that re51 Neils Conzen et id.,"Invention of Ethnicity," 13.
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source base. Historians have tended to see the trade primanly from the perspective of the European trader, not that there have not been studies of Indians in the

fur tradeS2 But the o v e r d trade itself is more often than not seen as a European
institution imposed upon the North American intenor. Not enough thought is
given to the control that Native Amencans exercised upon the overall hade, nor
enough thought to how they employed the trade to strengthen their own communities and pursue the2 own ends. With the fall of New France in 1763, it began to corne dear that their way of life was being threatened and that the
preservation of their autonomy was tied intimately with the sunrival of the fur
trade.
Wayne Stevens published The Northwest FUTTrade 1763-1800 in 1928,a
dassic study of the establishment of British commeraal organization in the region after the fall of New France. He described his book as "a history of the nse
of the British f u r trade in the Great Lakes region during the latter part of the
eighteenth century." The book is about trade-"the

old story of relentless compe-

tition, demand for freedom from government interference or regulation, and
pressure for special privilege through politics and diplomacy."53 It was a period

of consolidation that saw the emergence of the great Canadian fur trading con52 Arthur J. Ray, Indians in the Fur Tr&

Their Role as Hunters, Trappers and Middlemen in the

Lnnds Soutkuest ofHudson Bay, 7660-7870(Toronto: UniversiS. of Toronto Press, 1974) is a

good example.
53 Stevens, Nurthwest Fur Trade, 8.
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Cern, the Northwest Company. Stevens throughout emphasizes the superiority

of British commeraal practices and the role British capital played in shaping politics and diplomacy. But there is an undercurrent in the book also: The British fur

trade was built on the badc of the Indian/French fur trade?

The strength of the

Northwest Company was not simply due to British commercial organization and
British capital. It was due also to its close ties, ethnic ties, to Native Amencans
in the interior. The strength of the Northwest Company was brought about by

the wedding of British capital to the trading infrastructure already established in
the pays d'en haut. In the forests the Indians remained in control. Their d e giance was important. They decided with whom to trade. The Indians desired

trading pariners on whom they could depend. Ever important to them was the
continuance of the trade. The Bntish were capable of supplying their needç. For
the British traders to succeed, indeed for British imperial designs to succeed, as
British military commanders in the region came to understand, it was important
to court Native goodwill and to protect the fur trade. This was a delicate task,
for neither the Indian rnainstream culture nor the French sidestream culture in
the pirys d'en hnzrt were very enamored of the Bntish after the fall of New France.

That event, the fail of New France, was orninous for Native power in the
interior. Up to that point one could Say that Indians in the interior had been suc54 "The British. ..built upon the foundations which had been laid by their predecessors and
former rivals"; see Stevens, Nûrthwest Fur Trade, 15.
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cessful in keeping conhol of the Great Lakes region and in maintaining their independence. They d s o had succeeded in absorbing the French influence. Absorbing the British and American innuence after 1763 would be another matter.

Resistance to the Anglo-American Invasion
1996 Theodore Draper published A Sfrugglefor Power The Arnericnn
Reudution in which he theorized that the Amencan Revolution was not fought to

bring about democracy or egalitaxianism, that it was not caused by the blundering of inept British politiaans, rather that it was fought to decide who would exercise power over the American colonies.' Would it be the Crown, or would it
be the colonists themselves? Draper identified the real cause of the War of Independence to be: "the growth of the power of the Americans, and the alarm this
inspired in Great Britain." It is a very convuicing thesis. In the tumultuous

years between the .doshg of the Seven Years' War and the opening of the American Revolutio~according to Draper:
the struggle for power was marked by various ideologicai, constitutional,
and political issues. But these controversies invariably turned on who
had the power of deasion to settle them. They were not intellectual exerQses between rival groups of ideologues. In the end, the issue was dependence versus independencsolonial dependence on Great Britain,
meaning that Parliament would make the ultimate deasions, or Ameri-

can independence, meaning that the assemblies would make the ultimate
decisions. . . .In the end, the colonies had to wrest the power of deasion
korn Great Britain before they could face the question of what to do wi th

it. The struggle for power came first.2
1

Theodore Draper, A SCruggZefor Power (1996; First Vintage Books edition, New York
Random House, 1997).
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Why was right of decision suddenly so important? What gave rise to this
struggle for power? Draper attributes it to the growth of American power,

which in tm can be attriiuted to the rise in population of the Atlantic Seaboard
colonies. In the eighteenth century many theorists held that population was the

key to a nation's power, prosperity, and happiness. And the growth rate of the
American colonies that cenhily was increasing. It was estimated that the popula-

tion had increased a hundred percent between 1750 and 1770, expanding from
1,260,000 to 2,312,000 souls? This rate of increase was impressive. The population of America, the source of its wealth and power, could be expected to double

every twenty-five years. In short, the American colonies had corne of age. As
Draper States, American colonials for the first time were beginning to get a sense
of their own potential.
Population thus gave Arnericans their first demonstrable senso of present
and growing power. Long before the Revolution, Arnericans were told
and told themselves how numerous they were, how much more numerous they were going to be, and how numbers added up to wealth and
power. Even a population of li ttle over 1million was considered erninently respectable by mid-eighteenth century standards, and the 2 million reached by 1770 was regarded as a formidable leap4

2

Draper, Sbuggle, 518.

3

Draper, Shuggle, 103.

4

Draper, Shuggle, 107.
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This nse in population was not unreIated to the portentous fall of New
France in 1763. For it was the advance of Anglo-Americans into the country
west of the Appalachians, temtory the French daimed as their own, that induced the French to construct a line of forts to keep them out of the Ohio Valley,
away from the pays d'en haut. Tensions in the Ohio Valley led to the openhg
skirmishes of the Seven Yearsf War. Those Anglo-American traders who in the
early 1750s had tried to establish themselves at Pickawillaney in the Ohio Country, were harbingers, really, of the invasion of the west that w o d d f o l l o ~ The
.~
expanding population of the Atlantic Seaboard colonies would spread westward
aaoss the mountains, and no authority in the region, once the French were defeated, would be able to stop its advance, not Great Britain, not the Native inhabitants of the region, and after 1783 not even the government of the new
United States. Warfare at times would slow the advance, but in the long run, because of the overwhelming number of people crossing the mountains, nothing
would prevent it.

If one acceptç Erapefs argument that the American Revolution was
fought over power, then it can be argued that in large part it was fought over the
west, even though the major battles were fought in the east and the Revolution
has been viewed primarily as an eastem affair. The importance of the west in
the minds of both American and British leaders is not given enough considera5

Newbigging, "French-Ot tawa Alliance," 368-73.
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tion in studies of the Revolution, but th% is not to Say that the leaders themselves
did not know what was at stake. Indeed, the fall of hTewFrance was a mixed
blessing for the British, when considering its impact on the seaboard colonies.
American expansion now stood unopposed, and it was not certain that Great

Bntain would be able to contain the independent tendencies of her North Amencan subjects. Draper refers to the pamphlet debate in Great Britain that took
place after the Seven Years' War and centered on the question of whether to re-

turn Canada or Guadeloupe to the French. Retuming Canada to the French
would "check the forces of growth and tendenaes towards independence of the

British North American colonies," so went the argument.6 "A French Canada
was a guarantee that the American colonies would be forced to remain ~ritish."'
According to Draper, "Influentid British opinion was so suspiaous of American
intentions that the outcome of the Seven Years' War brought out into the open
the most extensive forebodings of what to expect hom the Americans if they
were relieved of the French menace. These suspicions had been long in the making? The British felt ambivalent about the success of their North American colonies. Britain gained commercial benefits and important naval supplies from the
colonies, and British power was enhanced by their growth. B u t this would re-

6

Draper, Struggle, 11.

7

Draper,Shuggle,lO.

8

Draper, Struggle, 25.
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main the case only as long as the colonies did not grow powerful enough to
break away from the mother country. It was held by some Bntish politicians
that the balance of power in Europe depended upon control of North Amenca,
which in tuni depended upon the strength of the Atlantic Seaboard colonies?
British leaders dosely watched developments in North America, anxious to as-

sert British authority when necessary. Yet, given the great debt incuired by the
long war with France and the concern in London over fiscal matters, there were

limits to what the British e s t e r s could do to reinforce their authority in North
America.
If the Bntish watdied and apprehensively studied the growth of the Atlantic colonies, so too must have the Indians, who knew what encroachrnent meant
from their experience in Pennsylvania. To the Indians what was so dishubing

about the Amencans were their growing numbers, their increasing settlements,
their occupanv of the land. British authonties in North Amerïca were in a precarious position after 1763. They needed to assert control over what had been
New France. This meant asserting control over the Ohio Valley-Great Lakes region and its occupants. It also meant asserting coneol over the Anglo-Amencans who were pushing into this region from the east Given the meager
resources of the British anny in North America and the lack of support at home,
it was an impossible undertaking. Britain would fail on both accounts.
. - -.

9

Draper, Struggle, 13435.
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The problem the army faced was how to take possession of the country
that had been surrendered in the peace treaty or, as Dorthy Jones stated it, how

"at l e s t to establish enough of a presence there that the inhabitants w o d d achowledge it and consent to make the vidor their primary European patron."10

This on the surface must not have seemed a formidable undertaking. T h e British
commanders no doubt assumed that their presence would be easy to establish.

After all it was sïmply a matter of replacing the French ganisons and introduc-

ing British rule. But in truth the French had never controlled the interior. The Indians were in control, and the French had accommodated themselves to t h i s
reality, a lesson the British would learn in their own time. The Indians did not
acknowledge the right of European powers to partition their land by treaty. Sir
William Johnson, the superintendent of lndian affairs in the north, understood
weU "the jealousy which the Indians in general entertained of the increasing
power of the English," and a year prior to the hosolities that occurred in the summer of 1763 he had warned his superiors agaùist the pretipitous occupation of
the old posts and the construction of new ones in Indian ~0unfry.l'To use
Johnson's term, Native Amencans had always been extremely jedous about the
construction of European forts in their midst. They countenanced such forts as
long as the forts senred Native interests. But they were cautious about dlowing
10 Jones,License, 37.
I l WiIiïam Johnson to the Lords of Trade, 1July 1763, DCHSNY 7525-27.
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European powers to gain footholds in the interior.12 It is a mistake to assume

that militaxy posts at strategic points in the interior could easily be translated
into confrol of the interior. A.ll the stockaded posts really controlled was commerce. To the Indians the posts, like the trade ihelf, represented alliance not control. It was not possible to control the native inhabitants, nor was it necessary.
What was necessary was to protect the trade and keep the hiendship of the Indi-

ans. The presence of a post established a sense of permanence and propinquity.

The post was more of an embassy and a trading center, and it was there at the
sufferance of the Indians.

This dearly was not Generd Amherst's view, a commander with little respect or understanding of Native a~thority.'~
Amherst reduced the quantity of
- -

-

--

-

--.-

12 In the early 1750s the Indians wanted the British to build a fort to pprotect the Ohio tradexs,
but they opposed settlements and other construction desired by the Ohio Company. They
realized after a conference in 1752 that the Anglo-Americans were more intent on engrossing
Iand than in buiIding a fort ta protect the trade. Mistrust and dissatisfaction with the British
began to set in after that tirne. See Hindraker, Elusive Empires, 138-39.
13 Peckham described Amherst's character thk way, pointing to the reasons for his failure to

pacify the western tribes: "He was sent to this continent in 1758, and by his capacity for
careful organization and his determination he had pushed the British troops h m one
victory to ano ther. He was detailed in his orders to the point of 'fussiness,' and he kep t a

fingeron every department and almost every company, His lack of imagination was no
handicap in fightïngthis war [Seven Years' War], although it became a fatal weakness in the
task of pacifying the French-allied Indians. He never leamed to understand them and he

would not liiten to the advice of his able subordïnates." See Howard H. Peckham, Pontiac
and the Indian Uprising, forward by JohnC,D a m (1947; reprint, Detroit: Wayne State

University Press, 1994), 57.
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gifts and provisions supplied to the Indians. His new order in the intenor
would be based on economy, disapline, merit, and not on bniery, as he explained to William Johnson:
With regard to furnishing the latter with a little dothing, some arms and
ammuni tion to hunt with, that is al1 very well in cases of necessity; but as,

when the intended trade is once established they will be able to supply
themselves with these from the traders for their furs, 1do not see why the
Crown should be put to that expense. 1am not either for giving them any

provisions; when they find they c m get it on asking for, they will grow remiss in their hunting, which must industriously be avoided; for so long as
their rninds are intent on business they will not have Ieisure to hatch misdiief-14

14 Quoted in Peckham, lndian UpnXng, 71-72.Fred Anderson has placed Amherst's
miscalculations in perspective: "Amherst wanted these rneasures to reduce the disorders of a
t n d e in alcohol thst he rightly beiieved had gotten out of hand, to economize on presents
that he knew had become too expensive, and to rnirtimize Indian miIitary capabilities that he
feared had becorne too great What he did, however, was disable Indian men from carcying
o n their fall and winter hunts, inhibit their ability to provide for theu W I i e s and viiiages,
and deprive them of a drug that had becorne an important part of their social iife. Rather
than împroving their character by forcing them to become soberly attentive to the business

of hunting, Amherst had begun to turn the Indians of the intenor into sober (and vastiy
more dangerous) enemies. Far h m keeping the Indians so busy that they had no time to
hatch mischief arnong themselves, he had given them what they had never had before: a
comrnon grievance, and tangible evidence that the English would not hesitate to threaten
theu way of life." See Fred Anderson, Crucibk of Wm: The Seven Yems' War and the Fde of
Empire in British North America, 1754-1766 (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2000), 471.
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Amherst was ignorant of the profound importance of gift-giving between
the Indians and their European trading partners. It was a form of appreàation,
even tribute of sorts, that was part of the exchange between the two sides and
that kept the Indians in alliance. In a time of retrendiment, when the British
army in North America was being reduced in size, when Parliament was agaimt
appropriating money for the military, and the colonial legislatures were refusing
to lend assistance, General Amherst would have been well-advised not to violate
Native t n i ~ t . ' ~
Amherst would have been better off listening to William
Johnson, a man who did possess an understanding of Indians. Historian Dorthy

V. Jones has written that Johnson understood the British would never take possession of French forts in the Illinois Country "without first obtaining the friend-

ship and permission of the Indians in between: the Shawnees, Delawares, Six
Nations of the Ohio, Miamis, Kickapoos, Potawatomis, Piankeshaws, Weas, and
then the members of the Illinois confederacy."I6 Jones is worth quoting at
length here. She describes what Johnson understood, and in doing so she also
gives an accurate depiction of how Native Amencans exercised control in the interior:
The Indians' power was not one of numbers, although Johnson estimated
they could have put eight to twelve thousand men in the field. Rather,
15 The national debt had practicaiiy doubled during the war and stood close to 146 milIion

p o u ~ d ssterling, see Anderson, Crucible of War, 562.
16 Jones,License, 67.
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their power rested on their mobility, their ability to live off the country,
and the fact that they held the transportation routes. The straits, the
passes, the navigable rivers, the shores of the lakes were for the most
part, in Indian hands.
Beyond al1 that was the communications network by which messages were passed from one end of the Indian Country to the other. The
network antedated the corning of the whites and functioned effetively
enough so that, for example, an invitation from W11Iiarn Johnson at
Johnson Hall could be passed dong well-established trade routes from
New York to Green Bay on the western shore of Lake Michigan, there to
be discussed by the Menominees, who rnight or might not decide to go
and meet Johnson at a specified time and place. The hypothetical traveler
of the 1760s would find that his passage through the interior did not go
unrnarked, and that his reputation ran ahead of him. He moved through
a close web of Indian relationships so that what he said to the Delawares
on the Iower Muskingum would affect his reception by the Wyandots at
Sandusky, and that, in turn, would determine whether he could even go
on to the Ottawa settlement below Detroit.
He would find also that his hosts, the Delawares or Wyandots or
whomever, would be h l 1 of news as to what the French in New Orleans
were going to do, or of questions about the proceedings of a council at
For Pitt. Rumors, allegations, wishful thinking traveled the communications network mixed in with accurate news, and a great deal of time and
effort was spent by both whites and Indians in sorting one from the other.
No story was commoner dunng this period than that of a united Indian
front that would at the least be able to force acceptance of the indians' demands and, at the most, wouId drive al1 whites kom the continent. The
story was never m e , but, until the defeat of the western nations at Fallen
Timbers in 1794, it was the dream of the Indians and the dread of the colonizing whites that it might be so.17
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Amherst did not fully appreaate the closely-Kt hostile environment, the
heart of darhess, whidi the British faced in the Ohio Country. What Amherst's
policies, together with the continuing encroachment of whites on Native lands,
threatened was the suniival of the French Amerindian trading culture that supported an Indian way of life in the Ohio Valley-Great Lakes region. The cohesiveness of this culture was probably not easily discernible in the 1760s.
Hindraker has written that the British tried to establish a distincticn between
French and Indians, but "The distinction was illusory from the start, since a
métis population was already growing in the günois Country, and

.. .Indian

women continued to many and bear the children of French men-of habitants, especidy of the first generation, as well as cotrreurs."18 The skength of that culture
did not lie in appearances but in connections, in the kînship, ethnic, and commer-

ad ties that bound that world together. An eighteenth century Eurclpean, particularly an advocate of propers. rights and public order, would perceive only

disorder among the French Amerindians. Hïndraker has descrïbed such perceptions:
The disorder of the trading culture resided not just in its careless disre-

gard for property rights, but also in its wholesaIe capitulation to native
cultural Çorms. Nothing symbolized and accelerated this capitulation so
clearly as marnage between French men and Indian women. Such un17 Jones,License, 67-68.
18 Hindraker, Elusive Empires, 112-13.
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ions blurred the lines that distinguished a civilized people from a savage
one, creating instead a hybrid soaety that, some feared had the virtues of
neither of the original.19

Seen or not, understood or not, inhabitants of that world, under threat,
could turn uito a powerful, underestimated, o p p o n e n t British soldiers, officers,

and settlers did n o t have to look far to discover Native enmity. The area around
Fort Pitt a t the end of the Seven Years' War was a w a s h in Native enmity. For settlement h a d continued apace there even in the middle of the war. The roads cut

by BraddocKs and Forbe's armies had made it easier for whites to a o s s the
mountains and settle in the Allegheny foothills:
The Indians around Fort Pitt reacted to British presumptions by trying to
undermine the security of their settlements, by seeking to confuse,
threaten, frighten, and sometimes kill the trespassers arnong them. In the
final stages of the Seven Years' War, the officers at Fort Pitt employed Delaware~,Mingos, and Shawnees as spies. It was a baffling and unsuccesshl experiment: the Indians withheld information, provided inconsistent

reports of French activities, and created hise aiarms at the fort. . . . If a
resident of the fort was mysteriously killed while he was out on his own,
it was assumed that he was killed by a French-allied war parly-but no
one could be entireIy sure. Horses disappeared from the fort with alarm-

--

--

19 The quote is from Hindraker writing about French attempts in the E s t half of the eighteenth

century to bring order to the Illinois Country. The description Iends support to the theory of
ethnic group formation put forward in the lasr chapter. See Hindraker, Elusive Empires,
112-13.
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ing frequency. Occupants of Fort Pitt anxiously studied the moods and
20

cornportment of visiting Indians, who seemed always to be en masque.

Activities around F o a Pitt can be explained as part of an increasing Native alarm at the steady encroadiments made by whites upon Indian lands.
There was reason for a l a r m as weU ùi the famine and disease that visited the Indian villages in the Ohio Country in 1762, the result of crop losses due to fight-

ing the previous year.21 Al-

gave force to the rising prophetic movements

and the search for Native unity so weU desaibed by Gregory Evans ~ o w d ?Native leaders could point to the Bntish as the source of Native hardships. Amherst's poliaes restricting provisions made it impossible for Indians to sustain
themselves. Famine, disease, reduction of trade, military occupation, encroaching settlers-it

amounted to an attadc on a Native way of life, and could have

been read, as the Delawares certainly read it, as an attempt to subjugate the Indians. The Bntish were proving to be an affliction. The answer was to remove
thern at all costs, while Indians possessed the power to do so.
On May 9,1763, led by Pontiac, the Ottawas living in the vianity of Detroit, lay siege to the British fort there. Major Henry Gladwin commanded the
fort, which lay under siege until October 31st This was only one event in a gen-

20 Hindraker, Elusive Empires, 150.

21 Hindraker, Elusive Empires, 152.
22 See D o wd, Spirited Resistance.
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eral uprising throughout the backcountry. British outposts quickly fell to the IndiansSandusky, Macbac, Venango, Le Boeuf, Presque Isle among others.
Fort Pitt, like Detroit, lay under siege. The British were nearly driven from the
country. Pontiac was only one of many Native leaders who participated in this

war of resistance. Hurons, Potowatomies, and Ottawas around Detroit joined
under him to form what William Johnson c d e d "a flying camp."23 Because of

Francis Parlanan's famous book The Conspirncy of Pontiac, Pontiac is credited
with having organized and coordinated the entire upnsing. Yet as early as 1761
war belts had been cirdating throughout the Ohio Vailey, the Illinois Country,

and the Great Lakes region. Active in trying to coordinate a concerted attack on

the British posts had been the Genesee ~ e n e c a s Not
. ~ ~only did the Indians attack fortified posts, campaigns were carried out against border settlements, driv-

ing back Pennsylvanians and Virginians who had been encroaching on Indian
lands. These attacks served to firther infIame the racial hatreds that had corne
to characterize fighting between Indians and settlers in the backcountry. The British reaction to the upnsing was slow and ineffective. General Bouquet relieved
Fort Pitt after an indeasive battle at Bushy Run. Though Boquet's and Colonel
John Bradstreet's armies pushed into the Ohio Country, and Bradstreet went for-

-

--

23 William Johnson,"Enurneration of Indians within the Northern Department," 18 November

1763,DCHSNY 758284.
24 Jones, License, 69.
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ward to relieve Detroit, conditions were d i f f i d t for an offensive, and on their
side the Indians were more or less willing to sue for peace. After initial successes, the Indians found they could not keep themselves supplied. Nor could

they retain a united front The war, it could be argued, ended in a stalemate.
Peace negotiatiow began in the spring of 1765. Michael McConnell sum-

marized the outcome of the war this way: "On the Muskingum and later at Fort
Pitt and Johnson Hall, Ohio Indians and Anglo-Americans came to accept that
neither could conquer the other. That realization would set the tone of intercul-

turd affairs for the next de~ade."~'
The British had leamed to acknowledge and
accommodate Native authority. It was less costly to protect the fur trade and to
safeguard the Native alliance. A legacy of the uprising would be the continued
fear of Indian retaliation, a fear that would manifest itself as late as the 1780s in
British deliberations with the United States.
From 1763 to 1768 the ministers in London, through the two superintendents of Indian affairs in North An~enca,John Stuart and William Johnson, attempted to coordinate Indian policy, regulate the fur trade, and take control of
the situation in the intenor. In the north the effort to take control of Indian af-

fairs rested on Johnson whose strong character dominated British Indian policy

In 1763 the policy of fiin the region untü the Treaty of Fort Stanwix in 1768.~~
25 McComelI, Country Between, 206.
26 At that time Great Britain retumed control of Indian affairs to the colonial legislatures.
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namial reeenchment had to be dropped in order to counter the Indian uprising

in the badccountry. Johnson used two strategies specifïcally to deal with the
northem Indians. For one h e wodd gather native leaders together in large councils?'preferring

the effectiveness of this forxn of negotiation despite its cumber-

someness a n d expense. The other strategy h e used was to work through the
Iroquois as the titular leaders of the other nations. The British found it advantageous to bolster the pretemions of the Iroquois, though in fact Iroquois power

and infiuence, particularly with the western nations, was on the wane. Dorthy
Jones refers to thiç elevation of the Iroquois as the "Iroquois
Johnson felt British colonials were underestimating Indian strength and
that something needed to b e done to avoid catastrophe, as he w a m e d the Board
of Trade in a letter dated November 13,1763:
It will appear dearly to your Lordships that the Colonies, had al1 along
neglected to cultivate a proper understanding with the Indians, and from
a mistaken notion, have greatly dispised them, without considering, that
it is in their power at pleasure to lay waste and destroy the Frontiers. - . .
Without any exageration [sic], 1look upon the Northern Indians to be the
most formidable of any unavilized body of people in the World. Hunting and War are their sole occupations, and the one, qualifies them for the
other, they have few wants, and those are easily supplied, their properties of little value, consequently, expeditions against them however suc-

27 For example, he did thiç at Niagara in the summer of 1764.
28 Jones, License, 21-35.
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cesshl, cannot distress rthem, and they have courage suffisent for their

manner of fighting, the nature and situation of their Countrys, require not
more-29

In 1763, while the corirElict in the west was raging, much thought was being given in London to a policy for regulating Indian affaïrs. In his "Sketch of a
Report Concerning the Cessiions in Africa and America at the Peace of 1763,"
John Pownall, sec~etaryto t h e Lords of Trade, proposed that the country between the Appalachian n d g e and the Mississippi River be recognized "as lands
belonging to the Indians, the dominion of which to be protected for them by
forts and military establishments in proper places, and with full liberty to ail
your Majesty's subjects in general to hade with the said Indians upon some general plan and proper regulatiion and resf~ictions."~~
On October 7,1763 George

IIIissued what came to be calkd the Proclamation of 1763.~'It forbade English
settlements beyond the ridge of the Appalachians, and it established the land to
the west as Indian Country__still under the authonty of the Crown but resenred
for the Indians. There has been debate among historians concerning the si@cance of the prodamation. According to Dorthy
Jones, the British, in the face of so much lndian hostility, had adopted a
policy of "nonconfrontation and accommodation to the Indians' position." The
29 William Johnson to the Lords of Trade, Johnson Hall, 13 November 1763, DCHSNY 7574.
30 Prucha, Ammiam Indian Policy, 17,

31 Jones, Liceme, 45.
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Proclamation of 1763 was not "an espousal of the Indian cause"; it was rather an
acknowledgment "of the limits of the possible in British administration of the
badccount~y."~~
What was very new was the attempt to work out one general
boundary separating Indian lands hom colonial

Francis Paul Prucha de-

scribed the proclamation as a dramatic deparime: "It was in the Proclamation of
1763 that the first offiaal delineation and definition of the Indian Country was

made."34 But there was a major problem with the proclamation. It would be necessary to safeguard Iroquois and southem Indians e s t of the line and Virginians

who had settled in the upper Ohio Valley west of the proposed line. Eric Hindraker has drawn attention to another problem with the proclamation: There
were divided notions about the permanence of the line proposed:
The Proclamation Line, as it was soon called, reflected the divided counsels of the king's advisers. Conceived by Charles Wyndharn, the Earl of
Egremont, and drafted by the Earl of Shelburne, the Proclamation was
originally intended as a prelude to further western development. It included provisions for granting land warrants to ofYicers and soldiers who
had senred in the Seven Years' War, to be located on the western side of
the Proclamation Line; the line itself was to be simply the first step in ensuring limited and orderly western expansion and development.
But Shelburne and Egremont had to contend with another powerh l faction in the ruling arde, identified especially with the Earl of
32 Jones, License, 74.

33 Jones, License, 74.

34 Pmcha, Arnericnn Indinn Policy, 13.
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Hillsborough, which was much less enthusiastic about the prospect of
western development. Eclipsing Shelburne just as the Procimation took
effect, Hillsborough chose to interpret the line as a more permanent western limit for the colonies. He was convinced that western growth would
only damage the empire: inland settlement could never serve mercantilist
interests in the same way that seaboard colonies did; tfiey would create
enormous, costly new administrative and defensive burdens for the
crown; and if they succeeded they would only threaten to depopulate
more usehl parts of the reaim-Irish

estates (in which Hillsborough, not

coinddentally, had a major interest) and profitable colonies, in particular.35

The permanence of the line was connected to another major obstadespeculation. Large-scale speculative interests in lands west of the line, i-e.,in the

Ohio Country and further west-speculative interests shared even by offïcîals
like William Johnson, who were overseeing the boundary negotiations-sug-

gested that the chances of a pem~anentb o u n d q ever being seriously enforced
were not very sanguine.

This is not to deny that Johnson sincerely wanted order and justice in the
badccountry. He wanted first of al1 to bring order to the whole process of land
acquisitions, and he proposed to do this by settling the m e n t disputes dong
the border and then by slowing down through regulation future land purchases.
Johnson believed that the lndians would accept the gradua1 expansion of the

35 Hindraker, Elusive Empires, 165.
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colonies. Orderly dispossession-Johnson's

approach-never

was enforced.36

The London government in 1764 issued a detailed and comprehensive plan to
regulate the Indian hade. It superceded a I l colonial regulations. It was well-conceived, even if unpopdar, and costly. It allowed a l l British subjects to trade with
the Indians, but it placed restrictions on individuals doing so. A license was required, and trade was only perrnitted at specified locations. The trader was also
required to post bond for good behavior. To enforce the new regulations, the
govenunent appointed deputies and agents to act as justices of the peace in the
intenor. They were under the authority of the superintendents. The royal government also employed commissaries, gunsmiths, and interpreters to aid the Indians. Thomas Gage, the new commander-in-fief, put the regulations into
effect in the north in January 1765.~~
The plan failed. Cornplaints were loud and constant Traders whose business was confined to Fort Pitt, for example, complained of Thomas Cresap's ille36 Eric Hindraker hults the British govenunent for this, for the breakdown of p u b k order in
the backcouritry, for the failure to control the anarchism of the stniving class of American
traders and settters in the region. But ambition was not Iimited to traders and setilers.
Johnson himseff was stricken with the fever for land-as were many from the upper reaches

of colonial society. At any rate such criticism can be taken as a kind of whitewashing of
colonialisrn, which has rarely been an orderly process, certainly not orderly when it is being
imposed on people who do not want it. It is difficdt to believe that dispossession, a t any
speed, would have been acceptable to the western Indians. See Hindraker, Elusive Empires,

185-86.
37 Sosin, Rmolutionary Frontitrr, 12-13.
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gal operations on Redstone Creek and the Cheat River. Others further in the intenor ignored both the agents and the regulations. They operated without licenses and traded directly with the Indians in their villages. The larger trading
concems, the merchants with dout, resented trading under the surveillance of

the military, and they daimed that the new system gave advantages to the
French traders based on the other side of the Mississippi, who could move

through the Illinois and Ohio Countries at will. The plan was costly as well as
difficdt to enforce. Pressure £rom speculators to change the Prodamation Line

and establish a boundary further west mounted and worked against efforts to
bring order to the region. In the surnmer of 1767 with the passage of the Towshend Acts trouble began to heat up in the eastem Qties, and the attention of the

British government shifted away from the badccountry. Lord Çhelburne, the secretary of state for the Southem Department, wanted to abandon the Indian Semice altogether, withdraw the army, and d o w the expansionists to create new
colonies in the west.38
The need for a fixed b o u n d v between whites and Indians became ever
more urgent. The solution-the

1768 Treaty of Fort Stanwix-ended up alienat-

ing the western Indians and bringing on further chaos. The Shawnees and Delaware~in particular were disturbed, not only by the results of the treaty but also
by the methods employed during the treaty process. One of the most disagree-
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able features of the treaty process was the use the British made of the Iroquois,

which requires some explanation. According to Dorthy Jones, the position assumed by Iroquois spokesmen in the 1760s and by William Johnson was that
"What the Iroquois had been in the p s t , they sidl were in the present"39
Johnson took for granted Iroquois daims of conquest, and Johnson assumed,
even though it was a European notion, that these daims entitled the Iroquois to
sovereignty over the lands occupied by those nations they had subdued, includ-

ing the Ohio Indians-the Shawnees, the Delawares, and the Wyandots. The Iroquois were entitled to do what they chose with the temtory occupied by those

they had subjugated.@ Jones argues that such daims could only be made within
a non-Indian hame of reference. She speculates that the idea of establishing a
temtorial empire with dependent nations who had lost the right to control and
dispose of their own lands was not an Indian idea traditionally. Both the British

and the Iroquois had much to gain by promoting the idea of Iroquois preeminence. For the Bntish it made it easier to deny the daims of western Indians to

lands the Bntish desired. For the Iroquois, alignment with the British bolstered
their waning reputation with the other nations as well as with the Europeans.
"Even in dedine, the Iroquois retained the center of the stage, if only in the think-

ing of those who were consolidating the hold of colonialism in North ~rnerica."~'
39 Jones, License, 60.
40 Jones, License, 60-61.
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William Johnson's instructions were dear, simple, limited. Johnson was
to negotiate a new boundary. He was to get the Indian nations to agree to adjust
the Proclamation Line westward to indude areas that had dready been settled.
The new line south of present-day Pittsburgh would folIow the Ohio River to the
mouth of the Great Kanawha River and then head due south across the Virginia
and Carolina backcountry. In London, the Earl of Hillsborough, opposed to further western expansion, reluctantly agreed to the adjustment because then the
boundaxy would correspond to the actual pattern of settlement already established. Delawares and Mingos agreed to the new Iine for the same reason and
came to F t Stanwix prepared to sell land already settled. But the original purpose of the treaty was defeated due in part to Johnson's machinations. The new

line Johnson proposed embraced millions of acres of unsettled land on the upper
Ohio. The terminus of the Ohio River boundary t u m out not to be the mouth of
the Great Kahnawha but the mouth of the ~ e n n e s s e efurther
,~
do-

ing much of present-day Kenhi*

river, add-

to the eastem side of the h e . In pnvate

Johnson negotiated separate deals for various speculative interests-going

against the strict guidelines established by the London ministry.

In early November of 1768in upper New York the Treaty of Fort Stanwix
was signed by colonial officiais and the Iroquois Confederacy. The Iroquois re41 Jones, License, 35.

42 At that time it was cailed the Cherokee River.
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ceived goods and specie worth more than 10,000 pounds.43 The signing of the
treaty, whidi was in large part an affirmation of arrangements that had been
worked out earlier, did several things: It established a boundary between whites
and Indians, setting the western terminus of that boundary at the Tennessee
River, thereby ceding to VIrginia n e d y a l l of the Kentucky region. It asserted
the rights of the Iroquois in the Ohio Country, recognizing their dominance over
nations living there and, significantly, their right to dispose of lands occupied by
those dependent nations. Most importantly, the treaty completely alienated the
western nations, the Shawnees and Delawares especially, who rejected both the
terms of the treaty and the presumptions of the Iroquois, denyuig Iroquois rights
to dispose of Shawnee and Delaware temtory. The results of the treaty offended

the Shawnees and the Delawares on many levels. Dorthy Jones has gotten dose
to the heart of the matter in the following paragraph:
Among the Delawares in 1762 had arisen the Prophet who gave voice to
the Indians' sense of spirihial loss in their rapidly changing world. In the
years to come another prophet would arise among the Shawnees who,
with his brother Tecumseh, would seek to mobilize spiritual unease for
political and military ends. The suggestion is made here that when these
groups fought against the 1768 boundary arrangements they were doing
more than denying the assumption of Iroquois dominance held by Wi1liarn Johnson and by the Iroquois themselves. They were denying the
very hame of ceference in which the assumption had any meaning, and
43 Jones,License, 3592.
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they were segking to regain the Indiamess of a world that repeatedly

slipped away fcom their attempts to hold it hstThe Anglo-Amencans had aossed the mountains and now made daim to

Kentucky. At the same time the British were withdrawing horn the badccountry. In the face of the growing aisis in the east, British policymakers looked

upon the badccountry as expendable. The forces for continuity and order had to
abandon their efforts. The Indians were essentially on their own to protect their
borders h m invasion, and many of them relocated their villages north of the
Ohio River. With the Anglo-Americans poised to invade the Ohio Valley, the native inhabitants of the country understood their vulnerability.
The Stanwix cession gave force to the rush ~ e s t w a r dThe
. ~ ~Virginia

C o u n d received a flood of requests for 1000 acre land grants. The first area converged upon was West Augusta (in southwestern Pemsylvania and West Virginia). Settlements were founded on the New, Greenbriar, Kahawha, and
Monongahela rivers. Among the early settlers were deserters hom the garrison
at Fort Pitt. These first settlers were squatters, daiming the land by "tomahawk
rights."45 The Virginia Gazette carried the news of the Ft. Stanwix cession to the
Carolina backountry. According to historian John Ma& Faragher "the agreement with the Iroquois altered the way badnvoodsmen thought about the inte-

44 Sosin, Revolutionary Frontier, 73.

45 Sosin, Rmolutionury Frontier, 73-74.
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rior." Soon afterwards Daniel Boone set out to explore Kanta-ke. "Boone, John
Findley, John Stewart, and three others left the Upper Yadkin for Kentudcy on

May 1,1769, their equipment packed on ten or fifteen h ~ r s e s . "George
~~
Croghan estimated that by 1771five thousand families had settled in the area between the AUeghenies and the Ohio ~ i v e r ? ~

Racial hatred accompa~edmany of these settlers. Memones of brutalities committed during the upnsing that followed the Seven Years' War were still
fresh, and many of the newcomers brought with them an abiding contempt for
Indians. Jack Sosin has argued that "Both the Indians and the frontiersmen had
resorted to indisaiminate murders and retaliation in the decade preceding the
Revolution" and that "the greatest menace to the stability of the frontier was
often the aggressive, undisciplined settler himself. He regarded the Indian as an
animal to be exterminated.. .

."*George Croghan in the fall of 1771wmte that

Indians did not consider themselves "safe even on the West side of the Ohio."
The Pennsylvanians "thought it a mentorious act to kill Heathens whenever they
were found." Shawnees and Delawareç responded in h d by raiding across the
Ohio into western ~ e n n s ~ l v a n i Warfare
a . ~ ~ not diplomacy would detelmine the
46 JohnMack Faragher, Daniel Boonc The Life and Legend ofm Amerïuuz Pioneer (New York:

Henry Holt and Company, 1992), 70,72,76.
47

Hindraker, Elusive Empires, 171.

48 Sosin, Rmolutionay Fronfier, 82.
49

Croghan iç quoted in Wurt, Ohio Frontier, 56.
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outcome of the contest for the West "Squatters and land developers were everywhere," Hindraker has written, "and the withdrawal of British power made the
Ohio ValIey a kind of Hobbesian world, where only sheer force could effectively
determine the outcome of events." 50

In reaction to the F t Stanwix Treaty, the western nations formed the
Saoto Confederacy. The idea of a confederacy did not spring up overnight but
had precedents in the war of resistance. The uprising in 1763provided a framework for later cooperation among the different nations? The Shawnees
emerged as leaders. Disgusted with Fort Stanwix and Iroquois betrayal they quietly campaigned for support among both western and southern Indians. The
first congress of the alienated nations met in the spring of 1770 at Chillicothe on
the Sâoto ~ i v e r . 'Representatives
~
of the Iroquois were not invited. "Brought together by more than a decade of harsh experience with British power, many of
the regionfsIndians appeared mg

to abandon accommodation and unite in a

military confederacy, founded on their common interests, that was dedicated to
50 Hindraker, Elusive Empires, 171.

51 Kindraker, Elusive Empires, 156.
52 Hindraker describes the congress thus: "a large gathering of western Indians from
throughout the v d e y converged on Chilficothe to discuss the Fort Stanwix treaty and to

formuIate an appropriate response. Colonid officiais were astonished to Iearn through their

informants that this great assernbly, du bbed the Scioto Confederacy, agreed not only to
cooperate wiih one another but also to seekpeace with the Cherokees, the Creeks, and the
other southern tribes in order to create a single, united front of Indian resistance to British
power on the continent," Hùidraker, Elusbe Empires, 169.
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keeping British settlers off of their lands at all ~ o s t s . "Herein
~ ~ lies the origins of
the g u e r d a war that would characterize the Ohio Valley for the next thirty-five

years and the origin of the guerrilla fighters as well, who Seaetary of War Knox

and President Washington in the 1790s would label "banditti." Historians have
stressed the divisions among the Indians and the failure of the Confederacy to establish a unified front. And within specific trïibes, historians often have pointed
to the division between those who would take up the war club and those who
would accommodate the Europeans, the war chief versus the peace chief. But

such division is common in war time and does not mean that a single objectiveto retain sovereignty-was not shared by both factions. The split with the Iroquois was a senous rupture. But too much has been made of the divisiveness
among the Confederacy. The western Indians were no more divisive than were
the Anglo-Amencans at the time. After all, the Pennsylvanians and the Virginians were ready to go to war over the spoils of the F t Stanwix Treaty. The importance of the Scioto conferences were not that they failed to create unity among
the Indians but that the Indians, following the leadership of the Shawnees, were

now voicing and recognizing the need for unity to oppose the European advance
across their homelands. This movement in the years ahead would only gain mo-

53 Hindraker, Elusive Empires, 170.
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In the period between the Ft. Stanwix Treaty and the opening of the
Amencan Revolution, raids and killings, by whites and Indians both, seem to
have been camied out quite frequently, particdarly in the area ceded at Ft. Stanwix The chaos was leading to all out war. S m d encounters and m o r s of war

were rife throughout the Ohio Valley the year pnor to the campaign the Virgini-

ans l a d e d in 1774. On October 9,1773, six men of Daniel Boone's party, in-

duding Boone's son, were killed by a mixed group of Delawares, Cherokees,
and Shawnees on the west bank of Wallen's Creek in ~ e n t u c l q ~ .In
' ~mid-April

1774 white traders on their way to Wit the Shawnees villages were ambushed
by Cherokees on the Ohio, and one man was killed. Shortly afterwards, Michael
Cresap killed two Indians in their canoe at the mouth of Wheeling Creek CreSap followed this by kïiling a Shawnee and woundùig two others who were on
their way home frorn ~ i t t s b u r ~ hThat
! ~ spring the most infamous killing took
place at Yellow Creek on the Ohio (Çteubenville, Ohio), where members of the

family of Logan were slain. Michael Greathouse was the perpetrator. Sosin and
Mack Faragher give different accounts of the incident. There are many more.
This is Sosin's account:

The most brutal episode, one often erroneousIy attnbuted to Michael Cresap, occurred on April30 when a party of border ruffians led by Michael
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Resistance to the Anglo-Americun Invasion
Greathouse lured a small band of Mingo across the river at Yellow Creek,
plied thern with liquor, and murdered al1 of them except for one infantmen, women and children were indiscriminately slaughtered in the butchery that wiped out the entire family of chief ~ o ~ a n s 6

JohnMadc Faragher gives a more disturbing account:
a group of Amerïcan ruffians lured into their camp a number of Mingos .

..plied them with mm, killed and scalped them dl.

They strung up the

pregnant sister of the Mingo chief Logan by her wrists, sliced open her
belly with a tomahawk, and impaled her unborn child on a stake. The
Mingos would henceforth be sworn enernies of the ~ r n e r i c a n s . " ~ ~

Govemor Dunmore of Virginia used the violence dong the border as a
pretext for launchhg a war to secure for himself and Virginia the country that
had been ceded at Ft. Stanwix and that was now under dispute. Dunmore's War
might be accurately renamed the War of the Stanwix Cession, as Dorthy Jones
has suggestedS8 Virginia and Pennsylvania had cornpethg daims to the Ohio
Country. The Virginians stole a mardi on the Pemsylvanians by seizing Ft. Pitt

after it had been abandoned by the British and renaming it Fort Dunmore, daim-

h g it for Virginia. War with the Shawnees was a convenient excuse for the Virginians to tighten their control over Kentudcy and the upper Ohio Valley. The

56 Sosin, Revolutionmy Frontier, 86.
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Resistance fo the Anglo-Arnericun Invasion

Shawnees tried to £ïnd a peaceful solution, but the bellicose Virginians wanted
and launched their militas. campaign. As McConnell points out, Dunmore's opponents within Virginia "insisted that his only motive was to grab Kentucky and
preempt any effort by the Penns to assert jurisdiction over the Ohio ~ o u n t r ~ . ' ' ~ ~
The Virginians launched a three-pronged invasion of the Indian Country. One
major battle was fought: the Battle of Point Pleasant The outcome was indecisive. Dunmore followed up the battle by marching his columns to the Shawnee
towns on the Scioto River, where a preliminary peace was drawn up. Allegedly,
the Shawnees agreed to the cession of Kentucky, thereby accepting the terms of
Ft. Stanwk But it is not certain that this is accurate. Due to the outbreak of the
American Revolution, the o£fiaal peace conference never occurred. Instead, the
Shawnees intensified their fight to keep the Americans out of Kentucky.
That fight blended into the War of Independence in the west, as Indians
and redcoats fought together against the Americans. Ln fact, for the western Indians, the Amencan Revolution was no more than a continuation of the g u e d a
war they had been fighting since the 1760s. They were determined to give no

quarter to the American invasion of the Ohio Valley.

59 McConnel, Country Beheen, 277.

5. Refusal to Acknowledge Indian Authority
In the spring of 1779, at the height of the Revolution, the Amencans
launched a punitive expedition against the Iroquois. This scorched-earth cam-

paign laid waste to Iroquois villages and crops, defeated a Loyalist-Iroquois
army, and among the Iroquois earned George Washington the name "Town Deshoyer." "When that name is heard," said the Seneca leader Cornplanter ten
y e m later, "our women look behind them and huiipale, and our children ding
dose to the ne& of th& mothers."' More than forty t o m s were burned dom;

160,000 bushels of corn destroyed. Five thousand people fled to Niagara where
they had to be fed and dothed by the British Indian department. Many starved
in the fierce winter that followed, In the words of one historian, "Broken, the Six
Nations never recovered."'
There is more to leam from this campaign, relevant to the thesis at hand,

than there is in studying how the Revolution unfolded further west in the Ohio

and Illinois ~ounhies? This campaign is important for its purpose, strategy,
-

1

- -

See Max M. Mintz, Seeds of Empire: 7'heAmerican Revolutionary Conquesf of the Iroquois (New

York New York University Press, 1999) for a descriptionof the campaign. The Cornplanter

quote can be found on page 4. It is taken h m Franklin B. Hough, ed., Proceedings of the
Commissioners of Indian Aflairs, Appointed by Law far the Extinguishment of lndian Tifles in the

Stnte of New York (Albany, N.Y., 1861), I:160.
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For the war in the West perhaps the best summary is still Sosin, Revolutionary Frontier-

Refusal toAcknowledge Indian Authotity

and rhetonc and what these reveal about offiaal attitudes and poliaes toward
Indians, in particular about the attitudes and poliaes toward Indians favored by
General-later

President-George Washington. Washington was the person re-

sponsible for the kind of campaign waged against the Iroquois. His speech, his
decisions, serve as a kïnd of blueprint of the poliaes toward Indians that he
would follow after being elected president in 1789. In 1779 he was determined
to break down the Iroquois, to subdue them militarily, to humble them. He
would aim to achieve, through the destruction of people and material culture,
the third objective of war as Scarry defines it-the

desbxction of consciousness,

Indians would be made to relinquish their
political beliefs, self-de£initi~ns.~
own form of self-belief, self-extension. Washington called for a mission of destruction, and the Continental Congress approved the purpose of the campaign:
to make the Indians "feel the weight of American a r m ~ . "Nathanael
~
Greene,

with whom Washington consulted, understood his commandefs intentions: "to
scourge the Indians at the proper season, driving off the Indians and destroying
their Grain. . . . 6 There was to be no negotiating. American arms would dictate
11

terms. Later, in the 1790s, Washington would follow the same policy-non-negotiation. The Amencans would deal with Indians only from a position of power.
--

4

See above, page 16.
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The words were spoken by Joseph Reed of Pennsylvania, quoted in Mintz, Seeds of Empire, 78.
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Amencan arms would didate terms of peace. American s e d t y would rest on

subjugation. The Indians must be broken and humbled, as Washington made
clear to Greene:
The great objective of the expedition should be to give the Indians a se-

vere chastising, anything short of that will not cornpensate for the trouble
and expense in preparing for the expedition. 1have no doubt the Indians
will be glad to come to term when they see we are about to enter their
Country in good earnest; but unless their pride is broke down and they
sufficientiy humbled Little benefit will result from any Negotiation that
may take place. The British will soon spirit them u p to commit the same
depredations again as they did the last campaign?

There can be little doubt that Washington was thinking about the future
expansion of the United States, which would depend on the subjugation and re-

moval of the Indians. His offiaal order to General John Sullivan repeated this
concern about the future, about the need to drive off and terrorize the Indians.
Nothing speaks more to the importance of the west in Washington's mind:
The immediate objects are the total destruction and devastation of their
settlements and the capture of as rnany prisoners of every age and sex as
possib!e. It will be essential to ruin their crops now in the ground and
prevent their planting more. ...Our future security will be in their inability to injure usL] the distance to which they are drivenL] and in the terror
with which the severity of the chastisement they receive will inspire in
them.8
7

In Mintz, Seeds of

Empire, 82.
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Sullivan hïmself had doubts about the policy of chastisement. A devout
Christian, he searched the Suiptures for passages approving such retribution
and apparently found them there. He also found support in the divine and comforting rationalizations of Samuel Kirkland, the chaplah who accompanied Sulli-

van's army- At a Fourth of Julycelebration in 1779, before their march into

Iroquois, Sullivan and his eighty-seven officers, with two skulls held high, raised

their glasses in a toast to the forthcoming campaign: "Civilization or death to all
American ~ a v a ~ e s !
At the dose of the Revolution Native Amencans defending the Ohio
Country essentidy found themselves isolated. Their hope in desperate cîrcumstances was to discourage incursions north of the Ohio River by making the cost
of settlement too high for the United States. Their raids against the settlements
were taken up in earnest again once the Indians understood the terms of the
1783 treaty and the intentions of American leaders. They could not stop the

American invasion of their country on their own;sheer numbers made this dear.
They needed to draw the British army actively into the shuggle, and they
needed to do so before a weak United States govenunent grew strong enough to
assert control over the badccountry. But the British followed a policy of noncornmitment and the British out of self-interest proved themselves to be an un8

Quo ted in Min tz, Seeds of Empire, 89.
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ForthisdescriptionseeMintz,SeedsofEmpire,98.
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trustworthy ally, senously betraying the Indian cause in the post-war period. To
the Americans, in general, the success of their Revoiution proved the righteous-

ness of theù cause, and they moved aggressively into the interior, confident they
personified liberty and the advance of civilization. American offitials denied Indian authority in the west by treating it as though it did not exist In the postwar period (until forced to do otherwise) they negotiated with Indians who did

not hold authority, and as the decade of the 1780s wore on, and dl out war
seemed inescapable, they used language to disaedit hdian authority and the justice of Indian complaints.

The Indians were kept at a distance kom the negotiations leading to the
1783 Treaty of Paris. They had to tmst that their British fnends wodd protect

their interests. In Quebec General Haldiniand worried that the Indians would be

forgotten in the peace settlement and feared the cost of such betrayal.10 Indian interests simply were not a part of the negotiations. At first the Americans came
prepared to consider the idea of an Indian barrier state, but in the progress of the
negotiations they realized that this would be unnecessary and that they codd
dismiss Indian interests.ll Vergennes, the French minister, did raise the poçsibility of an Indian barrier Iyuig between the United States and the Mississippi
10 Gen. Frederick Haldimand to Sir Guy Carleton, Quebec, 18 September 1782, in Michigan
Pioneer and Historicai Society, Histmical Collecfions vol. 20 (Lansing:State Printers, 1912),
57-58. The title of this collection varies, Hereafter it will be referred to as MPHSC.

11 Jones, License, 141.
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River, but he only did so on behalf of Spain's North American interests, not on
behalf of the Native occupants of the country.I2 Neither were Indian interests a
priority of the British ministers. Great Bntain was of two minds concerning the
Americans and the Amencan hinterland. As historian J. Leitch Wright has argued, on the one hand the British ministers wanted to reach an accommodation
with the former colonists, and on the other hand they wanted to constrict Amen-

can expansion and bring about the downfall of the new republic13 These two
vîews were reflected in the different ministries that oversaw the peace process,
the f i s t under Lord SheIburne and the second under James Fox, which came to
power when Shelburne resigned in February 1783. Both factions were aware
that the Amencan hinterland, the backcountry, promised to develop into a great
market for British manufactures-"a

market potentially rich beyond avariceM-

provided Great Bntain could control its waterways.14 Lord Shelburne's idea
was to let go of the Amencans politicdy but to keep on good terms with them

and keep them bound to Great Britaui economically, hence his willingness to
cede to them the region south of the Great Lakes and west of the Appalachians.

-

-

--

-

12 Vergennes reasoned that the Americans might accept this idea, where they would no t accept
Spain's direct acquisition of the countv, which the Spaniards were seeking. See Samuel
Flagg Bernis, The Diplomacy of the Americrzn Revolution (Bloomington: Indiana University
Press, 1935), 217.
13 Wright, Britairz and the Arnerican Frontier, X .
14 Ritcheson, Affermath, 156-57.

His opponents, however, felt SheIburne had sold out British interests, in particular the interests of the fur traders, and they wished to assert British conhol over

the interior. The stahis of the interior had been left very uncertain by the peace
treaty. Brought to a h d e d conclusion, the treaty was signed before a commercial agreement had been reached. The commercial status of the Ohio Valley-

Great Lakes region remained in question. In question also was a schedule for
the withdrawal of British troops and the transfer of British posts on American
soil. These developments held out to the occupants of the interior-the

traders,

the Indians, the British military c o m a n d e r s - t h e hope that the terms of the
treaty might somehow be altered. The Amencans had won daim to a vast country. But could they make good on that daim? Could they colonize the backcoun-

try? The intenor was still under the control of the Indians-as it had always
been. Even if the Amencans did succeed in colonizing the intenor, there was no
guarantee that the region would stay within political control of the new United
States. There was not even a guarantee that the United States would survive as a
nation. Britain may have conceded large sections of North Amenca to the former colonies on paper; on the ground, Britain remained, for many years to follow, a powerful influence in these ceded temtones. Those opposed to the
cessions made to the Americans in 1783, worked, in the decade that followed, to
destabilize the region and to bnng it under British control. Indian interests
dearly lay with those opposed to the treaty and in support of the fur trade,

Re-2
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though the Indians realized also, after the terms of the treaty came home to
them, that Great Britain, out of self-interest, could tum out to be a treacherous
dyIndians had just cause to be bitter about the peace treaty. They had not
been defeated. In fact their greatest military successes had corne late in the war,
in defeating the Kentuckians at Blue Li& and overwhelming Colonel William
Crawford's forces on route to SandusQ. They still controlled their own temtory, and this would be a major diplomatic consideration until Fallen Timbers.
Because they held their own temtory they were able, largely, to keep the Amencans south of the Ohio River for the next twelve years.15 On April21,1783, the
Americans suspended all offensive actions against the 1ndians.16 The cessation
of hostilities and the m o r s of a treaty surprised the Indians. Joseph Brant traveled to Quebec to question General Haldimand about the tmth of the rumor that
the British had made peace with the ~ostonians?~
He wanted to h o w if it were
hue that the Indians had been "forgot and no mention made of them in said
~ e a c e . " ' ~Two days d e r the ireaty was signed in Paris the Indians at Sandusky
15 Jones, License, 134.
16 Pmcha, Americun Indian Policy, 32.
17 Arnerican rebels.

18 Joseph Brant's speech to GeneraI Frederick Haidirnand, Quebec, 21 May 1783, in The Valley of
the Six Nations: A Collection of Documents on t k Indian Lands ofthe Grand River, edited by
Charles M. Johnston, The Champlain Society (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1964),

38-41.

were questioning Alexander McKee about its meaning, well aware of its contents. They told McKee that they understood that the Amencans had thrown the
English on their badc and that the Amencans were now encroaching upon Indian lands and daiming them by right of ~ o n ~ u e s tA. ' month
~
later the Continental Congress of the new United States bore out their suspicions. The
committee on Indian affairs proposed a policy for deaüng with the Indians based
on the notion that they could be treated as a conquered people. Accordingly, In-

dians needed to atone for their atrocities, and their lands could be taken from
t h e m as compensation.20The Indians hardly agreed. They had not been in-

duded in the negotiations and had not signed the peace treaty. They w o d d
abide by an Ohio River boundary, established in 1768by the Treaiy of Fort Stanwix. That was the Indian line in the sand. They understood their rights, as

Haldimand wrote to Lord North the following month:
these People, my Lord, have, as enlightened Ideas of the nature & Obligations of Treaties as the most Civilized Nations have, and know that no Infringement of the Treaty in 1768. . . Can be binding upon them without
their Express Concurrence &

ons sent.^'

19 "Transactions with Indians at Sandusky," 5 September 1783, MPHSC 2û:175.

20 See Prucha, Arnerimn Indian Polzky, 32-33.

21 This quote can be found in Colin G.Calloway, "Suspicion and Self-Interest: The
British-Indian Alliance and the Peace of Paris," The Historian 48,no. 1, (November 1985),49.
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M e n Madean, the British Superintendent of Indian Affairs at Niagara,
wrote to Haldimand that the Indians appeared "to be very anxious & uneasy,
they have heard of Certain pretended Boundaries, to which they never can agree
if t r u e . British
~ ~ ~ officials in North America had reaçon to fear Native reaction to

the peace treafy. The Ottawas and Chippewas were voicing their contempt for
the deceithil British who used the Indians to do their fighting23 Just as the Indi-

ans had proved to be a powerful ally, they could also prove to be a powerhil enemy. The f e z British military commanders expressed about the possibility of

Indian retaliation was not simply rhetonc, not simply an excuse to remain in possession of the posts on American soii. Madean believed the Indians would react
moderately to the changes brought on by the peace treaty as long as the British
remained in place, but he could "by no means answer for what they may do,
* British were not especially fond
when they See us Evacuate these ~ o s t s . " ~The
of the Indians either, as Colin Calloway has pointed out. The British looked
upon them more as a necessary evil, there to help accomplish British ends. They
did not respect them as fighters; they disliked the cmelty they practiced in war;
and they complained conçtantly about the high coçt of supporting the alliance.25
But they understood their value and more importantly their power. And as long
22 AlIan Maclean to Frederick Haidimand, Niagara, 18 May 1783, in Johnston, Six Nations, 35.
23 Cdoway, "Suspicion," 4445.
24 Man Maclean to Frederick Haldimand, Niagara, 18 May 1783, in Johnston, Six Nations, 35.

25 Cdoway, "Suspicion," 43-44.
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as the Indians maintained that authority, one thing in the pays d'en haut remained constant the best policy for a European ally to follow was to protect the
trade and preserve Indian patronage. Without that patronage the pays d'en haut
could stül turn into a very hostile world. British leaders were wilIing to pay the
high cost of patronage not so much for the sake of fur trade profits but for the
sake of the political leverage it gave them in the interior. For the western Indians, ironicdy, the contemptible treaty pushed them m e r into the British
camp, for now more than ever they needed the support of the British military.
At Sandusky, on September 8,1783, Deyonquat of the Delawares, speaking in
council, admonished the Six Nations and the representatives of the British to be
strong:
Father! Listen! As also our Brethren the Six Nations, you have told us
there is Peace. . . . We now inform you that the Virginians are already encroaching upon our Lands, and we desire you and our Father to be
strong, and desire thern to desist from encroaching upon u s . . ..26

As mu& as the Indians despised the British, the Americans presented a
greater and more immediate threat to their security. The Indians and the British,
despite their mutual dislike, needed and therefore supported each other.
Haidimand proceeded cautiously with the Indians, remembering the
trouble they had brought to Amherst at the dose of the Seven Yeard ~ a r . ~The
'
26 "Transactions withIndiansatSandusky,"8September1783,MPHSC20:182.

report he received hom Allan Madean on May 18,1783 detailing the sense of betrayd felt by the

and the message Joseph Brant brought him three

days later hom the Six Nations undoubtedly alarmed Haldimand. Brant wanted
to know if the British at the peace talles had betrayed the Indians who had so
freely bled for their allies:
I am now Sent in behdf of al1 the King's Indian Allies to receive a decisive answer From you, and to know whether they are included in the
Treaty with the Americans, as faithhl Allies should be or not, and
whether those Lands which the Great Being above has pointed out for
Our Ancestors, and their descendants, and Placed them there from the beginning and where the Bones of Our forefathers are laid, is secure to them

The first order of business was to relieve Native suspicion about British intentions. Hddimand sent John Johnson to Niagara "to quiet the apprehensions
of the Indians, by convincing them that it is not the Intention of Government to
abandon them to the Resentment of the ~ m e r i c a n s . "He
~ ~sent similar messages
to the Indians around Detroit and those resorting to Mlidiilimackinac, teliing
them that the King "still considers his faithful Indian Allies as his children and
27 Calloway, "Suspicion," 44.
28 Allan Maclean to Fredenck Haldimand, Niagara, 18 M a y 1783, in Johnston, SU:Nntions, 36-37.

29 Joseph Brant's speech to General Frederick Haldimand, Quebec, 21 May 1783, in Johnston,
Six Nations, 4041.

30 Haldirnand to JohnJohnson, Quebec, 26 May 1783, MPHSC 22-123-24-
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will continue to promote their Happiness by his Protection, and permission of
their usual Intercourse with Traders, with a l l other Benefits in his Power to afford the~n."~'
In addition to this he granted to Joseph Brant and the Iroquois
lands around Lake Ontario and on the north side of the Niagara River, where
they could remove themselves if they wished to be outside the jurisdiction of the

It was a more difficult task to assuage the resentrnent of the western Indians. On May 6,1783, Major De Peyster at Detroit wrote to Alexander McKee, the
deputy Indian agent in the Shawnee Country, informing him of the peace that

was at hand and instructing him to restrain the Indians from further hostilities.
De Peyster also wanted M m e to "keep a look out for our own s e ~ u r i t y . " ~ ~

McKee wrote back from the "Shawanese Town" that for the most part the peace
would be observed by the Indians; however, he informed De Peyster, large parties of Mingos and Cherokees were constantly passing behveen the Çhawanese
Town and the settlements of Virginia to the south, which implied that they were
conducting raids. The Kentuckians had been on the north side of the Ohio River
not long before, explained McKee, and the Indians were suspicious that the Bntish had abandoned them in the peace negotiations. McKee wamed that if the Indians did not receive their usual supplies from the British, they would be
31 Ibid.
32 Major D e Peyster to Captain McKee, Detroit, May 6,1783,MPHSC 11:363-64.

disappointed and "convinced in the opinion that they are to be cast off when
their service is no longer required." 33
Not only did the British want the Indians to lay down their arms and
cease hostilities, they also wanted them to honor the peace treaty by returning a l l
prisoners. But with the Indians so apprehensive, General Haldimand was not
ready to introduce any dramatic dianges to the status quo in the interior. That
summer he ordered that all Americans coming to trade with the Indians be
turned badc In Julywhen Washington, at the request of the Continental Congress, sent General Steuben to Canada to arrange for the tcmsfer of the military
posts on Amencan soil, Haldimand refused to discuss their tramfer or even to allow Steuben to inspect the posts. In this volatile tirne, with the Indians so uneasy about the peace treaty, Haldimand greatly feared touching off another war.
Alexander McKee gathered the leaders of the western nations in council at Sand u s w between September 5th and September 8th that year.34The purpose of the
council was to remove Indian uneasiness over the fear that their country had
been given away in the peace treaty, evidenced by the increasing number of
whites enaoaching on W a n lands. McKee urged those present to free all pnsoners and to put away their hostilities toward the Americans. He assured them
33 Captain Alexander McKee to Major Arent S. D e Peyster, Shawanese Town,24 May 1783,
MPHSC 20:122-23.

34 ffTransactionswith Indians at Sandusky," 5 September to 8 September, 1783, MPHSC

20:175-83.
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that the Ohio River boundary still stood and that the United States would not deprive them of their country on the pretext of having conquered them. The Indians had the right to their country, and they need not be bothered by the
boundary line agreed upon between Great Bntain and the United States in the
peace treaty:
you are not to believe, or even think that by the Line which has been de-

sdbed, it was meant to deprive you of an extent of country, of which the
right of Soil belongs to, and is in yourselves as Sole Proprietors

It is uncertain how the Indians understood "right of soil." It was their
countiy, they had fought for it. They continued to die for i t They had not given
anyone rights to it or even the right to confer rights. They informed McKee that
"it is the Gift of the Great God who made a l l things to us, and we have already
spilt the best of our blood in defending it." They left Sandusky willing to wait

and see if the Amencans would honor the Ohio River boundary. They were wïü-

ing to suspend hostilities against the frontiers of the United States, although, as
McKee the next day wrote to JohnJohnson, "the conduct of the Amencans has

given too mu& grounds to the justice of their suspicions; having marked the
Country upon this side of the Ohio as far as the neighourhood of Kooshawking
[Coshocton] and Tuskawaras ~uscarawas]....,,35
35 Alexander McKee to John Johnson, Sandusky, 9 September 1783,MPNSC 20:183. Coshocton
and Tuscarawas are towns in eastem Ohio.
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British offiàals in Canada were more aware of the gravity of the situation
than were the ministers in London. Haldimand feared a bloodbath in the back-

country. He wanted the government to take precautions and urged that the
posts be retained while in the hands of the British, that the country ceded in 1768
at Fort Stanwixbe set aside as an Indian barrier state, and that the traders be al-

lowed to move freely among the Indians, even in what was now considered temtory belonging to the United states3' Haldimand's stance, his refusal to turn
over the posts to the Americans, was later approved by the Home S e a e t w
Thomas Townshend (who on Mardi 6,1783 became Baron Sydney of Chislehurst). Sydney wrote to Hddimand in the spring of 1784 that:
The management of the Indians requires g-reat attention and address at
this ditical juncture, and I am persuaded, that Our retaining the Possession of the Posts will not even be detrimental to America, and may be the
means of preventing Mischieb which are likely to happen should the
Posts be delivered up whilst the resentrnent of the Indians continues at so
high a pitch. I hope the People of America will treat them with kindness,
indeed if thy consdered it for a moment, their own Interest would prompt
them so to do, but if they should be determined to pursue a different Conduct, you may assure those unfortunate People, that they will find an
Asylum within His Majestys Dominions, should they be indined to cross
the Lakes and put themselves under our Protection ....37
- -

.....
-- - - -

36 Stevens, Norfhest Fur Trade, 92-93. Retention of the posts was a policy Haldimand had been
encouraging as eady as October of 1782, prior to the signing of the preiiminary articles of
peace; see General Haldimand to Thomas Townshend, Quebec, 25 October 1782,MPHSC

10:667-69.
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Had the British immediately surrendered the posts, it would have demonstrated to the Indians, condusively, that the British were unwilling to live up to
their promises of support?

Great Britain could not afford to lose Indian assis-

tance. What was at stake for Britain was the Amencan interior. It is a side of the
diplornatic equation that is not stressed enough. The heartland of North America, with its potential wealth, never ceased to be important to the British ministers in London, the peace treaty not withstanding. The rebellious republic across
the Atlantic had gained its independence; it did not follow that Whitehall would
allow the United States to establish itself in the country west of the Ohio River.

The British policy that evolved-ne

of concem but non-conmitment-

served

British interests very well: while the British would not openly support the Indians, they armed and supplied them and held them with promises of ail necessary assistance. This policy of non-cornmitment protected the British fur trade

in the region; it kept the United States at bay it kept the western Indians in alliance; it kept open British options in the intenor; and, though costly to arm and

supply the Indians, it met British objectives without the cornmitment of large armies to the region. Essentidy it was the same policy that had always worked
37 Lord Sydney to Frederick Haldimand, 8 April1784, in johnston, Six Nations, 45-46.
38 The Indians were assured of British support against American aggression. In the spring of

1783, for exampIe, De Peyster wrote McKee, instnicting hirn to inform the indians "should

the Enemy in the mean time enter their Country, we wiil give them every assistance in our

power"; see Major De Peyster to Captain McKee, 20 April1783, MPWSC 11:359-60.
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once the importance and the powes of the Indians were ahowledged: protect
the trade and preserve the alliance.
George Washington, Iüce his British counterpart in Canada, General Haldimand, was also aware of the potentially explosive situation in the Ohio Country.
After touring the west in 1784he commented in a Ietter to Jacob Read on the
rage for land speculation that he saw there and on the growing discontent
whites were causing the Indians:
Ln defiance of the proclamation of Congress, they roam over the Country
on the Indian side of the Ohio, mark out lands, Survey, and even settle
them. This gives great discontent to the Indians, and will unless measures are taken in time to prevent it, inevitabIy produce a war with the
western Tribes.39

Camied by the success of the Revolution, the terms of the Paris peace
treaty, and the promise of wealth in western lands, great numbers of Amencans
crossed the mountains to stake daims in the Ohio Valley, overriding the concems of the Indians. The Indians were left with two responses: to retreat or to resist. Many followed the older response of retreating to the west and crossed the
Mississippi, into temtory daimed by Spain. Some traveled to the northwest, beyond Lake Supenor, opening new fields to the fur trade. Many others chose to
resist, strengthening the Confederacy determined to contain the Amencan ad39 George Washington to Jacob Read, 3 November 1784, quoted in Prucha, American lndian
Policy, 3435.

vance. Indian strength surprised American officiais. The nations that counseled
together at Sandusky in 1783 induded: the Six Nations, the Mingo, the Wyandot,

the Delaware, the Shawnee, the Potawatomi, the Ottawa, the Ojibwe, the Creek,
and the Cherokee. British offiaals also surprised the Americans by recognizing
the Fort Stanwix line as the proper boundary between Indians and whites and

by asserting that the Indians had not surrendered "right of soil" in the territory
Britain had ceded to the United States at the end of the Revolution. The King
could not give away what he did not have the right to give, so the Indians were
told. This diredly contradicted the position of the United States. United States

officiais asserted that the Indians had lost by conquest any rights to the Ohio
Country. How the United States chose to deal with Native Amencans in the
ceded temtory, therefore, was strictly an intemal affair, a domestic matter. T h e
United States was not dealing with foreign nations but with domeçtic wards4'
Americans proceeded under these assumptions until forced to acknowledge that they did not have control over the western Indians and that they
needed a different approach to the problem?l That change of policy did not
corne unül later in the decade. Prior to that change, offiaals proceeded on the assumption îhat terms could be dictated to the Indians. Between 1784 and 1789 the
United States constructed a string of forts dong the Ohio River boundary and
40

For a discussion of British support of Indian rights see Jones, License, 141-43.

41 jones,

License, 147-48.
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dictated several treaties to the Xndian~.~~
Besides the official military posts constructed by the anny, settlers built numerous stockaded forts or stations in the
Ohio Valley. For Native observers, more ominous, perhaps, than the presence of
the military north of the Ohio were the permanent settlements being established
north of the river. On April7,1788 the galleys Mayflower and Adelphius with

an advance party of 48 settlers arrived at the mouth of the Muskingum across
from Fort Harmar to begin fihesettlement of Marietta (named after Marie Antoinette). On November 18,1788 construction of Columbia, the first settlement

in the Miami Purdiase was begun, near the mouth of the Little Miami River.

Oak dapboards for the blockhouse that was quicldy construded on the site had
been cut beforehand at Limestone (Maysville, Kentucky) and floated across the

hio o.^^

On February 2,1789, four miles below the mouth of the Great Miami

River (on the Indian side of the Ohio), John Cleves Symmes, an agent for the Miami Land Company, established a settlement known both as Symmes City or
North Bend.

--

42 For a description of the posfs see Bernis, Jay's Treaty, 3-4. For a general discussion of the
p eriod see, Jones, License,120-86; Horsman, Expansion, 3265,84103; Prucha, Arnerican Indian
Policy, 25-50;Wright, Britkn and the American Frontier, 1-102; and Coiin G. CaIloway, C r m n
and Calumet: British-lndian Relations, 1783-1815 (Norman:University of Okiahoma Press,

1987).
43 Richard Scamyhorn and JohnSteinle, Sfockades in the Wildemess: The Frontier Defenses and

Setflemenfs of Soufhwestem Ohio, 1788-1795(Dayton: Landfail Press, 1986), 45-52.
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At the same t h e , Amencan commissioners signed several treaties with
the western Indians. These heaties were coercîve &airs, the Americans acting
under the assumption that they were treating with a conquered enemy. As the
price of peace, the Amencans expected the Indians to cede to them large sections
of land. At the second Treaty of Fort Stanwix, signed on October 22,1784, between the United States and the Six Nations, the Six Nations were forced to cede
their questionable daim to the Ohio Country. They were told that the United
States must be compensated for the blood and treasure the late war had cost
them and that the United States could daim the whole of Iroquois territory by

right of conquest, if they chose to do so. In January 1785, at Fort Madntosh on
the Ohio River, where the commissioners met with representatives of the Wyandot, Delaware, Ottawa, and Ojibwe, the Americans again asserted that the land
was theirs by conquest and that the commissioners were there to give not to receive, Le., to dictate terms. In January 1786, the same procedure took place at
Fort Finny at the mouth of the Great Miami River. But the Indians barely attended this conference. They had had enough of Amencan coercive tac tic^.^^

If the Indians had had any questions about American attitudes and Amencan designs, they were now laid aside. The position of the Native Confederacy

began to harden. Indian raids dong the Ohio border increased in number and fe44 For the treaties and the coercive way they were managed see Jones, License, 150-53, and
Horsman, Expansion, 29-21.
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rotity. The campaign of terror was intended to discourage white settlement, to
make travel on the Ohio River a dangerous, often deadly, undertaking, to keep
the Americaris out of Indian ~ o u n t s . . ~ '

The truth of the matter was that the United States was not in the position
to dictate terms to the Indians. American offiaals ran into the reality that they
were not in control in the west Amencans were facing the same question the
French and the British had faced before them-how

to achowledge Indian

authority without surrendering sovereignty over the country Indians occupied.
The French aznd the British had gotten around this question by granting the Indi-

ans a khd of conditional ownership, right of soil. This would have meant little
to the Indians. Whatever European charters daîmed, the French had not really
challenged h d i a n sovereignty and the British haddone so reaüy only once, at

the dose of the Çeven Years' War, and then had retreated from this position. The
Americans were dif3erent; they intended to occupy the country to which they
laid daim, and were doing so, and therefore presented the Indians with a challenge in fact, not a challenge in the abstract This was a threat to Native autonomy and something the Indians couid not ignore. The Confederacy chose to

Accounts of Indian raids into Kentucky and attacks dong the Ohio River are numerous.

They can be found throughout the Americcn State Papers: Indkn Aflairs and the Draper
Munuscripts at the Wisconsin Historical Society. They can also be found in county histones,

contemporary newspapers, and personal memois and diaries. The author is not aware of
any systematic study to date of the g u e d l a war that t w k place dong the Ohio.
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resist American aggression. The Americans either had to subdue the Confeder-

acy and assert political control over the Ohio Valley, or else they had to recognize Indian authority and independence. In the short run they chose to
recognize Indian authority--conditionally. But the half-measures of thiç policy
failed, leading to open warfare in the 1790s.
General Henry Knox, who became Washington's Seaetary of War in
1789, was the person responsible for formulating a more pacifïc Indian policy for

the United states?

The theory of conquest had caused turmoil. The diffidtieç

the Union faced in the west after the Revolution had become quiddy apparent,
as well as the weakness of the national government to deal with these dif£iculties. The national govemment did not have the power or the resources to im-

pose its policies. Instearl, national authorities found themselves in a fight with
state and local authonties over the right to regulate Indian affairs. It was as a

Virginian that John Hardin led a force of Kentu*

müitia against the Shawnees

in 1786. And it was under the authority of Virginia, not the national govemment, that George Rogers Clark in August 1786 led 1,200 militia up the Wabash
to Vincennes and that Benjamin Logan in September attacked the Shawnee

towns dong the Mad River. Kentuckians were Iosing faith in the effectiveness of

the government in Philadelphia, which seemed unwilling and unable to do any46

Anthony F. C.Wallace, Jeffmsonand the Indians: The Tragic Fate of the First A r n e r i a n s
(Cambridge: BeIknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1999), 165-70.
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thing about the guerrilla war in which they found themselves entangled. Nor
was the government able to secure form the Spanish rights of free navigation on
the Mississippi River, on wiiich the fragile westem economy depended. The
weahess of the national government threatened to undermine the success of the
Revolution. The breakup of the new republic, which foreign observers were predicting, seemed inevitable, given the fiscal and political crises Americans were
What
~ was at stake for the United States was political unity.
facing in the 1 7 8 0 ~ 3
Unless the United States could put an end to Indian raids against the westem settlements and bring order to the process of colonization, there was a great possi-

bility that the new temtories would break away and establish their own
independent republics+ither

that, or else align themselves with the Spanish

further west or the British to the n ~ r t h . ~ ~
General Knox believed that the United States could assuage Indian resentments by treating the Indians more fairly, b y achowledging their right of s o c

and by protecting them £rom white aggression. He assumed that the Indians
would feel more congenid toward the United States once they felt they were pro47 The French minister Vergennes feared "that the germs of division now existing will produce

much evi1before the Republic acquires stability." Comte de Vergennes to Chevalier de la

Luzerne, Versailles, 20 December 1782, in nie Emerging Nation: A Donrmentmy History of the
Fmeip Relations of the United States under the Articles of Confederation, 1780-7789,Mary A.

Giunta, Editor-in-Chief and Project Director (Washington, D.C.:National Historical
Publications and Records Commission, 1996),729-30.
48 Wright, Britain and the Amm*canFronfier, 43.
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tected. He also assumed that once the govemment in a limited way recognized

Indian rights, Indians would assent to United Statesf control. Part of the solution
lay in cuxbing American aggression on the hontier, and Knox was not opposed
to using the army, woefidly undermanned as it was, to police and control the

Ohio River b ~ u n d a r y ?In
~ the summer of 1787 Congres authorized the use of
federal troops on the Pemsylvania and Virginia fiontiers, and Knox was authorized to remove whites unlawfully settled on Indian lands. That same summer
Knox ordered Colonel Harmar to Vincennes on the Wabash where Harmar established Fort Knox under the command of Major Hamhamdc But the problern lay
in the weahess of the central government and its inability to enforce Iaws for

the general good of the union-a problem American leaders began to address at
the Constitutional Convention that same summer. Knox was hampered by the
inability of the Amencan government to assert its authority. That gradudy
changed with the passage of the Northwest Ordinance (which created a form of
government for the new Northwest Temtory), with the adoption of the Constituthe establishment of a stronger cenhd government under George
tion, and ~ 9 t h
Washington.

On July 9,1788, Arthur St. Clair arrived at Marietta on the Ohio as the
new governor of the Northwest Temtov, and a week later he offiaally established the temtorial government. The seat of government, Marietta, was located

north of the Ohio ~ i v e r ? It was certainly dear that the Amerïcans were not go-

ing to honor an Ohio River boundaiy. Even so, the last thing the Amencans
wanted was an Indian war. The economy was extremely weak, as was the army,
with its 840 officers and men in service, most stationed dong the northwestem

frontier. The idea of a standing army ran contrary to the idea of a republican citizen anny. To ded with the problems the United States faced, as historian P a d
Prucha stated, "this puny sword of the Republic was hardly s ~ f n c i e n t . "Knox
~~
conduded that it would require 2,500 soldiers and $200,000 to crush the western

Indians. It seemed more sensible to try and conciliate the~3.1.~~
The poorly attended treaty held at Fort Harmar in January 1789 reflected the new American
v i e d 3 The Amencans recognized Indian ownership of land and recognized
that land had to be purchased from the Indians. But the treaty in reality was just
as coerave as those that had proceeded it. The intention was to obtain even
more lands in the northwest from the Indians, and the Native position, an Ohio
River boundary, was not taken senously. The United States wanted peace without real concessions. Knox's poliaes failed for two reasons: first, the federal government codd not control violence dong the Ohio frontier, and, second, the
50 Knepperf Ohio, 70-71.
51 Francis P a d Prucha, ï7ze Sword $the Republk The United States Arrmj on the Frontier,
1783-1846, (Toronto: Collier-Maanillan Canada Ltd,

52 Ibid., 19-20.
53 Horsman, Expansion, 48.

1969), 15.
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United States government refused to recognize Indian authority north of the
Ohio River. The point can be argued that the United States for its own survivd

had to assert control over the interior and that with the failure of Knox% initiatives the only alternative for the United States was to prepare for war. There

was no choice if Amencan administrators could not acknowledge Indian rights.

In the end Washington chose to follow the same course he had against the Iroquois. He chose to subdue the Confederacy.

6. Conclusion: Loss of the Ohio Country
Once Washington and Knox had reached the decision to use the army in
the Ohio Country,they had to j u s t q their actions. The language they used to
desaibe the situation dong the Ohio portrayed the Indians as outlaws and the
frontier whites as innocent victims of Indian malevolence. It presented the govenunent of the United States as victim also, wanting a negotiated peace, yet lefi
with no alternative but to strike back at an enemy who would or could not see

reason. The reasons for taking the war north of the Ohio River were not the sensational excuses employed by govemment leaders. The reason for going to war
was less about Indian atrocities and more about extinguishing Indian authority,
destroying material culture in the Ohio Country. Material culture is what Elaine
Scarry refers to as self-extension. Ultimately it was Scarqfs third objective of
war-destroyuig consciousness, political beliefs, self-definitions-that

the

United States government sought when they sought to "extirpate" the Indians.
S u c h Ianguage was being used to cover less than honorable intentions.

The

word e x t e t e histoncdy has several related meanings. It means to pull or

pluck up by the roots, to w e e d - a gardening term.' It alço means to root out, exterminate, or t o t d y destroy a dass, sect or nation. A third definition, "to root
out, eradicate (an immaterial thing, e.g. heresy, vice, etc.)" corresponds to
1

Native Americans in a sense were to be weeded from the republican garden.
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Scarry's third objective of war2 Henry Knox, who often used thiç te-,

used it

to cover over his o w n misgivings about the policy of the United States, which he
in large part had shaped. Using the army to destroy the Indians ran counter to

the idealism Jeffersonhad expressed in the Northwest Ordinance:
"The utmost good faith shall always be observed towards the Indians,
their lands and property shdl never be taken hom them without their
consent, and in their property, rights and liberty, they shall never be invaded or disturbed, unless in just and iawful wars nuthwized by ~ o t z ~ e s s . ' ' ~

It also ran counter to Knox's own sensibilities:
How different would be the sensation of a philosophic rnind to reflect,
that, instead of exterminating a part of the human race by our modes of
population, we had persevered, through al1 difficulties, and at last had imparted Our knowiedge of cuItivation and the arts to the aboriginals of the
country, by which the source of future IiÇe and happinesç had been preserved and extended. But it has been conceived to be impracticable to civilize the Indians of North Arnerica. This opinion is probably more
convenient than just*

2

The definitions are taken h m The Compact Edition of the Oxfard English Didioncznj: G m p l e f e
Texl Rqtroduced Micrographically, vol. 1 (Glasgow: Oxford University Press,l971), 939; Scarry,
Body in Pain, 114.

3

The author of the thesis italicized "unless in just and laurful wms authorked by Congress." The

Northwest Ordinance is quoted in WaUace, Jefferson, 163.
4

Knox is quoted in Wallace, Jefferson, 168.
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Republican idealism had run up against the realpolitik of the need to subdue the Indians and to destroy Native autonomy in the region The way past
this moral dilemma, was not to recognize the justice of Indian cornplaints and
the legitimacy of the Native desire to remain politically autonomous, but rather
to present war as "just and lawful" and to place the Indians outside the law
("banditti"). Not only was it necessary to place Indians outside the law, but it
was also necessary to demonize them, to place them outside ciuilization, to make
them the embodiment of pure eviL5 Personifuing the Indians as uncivilized and
evil allowed Americans to present to themselves their own aggression in a palatable form. The enemy could be blamed for all suffering; there was no need to
feel consaence-sfridcen; and there was less need for American leaders to explain

their actions. With the cause perceived as just and moral, it made it easier for
American authorities to convince a reluctant populace of the need to go to war,
to kill and be Idled. Americans leaders succeeded in their efforts to "extirpate"
Native Americans from the Ohio Country, but they did so at a great cost to the
new republic, not only in blood and heasure, but also in principle, in symbolic
capital.

In doing so, American offiads also risked political failure. There are detailed accounts of the three major battles fought between the United States and
5

For a discussion of the purposes served by the "myth of pure evii" see Roy F. Baumeister,
Evil: Inside Human Violence and Cruelty (New York W. H. Freeman and Company, 1999),

84-91.
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the Indians in Wiley Sword's Presidenf Washington's Indian War:The Struggle for

the OLd Northwest, 1790-1795 and also in John Sugden's Blue Jacket: Wmawror
of the
~ h a w n e e s Two
. ~ Federal armies were defeated (one actually destroyed) before

Generd Anthony Wayne on August 20,1794 at F d e n Timbers provided Ameri-

can leaders with the victory they sought. The defeat of Colonel Josiah Harmar's

army o c m e d in late October 1790. The purpose of his failed expedition was to
destroy the Indian towns at the headwaters of the Maurnee River. The destruction of Arthur S t Clair's army took place a year later. S t Clair's objective was
similar to that of Hannar: to establish a fort at the headwaters, which would control Indian movements dong the strategic Wabash and Maurnee river systems.
But on the moming of November 4,1791, an Indian force of a thousand men led
by Blue Jacket, Budcongahelas, and Little Turtle, surprised and routed St. Clair's

army. Over 620 American soldiers were either killed or captured in the slaughter that day.
The first Amencan defeat, Harmds in 1790, raised the optimism and the
hope of Native American fighters. The Indians had demonstrated that they
could defeat an American army in open battle. Victory in the field gave them
confidence. It also won the confidence of their British allies whom the Indians
hoped to persuade to commit themselves to an active role in the conflict. Such
-

6

--

-

-

Wiley Sword, Washirzgton's Indian War;John Sugden, BlueJacket: Warrimof the Shawnees
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2000).
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open warfare was more likely to draw in the British. If Amencans were sending
trained armies into the interior and constructing military outposts, such activities could easily be perceived as threats to Bntish interests as well. Some British
officers were certain that the Americans were intent on seizing ~ e t r o i t ?The British also were more Iikely to enter the fray on the side of the Indians if Bntish

military leaders felt that the Americans could be vanquished easily. So Indian
victories, like the defeat of Harmar in the fall of 1790, were important.
After the5 initial victory, the Indians needed to press home the advantage
they had gained, while gichi-mookomnnn, the Long Knife, was stiU weak. Generally raids against the settlements were not undertaken in winter. But in January
1791, the Indians, led by Simon Girty, stnick Dunlap's Station (17 miles north of

Cincinnati),and that sarne month twenty-five Wyandots and Delawares moved
down the Muskingum River and attadced and ovenvhelmed a blockhouse at
~arietta.' According to General Rufus Putnam who was at Marietta but not in
the blockhouse that was stormed, fourteen persons were killed and three captured:
it is impossable for me to give you a Just Idea of the distress into which

this event has trown the inhabitants especially those of the out Settlements-for

my own part 1have for Sometime ben of the opinon that the

Spnng would open with a general attack on the frontier in which event I
7

This had been Dorchester's fear since June of 1787, see Stevens, Northwest Fur Trade, 165.

8

Sword, Washington's Indian Wm 126-30; Scamyhorn, Stockades, 67-7i.
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did not expect we Should escape uniess Goverment Should timely Send

Troops for our protection, which 1was in hopes would be the case. But it
Seems the enimy are ditermined to take advantage of Our defenceless

Situation and to wreak their vengence on the Inhabitants before any Succour can be had-

9

Indians were also putting pressure on British offiaals to commit themselves to the cause. Blue Jacket wanted the aid of Great Britain's "young men."1°
Developments in North America were presenting an opportunity to the ministers, an opportunity of which they were slow at k t to take advantage. This was
due in part to the length of time it took to communicate between the frontier in
North America and centers of power in

ond don.''

But gradually, beginning in

1790, a more aggressive policy emerged. If ever there was a time to strike the
Amencans and resû5ct their advance it w a s in the early 1790s. International developments, h m a British perspective, seemed to favor this approach. And the
leadership in Great Bntain was open to the idea of intervention. The "impenous" William Wyndharn Grenville, who very much favored the creation of an Indian barrier state, became Home Secretary in 1789.'~Lord Hawksbury, who
9

The misspeilings and capitalization belong to Putnam's letter, see Ruhs Putnam to
unknown recipient, Marietta, 6 January1791, in The Memoirs of Rufus Putnam and Certain
offcial Papers and Correspondence, compiled and m o t a t e d by Rowena Bueii, pubiished by

the National Society of the Colonial Dames of America in the State of Ohio (Boston:
Houghton, Mif£linand Company, 1903),247-8.

10 Sword, Washington's lndian War, 122.
11 Ibid.
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headed the Board of Trade, advocated the use of the military against the United
States if necessary, to squelch a potential commercial r i ~ a . 1 ;Sir
~ Henry Clinton,
former commander in chief during the Revolution, had corne into favor again
with the King and ministry at this tirne. Clinton advocated encouxaging the Indi-

ans, strengthening the posts, reinforcing Niagara and Detroit, even expelling
Spain and the United States from the Mississippi

all le^.'^ The British miniçters

understood the potential importance of the Amencan hinterland to the Atlantic
trade.15 They feared that a hostile coalition-such as France, Spain, and the
United S t a t e ~ o u l shut
d
them out of the Mississippi Valley, and they considered the possibility of seizing the Flondas and New Orleans and gaining control
that way. The idea of containing the Americans and uniQing the Mississippi

Valley under British rule had many supporters? The opportunity presented it-

12 Wright, Bn'tm-n and t k Arnericnn Frontier, 45,70.
13 Ibid-,60,

14 Ibid,, 55-56.
15 By the spring of 1790, due to European shortages, orders were pouring into the United States
for Amencan grain, from France, Spain, Portugal, and even Great Britain. British
mercantilists, who feared becoming dependent on the United States for the essentials of life,
atternpted in the 1780s to make Canada the granary of the Empire. The experiment failed.
"Unable to build a sound and self-sufficient system upon that wintry, northern province,

British statesmen could place ultimate reliance only on the Amencan granary. Oniy the
United States could dependably supply the staff of life for the sugar islands, the
Newfoundland and St Lawrence fisheries, the Maritimes, Canada, and Great Britain

herseIf''; see Ritcheson, "The AngIo-Ame rican Community: Trade and Grain," in Aftmath,
185-203.
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self in 1790 with the Nootka Sound controversy. The British government took issue with Spain's seizure of British merchant ships at Noo tka Sound in the Pacifïc
Noahwest At issue was Spain's daim to sole junsdiction dong the Pacific
Coast The controversy threatened to open into a generd European war. In case
of war, the British would have to cross through United States temtory to attack

Spanish Louisiana. This potential tum of events had its attractions for the British
ministers. Perhaps an Anglo-Spanish war could serve as the catalyst for the Bntish to separate the backcountry from the eastem United States? War never came;
Spain capitulated to Britain's demands. Nonetheless, the Nootka controversy
made dear that Great Bntain had ambitions in the American interior.''
The high tide of Native resistance in the 1790s came with the defeat of Arthur St Clair and his army. Afterwards the Indians were jubilant, and the Con-

federacy more united than ever.18 It was rumored that the British had awarded

Blue Jadcet a commission and the half pay of a brigadier general.lg The Americans on the other hand were shaken by the ÇtClair debade. "St. Clair had ben de-

feated, with a great Loss of men, and al1 his artiuery, and Stores of every
16 According to J. Leitch Wright, "The concept of a unified Mississippi Vaiiey, economically
and politicaliy dominated by Britain, linked to Canada and refuge for loyalists, reemerged in
the latter part of the 1780s";see Wright, Britain and t h Arneriuzn Frontier, 47.

17 Wright, Britain and the Amerkzn fiontier, 50-65;William Ray Manning, "The Nootka Sound

Controversy," Annud Repart of the Arneriuzn Historical Association (1904): 279-478.

18 Sugden, BlueJacket, 128-38.
19 Sugden, Blue Jacket, 129.
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kïnd,"Rufus Putman wrote, "the Indians began to believe them Selves invinsible,
and they t d y h a d great cause of hiumph."mHenry Knox personally brought

the news of St. Clair's defeat to President Washington. Washington was having
dinner when Knox presented him S t Clair's communiqué from the Ohio. Rich-

ard Norton Smith gives this colorful desaiption of that m o m e n t
S t Clair's opening words were enough to min anyone's meal: "Yesterday
aftemoon, the remains of rny army got badc to this place, and 1 now have
the painhl task to give you an account of as warm and as unfortunate an

action as aimost any that has been fought." In the Çew minutes available
before the host must rejoin his guests, Washington was able to learn the
deadly magnitude of St. Clair's rout. Two thirds of an arrny numbering

1,400 men lay dead or wounded, among them 35 commissioned officers.
S t Clair's second in command, General Richard Butler, much adrnired by
the attacking tribes for his valor on the fieid, fell while trying to organize
a last, desperate resistance; the victorious Shawnees cut open his corpse

and devoured his heart. St. Clair himself took eight bullets through his
clothing; had he worn his customary uniform of rank, he, too, would
have presented an irresistible target for the Indians.
Washington scanned the dispatch in silence, then returned to dinner and his wife's weekly levee He would not keep his guests waiting,
but neither could he restrain his emotions once the drawing room Çomalities were over. As Lear desaibed it more than twenty years later, the

president gave full vent to his anger, empurpling the air with oaths. Had
not St Clair brazenly disregarded Knox's instnictions and Washington's
expliat warning to heed the lessons of Braddock's rout? "Beware of a sur-
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prise," Washington had ddled into him. "You know how the Indians

fight " St Clair had engaged in butchery, not battle. As far as the presi-

dent was concerned, the white-haired veteran of Trenton and Brandywine was a murderer whose dlousness was matched only by his

stupidity.21
Washington, after he had recovered hom the news, grew as determined
as ever to subdue the western nations. Never wodd he compromise the western

boundary. In Mardi 1792 Congress authorized the creation of a standing army
of 5,000 m e d 2 The following April Washington presented Anthony Wayne a
commission as major general and assigned him the task of subduing the Confederacy.23
Bntain's reaction to the defeat of S t Clair was to fully encourage the Indians, to press the United States for cessions to the Indians (a barrier state), and to
watch and to counter the Americans in the badccounhy The British were mov-

ing doser to open support for the Indians and war against the United States. In
response to Anthony Wayne's advance from Fort Washington on the Ohio River,
the British rebuilt and regarrisoned Fort Mïamis on the Maumee River, in Amencan temtory. 1793 was a propitious time for Great Britain to openly support the

Confederacy and to check the Aniencans. Revolutionary France, engaged in her
21

Richard Norton Smith, P a t k r d r . George Washington and the New Ammican NaLion (Boston:

Houghton MiMin Company, 1993), 124.
22 Smith, PahiarJz, 125.
23 Sword, WasJzi~zgfon'shdian War, 205-7.
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own troubles, would not be able to assist the United States. And after Great Bnta h and Spain had joined together in 1793 to dedare war on France, the English

had little to worry about fkom the Spanish. War with the United States seemed
certain, partidarly when Great Britain began to seize neutral Americans ships
in the Caribbean that were loaded with foodstuffs for

rance? Sensing the mo-

ment, Lord Dorchester, the Govemor General of Canada, made an inflammatory
address that he circulated among the western Indians, urging the Confederacy to
join with the British in breakhg up the Amencan settlements and establishing a
new boundary line. Dorchester stated that "From the manner in which the people of the States push on, and ab, and t a k on this side, and from what I learn of
their conduct toward the sea, 1 shall not be surprised if w e are at war with them
in the course of the present year."25 Hïs speech alarmed leaders in the United

states?

It is littie wonder that the Indians expected George IIIto "reach out his

long sword against America once
Lord Dorchester's speech was premature. Nor was it o f f i a d y sanctioned. Great Britain did not go to war with the United States. The London min24 Bernis, J q S Trenfy, 210-17.

25 Sword, Washington's lndian Wm,258.

26 Ibid., 239-40; Wright, Britain and the Arnerican Frontier, 88.
27 Ibid., 83; Wright h a taken this quote h m a letter written in the south; see Price to Leslie

Panton, New Seneca, 24 Juiy 1793, in Duvon C.Corbitt, ed., "Papes Relating to the
Georgia-Florida Frontier, 17842800," Georgziz Hisfwicai Qumterly 23 (1939), 387. It shows that
the notion of British intervention had spread widely throughout North America.
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isters had second thoughts about creating another enemy while they were at war
with France, espeaally when the Federalist govenunent under Washington was

so cool to the French and French extremism. So once again Great Bntain abandoned the Indian allies. The Indians were left on their own to face Wayne's advancing legion At Fallen Timbers Wayne's forces charged and scattered the
Indians. The soldiers and cavalry were well trained; they pursued and W e d the
Indians as they came upon them. The fleeing warriors retreated down the
Maumee towards Foa Mamis, toward the protection of the British. But when
the Indians arrived there the British commander, so not to be drawn into an engagement with the Amencans, kept the gates of the fort dosed to them. More

than a battle had been lost It was the end of a forty year stniggle. Native
Amencans had been unable to absorb the Anglo-Americans. Fort Mïamis fittingly symbolized post-Revolutionary Indian-white relations. Driven off by the
Americans and betrayed by the British, Native Amencans finally were being
forced to give up their authority and let go of their world. The third objective of
war was in the process of being achievederadicating an Indian way of life in

the Ohio Valley.
Too often k the past historians have presented Native Americans as subordinates, less important than Europeans in the history of North Amenca. Part
of the reason is that there is less evidence to document the lives of Native Americans. But part of the reason also lies in the fact that the Indians were not victori-
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ous and they were not writing the histones. North Amencan history was
shaped by Indian loss, by the Indian struggle against colonialism. American historians have tned to ând a proper place for Indians in the new w o d d drama.
And yet Iittle has been written about the meaning of the stand Nat5ve Americans
made in the Ohio Valley in the post-Revolutionary period, about tlie important
divide in Native power marked by the battle of Fallen Timbers. TWe m e n t emphasis on mediation-on "go betweens" and "the middle ground"-tends

to sof-

ten the reality of the Indian-Mrhite encounter in North America.
Accommodationists would make that encounter our shared history, mutudy
comprehensible. But few non-Indian historians thuik of the loss at F d e n Timbers as ozrr loss. Indigenous resistance to colonialism in North A m erica followed
a pattern that has repeated itself throughout the world. David Maybury-Lewis,
for example, has drawn parallels behveen the westward expansiom of the
United States and the "Conquest of the Desert" in Argentirta (1789-1880). General Roca rationalized the annihilation of the Indians on the Pampas the same

way that militas- leaders in the United States rationalized "extirpa-ting" the Indians in the Ohio Valley. As Maybury-Lewis states: "The kdhg of imdigenous
people is usuaily resorted to when outsiders wish to seize the lands and resources they control or when the indigenous populations are simpBy considered

to be in the way of national destiny ....28
28 Maybury-Lewis, Indigenous Peuples, 4.
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To fully present the past, historians must also write about loss. The patriotic historian Samuel Flagg Bemis has a chapter in his book on J a i s Treaty entitled "The Neutra1 Indian Barxier State Project" From Bernis's tone one senses
that this "ambitious scheme," an Indian state, seems a bit preposterous to him, al-

though he admits that this "might-have-been" had a tremendous possibility of
taking place:
This ambitious scheme would have cut the very heart out of the future
Amerïcan Middle West- Nowhere would the territory of the United
States have reached north of the Ohio River. The plan in its fullest conception induded an extension of the buffer state eastward across the
newly settled areas of western and northern New York. Had the oId
Northwest Territory thus been separated and placed under nominal Indian control with actuai British tutelage it would have been oniy a few
years-unless the process was blodced by war-until tutelage over a vanishing race would have been replaced by an undisguised protedorate.
White settlement then would have spread westward under the British

flag. Chicago would have arïsen the metropolis of a British state in the
upper Mississippi ValIey. . . .The results of the American Revolution
would have been brought within bounds. Su& is one of the might-havebeens of history which threatened to be a trernendous r e a ~ i t ~ . ~ '

Bernis, of course, assumes that the Indians were weak, dependent, and
vanishing, which is the histonographical problem central to this thesis. The tmth
is that the idea of an Indian state came very close to succeeciing and probably
29 Bernis, Jny S Trenfy, 147-82.
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would have been established if France and England had not been at war on the
continent Native North Amencaw have been consistently presented as weak,
dependent, and doomed to extinction, unlike non-Native Americans. In reality

they were none of these things. They held tremendous authority in the interior
at one time. For centuries Europeans adjusted themselves to this reality, a reality
into which many of the French in the intenor and their offspring were absorbed.
After the defeat of New France, Native Amencans stniggled for forty years to re-

tain political control of the Ohio Valley-Great Lakes region, to hold on to the
lands they inhabited and the resources those lands provided. It took all out war

in the Ohio Country for the United States to £inally wrest that authority from the
Indians. The decisions and actions of the principals involved in that forty year
smggle-Great Britain, the United States, the lndian Confederacy-are better
understood in light of Indian independence and the power Indians possessed.
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